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ABSTRACT 
The microstructure of polycrystalline materials is manipulated in many ways to create 
materials with superior engineering properties. Alloying pure materials, for example, can 
alter crystallographic structure to strengthen or stiffen the material, but when impurities 
collect along grain boundaries, the material may become embrittled. This undesirable 
condition is generally associated with improper heat treatment during fabrication, but it may 
also occur during the service life of alloys exposed to penetrating radiation or severe thermal 
conditions. This dissertation studies scattering from decorated grain boundaries theoretically 
and experimentally, and ties results for isolated scatterers to grain noise measurements on 
materials composed entirely of scattering structures. The theoretical analysis begins with a 
treatment of a grain with decorated boundaries. This is modelled as an isolated isotropic 
spherical scatterer with a shell of spherically orthotropic material surrounding the core. This 
composite scatterer is embedded in a homogeneous isotropic host, and exact equations for 
scattering of an incident plane longitudinal wave are developed. Approximate and exact 
solutions for these equations are derived, and compared to prior solutions in the limiting case 
of an isotropic shell. The solution is then extended to focused incident fields, using a 
generalized Fourier series to represent the incident field in a form compatible with the 
separation of variables method of solving the spherical scatterer problem. Good agreement 
for scattering from isolated spherical scatterers, without and with a shell, and in a focused 
field, is obtained when theoretical results are compared with observations on microspheres of 
titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium (Ti64) and similar microspheres having a shell of 
nitrided Ti64. Finally, isolated scatterer theory is incorporated into backscattering models 
which allow multiple independent scatterers, scattering due to crystallographic anisotropy, 
and scattering from phase contrast in multiphase materials. Calculations based on these 
backscattering theories compare favorably with ultrasonic grain noise measurements on solid 
samples compacted from the Ti64 and nitrided Ti64 microspheres. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The microstmcture of polycrystalline materials is manipulated in many ways to create 
materials with superior engineering properties. Alloying pure materials, for example, can 
alter crystallographic structure to strengthen or stiffen the material, but when impurities 
collect along grain boundaries, the material may become embrittled. This undesirable 
condition is generally associated with improper heat treatment during fabrication, but it may 
also occur during the service life of alloys exposed to penetrating radiation or severe thermal 
conditions. Here, the term "segregated" is used to describe grain boundaries where unusual 
concentrations of one or more elements are found; this condition may not be readily apparent 
in optical images, but may require Auger spectroscopy on carefully prepared specimens to 
directly interrogate grain boundary composition. "Decorated" grain boundaries, in contrast, 
are those which surround a polycrystalline grain with a precipitated second phase material, 
and are often readily visible in optical or electron microscopy on metallographic sections. 
Such accumulations can greatly weaken their host material by facilitating intergranular 
cracking. 
Detecting embrittlement due to improper grain boundary conditions is of the utmost 
importance since modem practice places a premium on lightweight, high performance 
design. With each incremental gain in computational and predictive mechanical design 
capabilities comes a paring of safety factors, and an increased demand for uniformly high 
quality in metal materials. Where tolerable flaw sizes were once set by "quality of 
workmanship" standards, we now base criteria for accepting or rejecting a material on its 
"fitness for service," and may need considerably more information about the material's actual 
state than was previously required. Improper grain boundary conditions not only affect 
engineering properties directly (by embrittlement) but also indirectly, by masking ultrasonic 
signals produced by small material flaws with increased "grain noise." Concern over the 
detectability of small inclusions, microcracks, or other anomalies has been a pivotal issue in 
titanium-related research at Iowa State's Center for Nondestructive Evaluation, and the 
present dissertation draws heavily on theory developed in support of that work. 
One important objective of the work described in this dissertation is to further our 
understanding of grain noise produced by decorated grain boundaries. Prior research in grain 
noise has generally focused on single crystal anisotropy as the source of elastic wave 
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scattering, considering that grain boundaries are too thin to contribute significantly to the 
scattering process. This work challenges that assumption and finds that under realistic 
conditions, a thin interfacial layer formed at grain boundaries may produce detectable 
scattering. The first parts of this research model the grain in isolation, and develop theory to 
predict ultrasonic scattering when a thin shell of material analogous to a decorated grain 
boundary exists. Prior scattering solutions appropriate to plane wave illumination are 
extended to more arbitrary incident ultrasonic fields, including approximate expressions for 
the field produced by a focused transducer. These results are validated by experiment, then 
woven into a more general backscattering theory which has been applied successfully in the 
absence of decorated grain boundaries. In this sense, the present dissertation adds one tool of 
analysis to an existing formalism, and we find good agreement between predictions based on 
the scattering model (with grain boundary scattering included) and experiment on specimens 
with structures resembling decorated grain boundaries. 
While this work will assist in the analysis of scattering in some polycrystalline 
materials with some anomalous grain boundary conditions, scattering decreases as the 
thickness of the grain boundary layer decreases, and as the elastic properties of the boundary 
material approach properties of the grain itself. The work is primarily intended for analysis 
of grain boundaries decorated with second phase precipitates, but it may prove useful in the 
more subtle case of boundaries where segregated elements, though not precipitated, 
measurably alter local stiffness. Additionally, certain results may find application in 
seemingly unrelated areas, such as acoustic scattering from filament-wound spherical 
structures in the ocean. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of a general introduction and literature review, followed by 
four technical papers, a general summary, and appendices. References are included with 
each chapter. 
Chapter I, the literature review, presents an extensive overview of prior work in 
microstructural scattering, starting with the work of Lord Rayleigh and continuing through 
the present. While this review is necessarily brief, it does point to many of the research paths 
that have been pursued in an effort to predict the complex interactions of acoustic and elastic 
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waves with discrete obstacles and random scattering media. The reader of this literature 
review will find that the present dissertation addresses and advances but a small facet of the 
theory of microsturctural scattering. 
The four technical papers document a major portion of the work completed during this 
doctoral program, and each has been published or submitted for publication. Chapter 11 of 
this dissertation, published in Review of Progress in Nondestructive Evaluation. Vol. 11 
(1992), is the earliest published work in which the author derives exact field equations for a 
media having spherically orthotropic symmetry. This form of anisotropy may be thought of 
as the spherical analog to transverse isotropy in planar media. At the time of publication an 
exact solution for these equations was unknown; however, finite difference approximations 
produced excellent agreement with existing solutions for the special case of zero anisotropy. 
Chapter HI, published in the Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 62, No. 1 (1995), presents 
an exact solution for elastic wave propagation in spherically orthotropic media, and applies 
this solution to scattering from a shelled spherical obstacle in an isotropic elastic host, where 
the core of the scatterer is considered isotropic, but the shell is anisotropic. Chapter III also 
establishes the macroscopic equivalence of layered isotropic shells and a spherically 
orthotropic material. Chapters II and III of this dissertation are largely theoretical, and solve 
a small canonical problem in engineering mechanics. Chapter IV is a principally numerical 
paper in which techniques useful for shelled spherical scatterers exposed to a plane incident 
wave are extended to more arbitrary incident fields, with particular application to scattering 
in a focused incident field. With this numerical capability established, excellent agreement 
between measurements and theoretical calculations for scattering in a highly focused 
ultrasonic field is demonstrated for isolated titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium (Ti64) 
microspheres, and for Ti64 microspheres which had been heated in a nitrogen atmosphere to 
produce a shell of titanium nitride on the Ti64 core. This work has been submitted to the 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. Chapter V reports experimental studies of 
scattering in solid materials formed from titanium alloy microspheres by hot isostatic 
pressing. Specimens consolidated from nitrided Ti64 microspheres retained prior boundaries 
of titanium nitride, and serve to model a polycrystalline material with decorated grain 
boundaries. Scattering solutions developed in Chapter TV, for isolated scatterers, are used in 
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conjunction with an Independent Scattering Model to predict grain noise and its practical 
relation to microstructure. Chapter V is in the process of being submitted to Materials 
Transactions A. 
A general summary follows the technical papers, and serves to reiterate their place in 
on-going research in ultrasonic scattering and nondestructive characterization of materials. 
This dissertation then concludes with two short appendices reviewing the Bom 
approximation and the Thompson-Gray measurement model, and three appendices which 
present FORTRAN code for the scattering calculations. 
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CHAPTER I: A REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON 
MICROSTRUCTURAL SCATTERING 
Introduction 
Elastic wave propagation and scattering theory, in inhomogeneous media, has 
progressed through a labyrinth of approaches, approximations, formalisms, and applications. 
This paper will review many of these, and without going into any in great detail, attempt to 
highlight assumptions, mathematical tools, and relationships between them. In cases where 
authors are only mentioned, the intent is simply to indicate their participation in a particular 
branch of this field. The dimensions of this body of theory are many: one may view the 
wave equation as scalar or vector, the medium as isotropic or anisotropic, single or 
multiphase, the scattering process as single or multiple, deterministic or stochastic, the 
propagation time as short or long, the wavelength-to-scatterer size ratio as much less than, 
comparable to, or much greater than unity, etc. Thus one is not led to a straight-forward 
categorization of papers in the field, and comparisons between papers must be made on many 
planes. 
The following review is arranged in generally chronological order, as this tends to 
make evident the connections between important concepts. Notation follows the original 
authors' preference as much as possible, with the result that several symbols will have 
different meanings in different equations. A comprehensive list of symbols, and their usage, 
appears at the conclusion of this review. Additionally, two important tools for analysis, the 
Bom approximation and the Thompson-Gray measurement model, are treated in short 
appendices found at the conclusion of this dissertation. 
Foundations in acoustic wave scattering 
One of the earliest works on acoustic wave scattering is contained in Lord Rayleigh's 
Theorv of Sound (1877, republished in 1945). Even this is preceded by his work on 
scattering of light (1871). While the wave equations governing sound in an isotropic fluid 
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and light in aether are different (the former describing a pure compressional wave, and the 
latter a pure transverse wave), Rayleigh's significant result was that the intensity of scattered 
energy in both cases is proportional to the mean square scatterer volume divided by the 
fourth power of wavelength. In the case of acoustic wave scattering in an isotropic medium 
with small scatterers embedded, Rayleigh carried calculations as far as relating scattered 
amplitude to incident amplitude: 
Rayleigh worked from a differential equation formalism based on the scalar wave equation in 
an isotropic medium, where compressibility and density are allowed small variations with 
position. We note that a single property, compressibility, describes the medium's elastic 
behavior. His development derives an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for pressure in 
the scattering region; the inhomogeneous term contains perturbations in density and 
compressibility. His solution invokes what would now be termed a Bom approximation, 
assuming that the incident plane wave is unperturbed by scattering events in the medium. 
Rayleigh's name continues to be associated with scattering where wavelength is much longer 
than any linear dimension of the scatterer; that is, « 1 . 
In contrast to the fluid medium studied by Rayleigh, which is characterized by just one 
elastic constant and supports only longitudinal (compressional) waves, solids are 
characterized by more than one elastic constant. Isotropic solid materials are generally 
characterized by two Lame constants, A, and |J,, and can support shear as well as longitudinal 
waves. When the medium is not isotropic, direction dependent elastic constants are generally 
denoted with the tensor notation, Cy^,, where up to twenty-one of the eighty-one possible 
values can be independent. The basic relationships between elastic constants, wave speed, 
and propagation directions were developed by Christoffel (1877). Results for an infinite 
anisotropic medium were specialized to crystals of various symmetries by Musgrave (1959), 
(1) 
Elastic properties of solids 
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and are now found in most texts on elastic wave propagation (see, for example, Kolsky 
(1963), Achenbach (1973), Auld (1973), Green (1973), Dieulesaint and Royer (1980), or 
Beltzer(1988)). 
Mason and McSkimin (1947) relate Rayleigh's results for scattered amplitude to 
attenuation in an isotropic solid. Attenuation factors for amplitude and energy (the former 
being just half the latter) are derived by noting that the scattered energy is lost as far as 
propagation of the coherent beam is concerned. They argue that energy scattered from an 
individual particle is proportional to the scattered amplitude squared, integrated over all 
directions, and that when multiple scattering is neglected, the total energy scattered is the 
summation of energy scattered by each particle. Starting from Rayleigh's formula for pure 
longitudinal waves (equation (1)) they integrate the square of scattered amplitude over a 
sphere of radius R , neglecting density variations. This quantity is summed over a large 
number of independent scatterers (grains), assuming uniform grain size and that grain size is 
independent of compressibility variations, to arrive at an amplitude attenuation factor for 
pure longitudinal waves: 
where K is interpreted as C^. A similar analysis based on Rayleigh's formula for scattering 
of pure transverse waves (which includes directionality not seen for scattering of longitudinal 
waves) gives: 
Rayleigh scattering in polycrystals 
(3) 
where in this case, K is interpreted as C44 . In both cases the dependence, characteristic of 
Rayleigh scattering, is preserved, as is the direct dependence on scatterer volume. The term 
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<(AK/K)^ > is a spatial average that arises from the summation of individual particles' 
scattered energy, and introduces the cause of scattering, which is particle-to-particle 
variations in elastic properties. 
Mason and MeSkimin estimate values for < (AK/K)^ > by using for K the rotated values 
of the appropriate elastic constants, and perform averaging under the assumption that all 
crystallographic rotations are equally likely. Numerical values so obtained were then 
compared with experimental data from glass and aluminum rods. For the glass rods, 
attenuation was found to be a linear function of frequency; this was attributed to elastic 
hysteresis normally observed in amorphous solids and single crystals. In the aluminum rods 
a fourth power dependence on frequency was observed at low frequencies, although 
numerical values of observed attenuation for incident longitudinal waves were about five 
times those predicted. 
Roth (1948) criticized the experimental work of Mason and MeSkimin, and noted that 
while the suggested form ) may be correct, the same data could be fit with a linear 
dependence on frequency. Further, Roth's data supported an inverse dependence on grain 
size. Roth appealed to as yet undeveloped multiple scattering theories to explain these 
differences. 
Mason and MeSkimin also found that for 1.4 < X/a < 3 {2 . \<ka< 4.4) a second power 
dependence on frequency fit the data more closely than a fourth power dependence. This/^ 
dependence has been related to stochastic (phase) scattering, thermoelastic losses, and 
viscous losses by various researchers, and will be discussed later. Merkurlov (1956) 
performed experiments to compare Mason and McSkimin's results with those of Lifshits and 
Parkhamovskii (1950) (discussed later) and found Rayleigh scattering for UD > 10, rather 
than 'kJD > 3 as suggested by Mason and MeSkimin. Merkurlov also points out that 
neglecting the mode converted shear wave leads to very large errors. 
Exact expressions for mode converted waves first became available when Ying and 
Truell (1956) obtained an exact solution for scattering of plane longitudinal waves from 
spherical obstacles (voids, rigid spheres, and elastic spheres). Johnson and Truell (1965) 
calculated scattering cross-sections based on Ying and Truell's solution. Einspruch, 
Witterholt and Truell (1960) solved for the scattering of plane transverse waves from 
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spherical obstacles, and these results were used by McBride and Kraft (1972) to calculate 
scattering cross-sections. Gubematis, Domany, Krumhansl and Huberman (1977) compared 
these exact results with calculations obtained through the Born approximation (based on the 
integral equation formalism for scattering developed by Gubematis, Domany and Krumhansl, 
1977). Exact solutions have also been developed for certain other shapes where separation of 
variables is possible, but most researchers have sought perturbation solutions to the 
elastodynamic wave equation. 
Without relying on an exact scattering solution, Bhatia (1959) refined the analysis of 
Mason and McSkimin by including mode converted scattered waves (neglected by Rayleigh, 
and hence, by Mason and McSkimin). In a manner analogous to Rayleigh's treatment, 
Bhatia developed an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations, where the inhomogeneous parts 
contain terms related to the unperturbed displacement field and perturbations in material 
properties. He solved these equations in the far field of the scatterer QUr « 1), where the 
exact geometry of the scatterer is unimportant, and assumed « 1, uniform grain size, 
small variations in material properties (which leads to single scattering), and uniformly 
random grain orientation (bulk isotropy). The material Bhatia studied could be called 
"locally isotropic," as it was composed of an isotropic host with scattering regions that were 
also isotropic, but with different Lame constants. 
While Bhatia's formal derivation includes the possibility of density variations, an order 
of magnitude estimate of the importance of density fluctuations due to thermal agitation finds 
it entirely negligible. In comparing his estimates for attenuation with experiment and with 
previous theory, Bhatia drops these terms. 
Bhatia's final expressions for attenuation due to variations in locally isotropic elastic 
constants are: 
271^7/< (AC,,)^ > 
<C„>2  
47t^r/< > 
< CA A > ^  -I 
\5 
(4) 
(5) 
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where averaging indicated by < • • • > is taken over all grains. 
In equation (4), which describes attenuation for an incident longitudinal wave, the 
second term in square brackets is due to the scattered shear wave; it clearly dominates the 
expression for a^, since for normal metals Vt/Vj- = 2 appears in the fifth power. The 
influence of scattered longitudinal waves on ccj-, which is contained in the second term in 
square brackets in equation (5), is seen to be nearly negligible. 
Bhatia and Moore (1959) recognized that the form of variations proposed earlier, by 
Bhatia, was not appropriate for polycrystals in which single crystal anisotropy exists. They 
therefore extended the analysis of scattering from locally isotropic materials to 
polycrystalline materials of any crystal symmetry. Explicit expressions for orthorhombic 
symmetry are given (these involve nine independent elastic constants, and can be specialized 
for tetragonal, cubic, and hexagonal crystal symmetries). Although the expressions are more 
complex, the fundamental characteristics of Rayleigh scattering remain: attenuation is 
proportional to volume and the fourth power of frequency, and is dominated by scattering of 
shear waves. 
Even with shear wave scattering taken into account, experimental values for scattering 
in the Rayleigh regime are several times higher than those predicted (Bhatia, 1967). 
Papadakis (1961,1964b) noted that when grain sizes are not uniformly distributed, the larger 
grains contribute more heavily than do the smaller ones, and suggested that the average grain 
size be given as: 
T = y{R')KR'} (6) 
Papadakis (1961, 1964b) also developed formulae relating grain sizes measured on 
photomicrographs to the volumetric grain size distribution, and provided an approximate 
method for estimating T directly from photomicrographs (Papadakis, 1965a). Despite all of 
these refinements, agreement between theory and experiment is still only moderate. In fact, 
where Mason and McSkimin observed experimental values of attenuation higher than those 
predicted, the introduction of Papadakis's correction, and corrections for diffraction (Seki, 
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Granato and Truell (1956), Papadakis (1959), Khimunin (1972), Benson and Kiyohara 
(1974)) lead to just the opposite: theoretical values 3-30 times experimental values 
(Papadakis, 1965b). 
Evans, et al. (1978) combined scattering cross-section results of Ying and Truell (1956) 
with extreme-value statistics for scatterer size distributions to improve predictions of 
attenuation in both the Rayleigh regime {ka « 1) and the stochastic regime (Jca ~ 1). Results 
are presented for several ceramic materials, and are in excellent agreement with experiment. 
Evans also estimated the effects of scattering from one scattering center on the field incident 
at a nearby scattering center. This, he termed "nearest-neighbor scattering," and found that a 
correction to the field incident on a given scatterer, due to scattering from the nearest 
neighbor, is proportional to Qcaf. This correction proves negligible at low frequency 
(ka~\) but becomes significant at higher frequency. 
At the opposite end of the frequency spectrum, where wavelength is very small 
compared to scatterer size. Mason and McSkimin (1948) provide a loose argument relating 
attenuation to reflection and refraction at grain boundaries. The resulting expression shows 
attenuation independent of frequency, inversely proportional to grain size, and proportional 
to the average reflection coefficient at grain boundaries. 
When grain size is too large to meet the requirements for Rayleigh scattering theory, 
phase changes inside the scatterer become important. In Rayleigh's derivation, terms of the 
form: 
were integrated over the volume of a scatterer with compact support in r < TQ by assuming 
r » A,» To so that the term e"'*7r could be taken out of the integral. For larger scatterer sizes 
this is no longer valid. 
Scattering outside the Rayleigh regime 
scatterer 
'ikr 
(7) 
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Huntington (1950) considered the intermediate range (X « a) as a diffraction problem, 
assuming scatterers to be locally isotropic, and neglecting mode conversion. The received 
signal would then be diminished by random phase scattering, and was shown to be attenuated 
by an  amount  propor t iona l  to  af ' :  
Lifshits and Parkhamovskii (1950) allow grain anisotropy (but not density variations) 
and derive results for crystals with cubic symmetry. Their final derivation for the Rayleigh 
regime is based on the Bom approximation, taken to the high frequency limit (referred to as 
the "stochastic limit" by Stanke and Kino, 1984). Bhatia (1967) and Papadakis (1965b) 
quote these results, while Stanke and Kino present them with a numerical correction:' 
\6T^v^af  
525 p'vt 
471:^  v^a f 
where v = C,[ - C12-2C44 is the invariant anisotropy factor for cubic crystals. 
Both Huntington's and Lifshits and Parkhamovskii's results show attenuation varying 
as f for frequencies above the Rayleigh regime. The upper limit on frequency is somewhat 
uncertain, however, since Lifshits and Parkhamovskii take the high frequency limit of an 
1 Stanke and Kino also point out that a corresponds to dl2 while Bhatia uses d and 
Papadakis uses D is, calculated from an inverse exponential probability density function 
on correlation distance and is not the same as average grain size. 
(8) 
where C„- = Cn and v, = for L-waves; C,,- = C44 and v, = Vj- for T-waves. 
Single scattering in polycrystals 
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approximation that is inherently a low frequency approximation, and Huntington's random 
phase assumption breaks down at high frequency (as does his assumption that rays travel in 
straight lines from the scatterer to the receiver). Nonetheless, experimental evidence 
supports anf dependence of attenuation on frequency for intermediate values of ka. 
To isolate the effect of anisotropy, Papadakis (1964a) studied attenuation in steel 
specimens with varying heat treatments, but all having the same prior austenitic grain size 
distribution. Heat treatments converted the austenite into martensite, bainite, or pearlite. 
Papadakis theorized that increased randomization would lower anisotropy, and hence 
attenuation: martensite is the most random structure, and pearlite the least. After correcting 
for diffraction by Seki's method (Seki, Granato and Truell, 1956), he fit attenuation data with 
curves of the form: 
The coefficient A varied as expected, being 2.5, 23.3, and 542 (xlO ^dBI{\istc-MHz^)) for 
martensite, bainite and pearlite, respectively. The coefficient C also varied, being 6.7, 24, 
25, and 57 (xlO"^<iB/|isec-MHz^) for tempered martensite, raw martensite, bainite and 
pearlite, respectively. Possible mechanisms responsible for the / attenuation coefficient, and 
its variations with microstructure, are given as dislocation damping (see Granato and Liicke, 
1956), molecular relaxation, or magnetic wall domain effects. Thermoelastic heat flow 
(Liicke, 1956) was discounted as being negligibly small for iron. 
Chernov (1960) arrives at the same functional dependences for ka « 1 and af for 
ka'»l) by considering ray statistics in random, statistically isotropic media where refractive 
index  var ia t ions  a re  governed  by  a  geometr ic  au tocorre la t ion  funct ion  of  the  form e~" ' .  
Chernov finds 
a=Af  + Cf  (11) 
" " l+4^V 
(12) 
where )X is a perturbation of the normalized refractive index. For large ka this gives 
a = ij^k^a while for small ka it gives a = ^k'^a^. 
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This approach (describing variations in sound velocity by an exponentially decaying 
autocorrelation function) was also presented by Pekeris (1947). From his results for the 
angular distribution of scattered energy, Huntington (1950) derived an expression for 
attenuation: 
a = ak <(Ac#>r, 1 
<C,V>2 
1 -
1 
(13) 
which reduces to a = ((AQ)^ > / < Q, >^)k^a in the high frequency limit, and 
a = 8((AC„)^ > / < Q >^)k'^a^ in the low frequency limit. Chernov (1960), and Soczkiewicz 
and Chivers (1988), also discuss a Gaussian autocorrelation function which has the 
advantage of a smooth derivative as r -» 0. J.H. Rose (1991) suggested that polycrystalline 
materials are better described by the inverse exponential form, and Stanke (1986) supports 
this choice with analytical results based on a Poisson distribution of chord lengths measured 
from photomicrographs. 
So far we have identified three scattering regimes, in which single scattering theory 
produces the following results: 
Rayleigh ka«1 
Stochastic ka ~ 1 OL-af 
Diffusive ka»1 a~l/a 
Stanke and Kino (1984) present a slightly more refined picture, which also accounts for 
multiple scattering. Defining E as the relative inhomogeniety of the propagation constant: 
,  <{k(p) -k , f> 1<(Q(7)-C?)S  
E = ; — (14) 
ki t (CJ)' 
they consider the Rayleigh region {k^ « 1), the stochastic region {\<k^< 1/E), and the 
geometric region (k^ > 1/e ). Using this same parameter, £, one sees that the Bom 
approximation (which gives the scattered field produced by an unperturbed incident field) 
requires that inhomogeniety be small (£« I) and that k^d < 1/E. We note that Gubematis, 
Domany, Krumhansl and Huberman (1977) found that the Bom approximation was valid 
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only for « \ for strong scatterers, but that for weak scatterers, it worked well for values 
considerably larger than 1 (their calculations were carried out for values up to about 6). The 
low frequency limit of the Bom approximation is called the Rayleigh limit, while the high 
frequency limit of a Bom approximate expression is called its "stochastic asymptote" (see, 
for example, Huntington's results previously discussed). 
Multiple scattering in polycrystals 
Hirsekom (1982, 1983,1985) presents results for weakly anisotropic polycrystalline 
materials, where grains are all assumed to be spheres of the same size. Density variations are 
permitted (extending the results of Lifshits and Parkhamovskii), and preferred grain 
orientation (texture) is allowed. Her calculations present displacement as a perturbation 
series taken to a second order approximation in grain inhomogeniety; this is the lowest order 
for which the averaged pertutbation is not zero. Results include mode conversion as well as 
double scattering in rather lengthy expressions. These are evaluated in the Rayleigh regime 
to give expressions for phase velocity (which is slightly lower than phase velocity in the 
corresponding isotropic medium), and attenuation coefficients for crystals of cubic 
symmetry. Attenuation coefficients derived by Hirsekom are: 
a^ = k 
Povf; 5^ -9  
{ k a f  2 + 3- (15) 
aj. = K 
2 • 3 • 5^ 
( K a f  3 + 2- (16) 
where A is the anisotropy factor, C,, - C12-2C44. This low frequency result of Hirsekom's 
exactly matches the results of Bhatia and Moore (1959). 
Stanke and Kino (1984) take Hirsekom's work a step further by dropping the 
assumption that grains are of uniform size (as this assumption leads to resonances in the 
region between the Rayleigh regime and the stochastic regime). They consider a random 
inhomogeneous medium and pursue the Keller approximation (Karal and Keller, 1964), 
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rather than the Born approximation, to arrive at expressions for complex propagation 
constants that are valid in all frequency ranges, as long as inhomogenieties are weak. 
Statistics of the mean field are calculated under the assumption that variations in the elastic 
constants are governed by the same sort of geometric autocorrelation function used by 
Pekeris (1947) and Chernov (1960). 
The Keller approximation deals with solutions to the stochastic wave equation, and is 
first presented by Stanke and Kino in the context of the scalar wave equation: 
L^(r)u^(r) = 0 where Z^(r) = + k^(f) (17) 
and ^ denotes a particular configuration of the inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium. 
Averaging solutions to this equation over all possible configurations yields an average 
displacement field that also obeys a homogeneous Helmholtz equation. The constant 
involved in the average field's wave equation contains the desired phase velocity and 
attenuation information. 
The wave operator is expanded in powers of a small quantity (related to material 
inhomogeniety) and averaged. If recursive substitutions are made to represent the total field 
in terms of the incident field, one develops the Bom approximation: 
L^( f )  = Lo - ^1^7) - e%47) + 01^] (18) 
^BORN ~  " o ^ 0  < L^ > Uq + G LQ [< LILQ Z/| > + < L2 >] MQ + O [E^ (19) 
Stanke and Kino demonstrate that this approximation suffers increasingly severe phase errors 
as propagation distance increases, and propose the Keller approximation, in which the total 
field is retained on both sides of the equation: 
Lo<u>=e<LiXu  >+8^[<  L ,Lo 'L ,  >  -  <  L ,  >  Lq  '  <  L ,  >  +  <L2>]  <m >+6) [e^  (20 )  
They assert that this approximation is valid for all frequencies, as long as £« 1, and point out 
that the term < L, > indicates macroscopic anisotropy (texture). The term Z^' is the 
free-space Green's function associated with the unperturbed wave operator. 
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Extension of Karal and Keller's results to the elastodynamic case for anisotropic media 
gives a more complicated wave equation: 
[Cfw(^)"w(^)] J + P®V(^) = 0 
The tensor of elastic constants is expressed as an unweighted Voigt average and a 
position-dependent perturbation: 
Associating terms in this expansion with those of equation (20), and noting that 
ensemble averages are independent of position, we get the full, second-order Keller 
approximation whose solution will give effective values of the complex propagation 
constant: 
0 = Cjy < u^(f) >ji +pco^ < M,.(r) > +£[< Ayi^iir) x u^(P) >] 
-e^< 
+e' 
(21) 
(22) 
Ap/(r) J< Mp(r') >,.] „4v' 
I ^ ' > 
: \ki(r) > J -7 ' )  [< A„„^,(7') X MP(f') >] ^.^.DV' (23) 
'  J . j  
or, for plane wave solutions of the form M,(ir) = UjAe' '^ '^ , the Keller approximation (still 
valid for arbitrary crystal symmetry, textured media, and elongated grains) becomes:^ 
0 = (C°, + 8 < Ap, >)a,ZjZi - piA^)u. 
2 S. Ahmed has suggested this corrected version (Stanke and Kino's equation (93) has a 
negative sign preceding the term). 
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where: G^(R) is the Green's function for the unperturbed wave operator. An explicit 
formula for G,an(R) with terms to R~^ is given by Lifshits and Parkhamovskii 
(1950) or Stanke and Kino (1984). 
iy(/?) is a probability density function for two points lying in the same grain 
Equation (24) is solved for the complex propagation constant, in which we find phase 
velocity and attenuation. For isotropic media, Karal and Keller (1964) present an equivalent 
expression and explicit results for several cases where only one material constant varies. 
Stanke and Kino present numerical results for untextured, equiaxed grains with cubic 
symmetry. Their "unified theory," expressed without limitations on ko/d, matches earlier 
theories (each of which was valid only for a limited range of grain size-to-wavelength ratios) 
in all scattering regimes. 
Effective medium theory 
The unified theory presented by Stanke and Kino uses results of multiple scattering 
theory that go back at least as far as Foldy (1945). Foldy's major contribution was a multiple 
scattering theory for waves (rather than quantum mechanical particles). Working directly 
from the scalar wave equation he showed that for (V^ + A:o)\l/ = 0 in a continuous medium, the 
average wave function, < i]/ >, satisfies a similar wave equation when isotropic scatterers are 
present: (V^ + ^ ^) < \i/ >= 0 . While the propagation constant, , is real, k is generally a 
complex function of position; the average wave travels coherently, but with a modified phase 
velocity, and attenuation. Foldy also showed that the average of the square of the wave 
function satisfies an integral equation which describes incoherent scattering. Thus <| \\r \^> at 
a given point depends not only on the coherent wave function, <] \|; 1>^, but also on <| x;; 1^> at 
all other points, and on the scattering cross-section at all other points in the medium. Foldy 
found, for isotropic scatterers: 
k\7) = kl + 4%G(r) (25) 
where G ( f )  depends on scattering coefficients and the distribution of scatterers: 
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G(r) = ^)n(r, s)ds = nfiO) (26) 
where , co) is a scattering coefficient, and n(r, s) is the average number of scatterers per 
unit volume, near r , having a scattering coefficient between s and s+ds , and/(0) is the 
farfield scattering amplitude. 
For the average of the square of the wave function, Foldy presents the integral 
equation: 
<1 ¥(^) !'>=!< V(^) >1' + J H{r') <1 Wir') \'> K{7,7')dP (27) 
V 
where 
H ( f )  =  J I  g ( s , ( 0 )  P  n ( r , s ) d s  = - ^ S ( r )  (28) 
S(r) is the scattering cross-section per unit volume, and K(r,r') is the Green's function for 
the equation (W^ + k^) < vi;(r) >= 0 . K(r,r') represents the spherically spreading wave field at 
r produced by a point source of unit strength at f', travelling in an effective medium 
characterized by the complex propagation constant k(r). When G(f) is constant, and small, 
the real and imaginary parts of the propagation constant are approximately given by: 
27in k,+—Re{fm + z lien (29) 
where G = n/(0) with n being the scatterer density and/(0) being forward scattering 
amplitude. We note that the effect of individual scatterers is additive for weak scattering. 
Lax (1951, 1952) considered multiple scattering in the more general case of waves 
governed by the Schrodinger equation, and extended Foldy's work considerably. In 
particular, he derived expressions applicable to anisotropic scattering in ordered distributions 
of scatterers (from totally random to totally ordered). His expression for the complex 
propagation constant; 
k^ = ko+4Kncf(p) (30) 
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is essentially the same as Foldy's, for G =n/(0). The correction factor, c , relates the 
effective field to the coherent field, and describes the degree to which the scatterers are 
ordered. The scattering amplitude,/(O) is the elastic scattered amplitude in the forward 
direction. 
Lax presumes that the solution of the single scattering problem is known, either 
analytic£illy or experimentally, in terms of a transition operator relating the incident field to 
the scattered field (details of this operator were developed for acoustic scattering by 
Waterman (1969), and used by Gubematis and Domany (1983) for elastic wave scattering). 
The field at any given point is represented as the sum of the incident field and contributions 
scattered from all other points in the field (each of which is excited by the incident field as 
well as the field scattered from other points). For realistic numbers of scatterers this 
"self-consistent" method leads to a set of equations too large to handle, but wave field 
statistics can nonetheless be developed. Using the same configurational averaging technique 
as Foldy, Lax derived equations for the average wave field, and the average of the square of 
the wave field. The results are more general than Foldy's by virtue of provisions for 
anisotropic scattering, inelastic scattering, ordered scatterers, and a number of other features 
more germane to radiation scattering than scattering of sound waves. 
Considering isotropic point scatterers. Waterman and Truell (1961) confirm the results 
given by Foldy (equation (25)). Then working through the case of spherical scatterers, they 
arrive at a similar expression which shows that the effective medium's propagation constant 
can be specified in terms of the number of scatterers per unit volume and the farfield 
scattering amplitude of a single scatterer: 
For weak scattering, where («(/(0))« 1 , this result reduces to equation (29), and for isotropic 
scattering, where/(0) =/, it reduces to equation (25). We note that Waterman and Tniell's 
result highlights the importance of backscattering, whereas Lax's derivation absorbs this 
effect in the correction factor. 
Intiafin) (31) 
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Twersky (1962,1964) also developed a self-consistent set of equations relating 
multiple scattering to single scattering coefficients, for three dimensional configurations, and 
solved several special cases. However, Twersky did not address the statistics appropriate to a 
large number of scatterers until his later work in medical ultrasound (Twersky, 1978). 
The concept of a linear scattering operator was used by Waterman and Truell (1961) to 
develop an exact, self-consistent system of equations for multiple scattering of waves 
governed by the scalar Helmholtz equation. This approach requires the ensemble averaged 
transition operator to vanish (Devaney, 1980). These equations account for all orders of 
scattering, but are computationally intractable; even by reducing them to a hierarchy of 
equations through configurational averaging, there are still as many equations as scatterers. 
Lax's approach to this difficulty was to cut off the sequential hierarchy by replacing the 
exciting field with N scatterers fixed by that with N-I fixed. Lax (1952) called this the 
"quasi-crystalline approximation", and recognized that it neglects fluctuations in the wave 
field due to the deviation of scatterers from their average position. Waterman and Truell put 
this intuitively acceptable approximation on firmer ground by showing that the effect of 
scattered fields is felt only in the immediate vicinity of the scatterer producing it, when 
(wQj)« 1 . (The scatterer density is is «o and is limited to approximately a~^ by the 
requirement that scatterers do not coexist in the same region of space. The scattering 
cross-section is Qs • Waterman and Truell point out that for Rayleigh scattering, where 
Q~k^a^ the criterion («j2.v)« 1 reduces to {kaf « 1 which is consistent with the long 
wavelength premise, and in the geometric optics limit, where Q,~a^ it reduces to (1/A:a)« 1 
which is consistent with the high frequency assumption. They suggest that the criterion, and 
hence the local nature of the effect of scattering, is valid in all frequency regimes.) 
Varadan, Ma, and Varadan (1985) derive effective medium constants as a function of 
scatterer concentration, using a self-consistent formalism and Lax's quasi-crystalline 
approximation. 
Gubematis and Domany (1983) pursued the same goal as Stanke and Kino: a unified 
theory for elastodynamic scattering. Their development considers the unperturbed tensor of 
elastic constants to be isotropic, characterized by two Lame constants, X,° and . (Stanke and 
Kino use the unweighted Voigt averages for crystals of cubic symmetry, and arrive at 
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< C,, >=A, + 2^+(3/5)v < C,2>=A,+(1/5)V < C44>=|X + (1/5)V (32) 
These correspond to the constants of Gubematis and Domany: >0° =< C,2 > and =< C44 >). 
For the Green's function associated with the homogeneous equation, Gubematis and Domany 
neglect terms of order (whereas Stanke and Kino, and Lifshits and Parkhamovskii, retain 
terms through order R~^). The integral equation for the total field: 
Ui(r) = «°(r) + J d?g°(r-?)Vj,(P')u,(?) (33) 
is written in operator notation as M = u°+g%u where 
g" = jd?g°(f-P) (34) 
V,(R') = P'(;')Q)% + (C,,„(R').,), (35) 
They define the scattering operator, T, by the equation Tu° = vu and find that the average 
wave field satisfies a wave equation in which 
kr = 
+ 
1 
fco^^ r 1 
y C ^ T j  
+ 
(36) 
(37) 
where Ki^k) is related to the average scattering operator:^ 
A'=<r>(/ + g°<r>)"' (38) 
As shown by Waterman and Tmell, the scattering operator for the effective medium 
can be expressed in terms of a hierarchy of expressions in terms of individual scatterers: 
3 Devaney (1980) follows this same line of development in considerably more abstract 
form. 
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r  =  Z + S  Z  + S  S  Z  t i 8 ° t j g \  +  . . .  (39) 
allowing K to be expressed as a hierarchical series: K = Ki+K2+K^+... where: 
K,= AO (40) 
I 
^r2= (I 
I 7+/i / I 
(41) 
Gubematis and Domany (as well as Foldy (1945)) cut the series off at the first term, and get 
equation (25). While Stanke and Kino (1984) do not make explicit use of the scattering 
operator, their solution effectively carries higher order terms, not by correlating properties of 
individual scatterers, but by specifying a probability density function on the distance over 
which properties are correlated (grain size). 
Sayers (c. 1985) applied multiple scattering theory results (equation (25)) to two phase 
materials, using Ying and Truell's expression for scattering amplitude in equation (25). 
Results for velocity dispersion and attenuation were quite good. It is particularly interesting 
to note that detecting the rapid change in phase velocity as the high frequency end of the 
Rayleigh regime is approached may provide an accurate estimate of scatterer size. 
Scattering media with considerable order have also been studied; for example, 
Achenbach and Kitahara (1986) report on periodic arrays of spherical voids, and Angel and 
Achenbach (1985) treat a plane array of microcracks. 
While researchers with interest in engineering materials explored scattering from 
microstructure, another group studied backscatter from a biological or medical point of view. 
Here, ultrasonic energy incident on a random ensemble of scatterers such as blood corpuscles 
produces an incoherent backscattered field. Sigelmann and Reid (1973) derive equations for 
tone-burst ultrasound, and find that the backscatter coefficient (defined as the differential 
scattering cross section per unit volume for a scattering angle of 180°) is the autocorrelation 
Backscatter from suspensions of particles 
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of scattered amplitudes at two points in the scattering volume. Assuming that events at 
different points are uncorrelated (i.e. the autocorrelation is a delta function) yields an analytic 
expression for mean-square pressure. Specifics of the instrumentation system are removed 
by the "substitution method," wherein the measured response of a large plane reflector 
normalizes scattering measurements. Shung (1983) develops the same expression as 
Sigelmann and Reid by considering propagation of wave intensity, without specific 
consideration of pressure variations due to individual scatterers. Shung also presents a basic 
scattering relationship for dilute suspensions: 
relating the backscatter coefficient (TJ) to attenuation of the coherent field intensity (/) 
propagating through a certain volume, and to the concentration (p) of scatterers in that 
volume, and their scattering amplitude in the backscattered direction (/). A modification for 
dense suspensions is also given: 
where V is the scatterer volume. (See also Twersky (1977, 1978) and Tsang et al. (1982)). 
The result for dilute suspensions will be revisited in later discussion of the Independent 
Scatterer Model. 
The substitution method of Sigelmann and Reid is extended to single-pulse broadband 
measurements by O'Donnell and Miller (1981). Their analysis averages the signal obtained 
from a collection of scatterers viewed from several perspectives ("view averaging", which is 
reminiscent of "ensemble averaging" used by Stanke and Kino, or "configurational 
averaging" used by Lax, Foldy, and others). Provided that phase cancellation effects at the 
receiver are negligible (i.e. scatterers are in the far field of the transducer), and that the 
scattering amplitude for any given scatterer is essentially independent of the view (i.e. the 
scattering volume is small compared to distance from the transducer, and scattering 
amplitude is isotropic), and that the positions of scatterers are uncorrelated, and that 
attenuation is negligible, O'Donnell and Miller find: 
Tl(0)) = -^ = p|/(a))P (42) 
(43) 
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V(^=— 
where backscattering amplitude is shown as a distributed function of position (^) in the 
frequency-dependent scattering volume, and the substitution method has been used to 
normalize the scattered signal, 5(0)). 
Madsen, et al. (1984) remove numerous limitations inherent in earlier analyses of 
backscatter, and propose a method of determining the backscattering coefficient and scatterer 
concentration. Their method presumes a low concentration of randomly distributed, identical 
scatterers in the far field (or focal zone) of the transducer. Transmission and reception are 
characterized by a reference experiment which serves to normalize measurements of 
scattered power. In later papers (viz. Insana et al. (1986), Hall et al. (1989) and Chen et al. 
(1994)) this method of data reduction is successfully pursued for well characterized 
suspensions of glass beads in agar. For narrowband experiments 
Vs(tOo)' 
Ti(cOo)= (45) (T/27t)^a'(®o) 
where V5(Q)O) is an experimentally measured signal, x is tone-burst duration, and a'(®o) is 
calculated from an integral function of transducer characteristics and the field in the 
scattering volume (obtained by means of a reference experiment). The backscattering 
coefficient is also expressed as the product of the mean number of scatterers and their 
differential scattering cross section: 
—dG((Oo) 
T\m=N-^ (46) 
Independent scattering, which results from the presumed lack of correlation between 
scatterers, is reflected in the direct dependence of the scattering cross section on the number 
of scatterers, or concentration. 
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Independent Scatterer Model for polycrystals 
Elastic wave scattering in polycrystals may be due to local variations in density or 
elastic constants, with these latter variations due to the orientation of each anisotropic crystal. 
Weak scattering of this kind has been studied extensively to determine its effect on the 
detectability of small flaws. One foundation for these studies has been the Bom 
approximation (Gubematis et al., 1977b), which assumes weak scattering; another is the 
"measurement model" of Thompson and Gray (1983a,b). These important tools are the 
subject of Appendices A and B. 
The Independent Scatterer Model (ISM) was developed by Margetan, Gray and 
Thompson (1991) as a first-order model for grain noise produced by scattering in 
polycrystals. It is explicitly limited to single scattering, with attenuation accounted for by an 
effective attenuation constant (the relationship between attenuation and multiple scattering 
has been discussed in connection with effective medium theories, above). Additionally, the 
original derivation is limited to tone-burst (narrowband) experiments, allowing slowly 
varying functions of frequency to be collected outside the Fourier transform of the 
measurement model equation (see Appendix B). The resulting time-domain expression is 
composed of those collected terms, evaluated at the center frequency, (OQ, a slowly varying 
envelope containing pulse shape information, and a harmonic term which oscillates at the 
center frequency. The mean-square value of this expression is given with the sum of signals, 
squared, approximated by the square of the sum of signals, which is to say that power 
scattered by each grain is additive, rather than the pressure or displacement fields (which 
carry phase information). A similar argument, which amounts to independent scatterers, was 
used by Sigelmann and Reid (1973) when they assumed that autocorrelation was a delta 
function: 
<|5(/)l'> .J, ,,2 
- = n |A(a)o)| 
E. max (iJa^PoVo I D(cOo) I ^i) 
rciz)  Jo 
E(t-to) 
E, max 
2 
-4a|Z 
e ' dz (47) 
where G(z) contains the beam's velocity field. The leading terms on the right-hand side are 
volume density of grains (n) and a spatially averaged backscattering amplitude, A(OQ) ; the 
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square root of this product is a "Figure of Merit" {pQM = | A |)- quantity is viewed 
as a material property which indicates the severity of grain noise, and is shown to be quite 
insensitive to hardware variations. 
Numerous papers document use of the ISM to predict absolute grain noise levels within 
a small margin of error (see, for example, Margetan and Thompson (1992), Thompson, Rose 
and Ahmed (1992), Thompson, Margetan, Han, Paxson and Shamblem (1992), 
Yalda-Mooshabad, Margetan, Gray and Thompson (1992a,b), Margetan, Thompson and 
Yalda-Mooshabad (1993), Han, Thompson, Margetan and Rose (1993), Margetan, 
Yalda-Mooshabad, Thompson (1994)), and Margetan, Thompson and Yalda-Mooshabad 
(1994). Additionally, Rose (1995) has applied the ISM to myocardial tissue characterization. 
Rose (1992) developed an important connection between the somewhat heuristic 
independent scattering model and the more rigorous two-point correlation approach used by 
Stanke and Kino to study propagation of the coherent beam. Defining a characteristic 
function, 'fir) which is unity inside a given crystallite and zero elsewhere allows elastic 
constants anywhere in the material to be defined as a summation over crystallites; in 
particular, the deviation from an average value is given as; 
Rose presents an expression for the scattered signal which may be derived from Auld's 
reciprocity relationship (Auld, 1979) for a material in which scattering is due to velocity 
variations from grain to grain, rather than scattering at grain boundaries or other internal 
surfaces. Expressing the velocity and stress fields in terms of density, elastic constants, and 
appropriate derivatives of the displacement field Auld's equation becomes: 
Generalized backscattering model for polycrystals 
8C^(r) = I(C^,f(r)-Cj,) (48) 
(49) 
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Here, variations in elastic constants are assumed small, and density has been assumed 
uniform throughout the material. The Bom approximation is applied by replacing with 
Then, to ensure that the ensemble averaged signal is zero, (Qw) n^iust be zero; this 
defines the reference medium by its Voigt averaged elastic constants. Now writing power as 
the ensemble average of the signal gives: 
(4KpCt) J J 
To finish the derivation, the ensemble average in the integrand is expanded by use of 
equation (48), and assuming that elastic constants and their characteristic functions vary 
independently, and randomly from crystallite to crystallite, one finds all cross terms drop out, 
and the resulting two-point correlation summed only when the two points are in the same 
crystallite. The final expression for N crystallites in the scattering volume is: 
P''' (51) (47Cpc£) J 
The significance of the ensemble averaged two-point correlation function was studied by 
Stanke (1986) who finds that it is the probability that the two points r and r' lies in the same 
grain. Stanke (1986) studied this quantity, which is a spatial autocorrelation function, in 
considerable detail. 
Rose is led to equation (51) by an alternative means; the ISM predicts directly that 
power backscattered from N crystallites in the volume interrogated by the transducer is 
A^(| A p). From Gubernatis et al. (1977b) scattering amplitude in the Bom approximation can 
be expressed directly. Using the characteristic function to limit the domain of integration 
Rose writes; 
(52) 
4Kpct,J 
where the original ISM's vague language regarding the proper choice of average medium 
properties is emphasized by use of the new notation: . The two results, one from the 
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reciprocity relationships and the other from the independent scattering model, are identical 
when both are taken in the Bom approximation, and Voigt averaging is used to define the 
reference medium."* Rose (1992) points out that the relationship between the scattering 
approximation is used and the elastic constants required to ensure that the ensemble averaged 
backscattered signal is zero (see equation (49)). This point is also made by Stanke and Kino 
(1984) in their discussion of low-frequency limits of phase velocity, and incidental mention 
of textured media. Ahmed and Thompson (1992) extend Stanke and Kino's results with 
calculations on aligned and elongated grains, and confirm the dependence of attenuation and 
phase velocity on texture and elongation. 
The strength of the reciprocity-derived formalism lies in the fact that it need not be 
taken in the Bom approximation, or for a Voigt averaged reference medium. This important 
feature of the theory was underscored by Thompson (1992) in a review paper on 
microstructural characterization. In more recent work. Rose (1993), Han (1994), Ahmed and 
Thompson (1995), Han and Thompson (1995a,b), and Thompson (1995) have extended this 
theory to multiphase materials and materials with non-random grain orientations. 
Diffusive wave propagation 
The papers reviewed so far concentrate on propagation of the average wave field. 
Several authors, discussed below, have investigated the scattered field itself. The very notion 
of an attenuation coefficient implies an exponential decay of amplitude with distance, but 
experimental results for long propagation times show that this law is not obeyed (see, for 
example. Fay, 1973). Studies relating to this discrepancy are generally based on diffusion 
theory. 
Guo, Holler, and Goebbels (1985) noted that in single transducer (pulse-echo) 
experiments, the backwall reflection had lost much of its high frequency content, but that the 
4 A subtle distinction exists in the scattering amplitude defined by Rose and that defined by 
Gubematis et al. Rose uses , where in Gubematis et al. the term -ik^^e '' would appear. 
The latter form arises as a derivative in the free space Green's function for an isotropic 
medium. When the incident wave is a plane, longitudinal wave, these are equivalent. 
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scattered signal (arriving after the backwall echo) had much the same energy distribution as 
the transmitted pulse. In pitch-catch experiments with transducers on the same surface of the 
specimen, but separated by a considerable distance, high frequency energy content actually 
increased with increasing propagation time. Observed amplitudes of the scattered signal 
were fit with a curve of the form: 
^SCATTERED™^ ^ (5^) 
Instead of modelling the wavefield with the Helmholtz equation, Guo, et al. presented a 
diffusion equation for the average intensity of the scattered field: 
= ^  (54) 
where the diffusion coefficient, D , is related to the scattering cross-section, the number of 
scatterers, and the average wave speed by: 
D=cl(3nc) (55) 
Equation (54) was solved in cylindrical polar coordinates (appropriate to a circular transducer 
placed on a solid half-space), subject to an initial condition which gives the average intensity 
at ?= 0 as a decaying exponential function of depth in the material. Results for the 
pulse-echo case give equation (53), which is matched extremely well by experiment. For the 
pitch-catch case, similarly good agreement was obtained when the diffusivity was chosen for 
a best-fit. It is significant that energy losses, according to this theory, are attributable only to 
dissipative mechanisms (absorption), and not to grain-boundary scattering. Also, since the 
scattering cross-section results of single scattering theory, when used in equation (55), failed 
to match experiment, Guo, et al. concluded that scatterers cannot be viewed as independent. 
Weaver (1989) reinterpreted these results in a study of diffusion of sound waves in 
untextured polycrystalline materials with cubic symmetry (comparable to the material studied 
by Stanke and Kino (1984)). He points out that many of the problems associated with 
attenuation studies (the need for flat, polished specimens with parallel faces, for example, 
which Generazio (1984) discusses) are avoided by studying back-scattered fields. Where 
Guo et al. suggested a form of the diffusion coefficient which was based on a random-walk 
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model (equation 55), Weaver notes that only at low frequency is the scattering amplitude 
spherically symmetric. He further corrects Guo, et al. by including an equilibrium 
partitioning of energy in longitudinal and transverse waves (Weaver (1982), Egle (1981)), 
and derives the following expression for diffusivity; 
In the low frequency limit, where scattering is spherically symmetric, the primed terms 
(scattering-angle-weighted attenuations) all vanish, and the expression reduces to: 
which is equivalent to the expression given by Guo, et al., when partitioning of energy is 
considered. 
Equation (56) is valid for weak scattering, and for frequencies below the geometric 
optics limit. The Bom approximation was used by Weaver in deriving it. 
While Guo, Holler, and Goebbels argued that energy loss was due only to dissipation. 
Weaver presents a strong case favoring the directionality of scattering as the "loss" 
mechanism, and points out that energy is redistributed, rather than lost. (In a later paper, 
(1990), Weaver includes a term related to internal friction, but does not pursue it). The 
effective absorption noted by Guo, et al. is contained in the scattering-angle-weighted 
attenuation coefficients shown in equation (56). (see also Sheng (1990) for a discussion of 
directionality in scattering by random media). It is also noteworthy that Weaver did not start 
with an a priori assumption of diffusion. Rather, he started with the multiple scattering 
equations, and under the assumption of weak scattering and long length scales, he derived a 
radiative transfer equation. Further increasing length scales, the diffusion equation resulted. 
Most recently. Turner and Weaver (1995) have shown the ultrasonic radiative transfer 
equation equivalent to the independent scatterer model when the former is taken in the single 
scattering limit, and for early time (i.e. small propagation distances in the scattering 
medium). Further, they find that multiple scattering becomes significant at times on the 
D = 1 (Or - ttrr' + o-lt)IcI + 2(a^ - + a^i)l4 
6((1/cl) + i2/c^))  (CLL ~  ^ LL) (ttr ~ OCTT') — CLLT'O-TL (56) 
(57) 
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order of or less than the mean free time in the scattering medium. This latter conclusion is 
somewhat in conflict with experimental results obtained in connection with validation of the 
independent scatterer model. 
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List of symbols ^ 
SYMBOL MEANING EQN 
a characteristic dimension of a scatterer 8-10 
a transducer radius 47 
A amplitude, or Scattering Amplitude 
c wavespeed 55-57 
Cyy tensor of elastic constants 
Cjj tensor of elastic constants, contracted notation 
d scatterer diameter 
D scatterer diameter except as noted 
D diffraction term 47 
D diffusion coefficient 54,55 
E envelope amplitude 
f frequency except as noted 
/(6) scattering amplitude 
F any function 
g or G Green's function 
LA. incident amplitude 
I intensity 
Im{...} the imaginary part of {...} 
k wavenumber: k = litlX 
5 Quantities defined in the text are omitted from this listing. 
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k longitudinal wavenumber 15,16 
K propagation tensor (effective medium) 
L Linear operator 17 
n number of scatterers per unit volume 
Qs scattering cross-section 
r distance 
R distance 
R reflection coefficient 47 
Re{...} the real part of {...} 
S signal amplitude 
S.A. scattered amplitude 
t scattering operator (individual scatterer) except as noted 
t time 53 
T scattering operator (effective medium) 
T scatterer volume 1-6 
T transmission coefficient 47 
u polarization direction 
u orU displacement 
V or V volume 
V or V velocity 4,5,8 
W probability density function 
z propagation direction 
a attenuation coefficient 
P complex propagation constant 
^ijkl perturbation of 22 
e perturbation parameter 18-20 
T1 backscattering coefficient 
K compressibility 1 
K transverse wavenumber 15,16 
I wavelength 1,2,3 
k Lame constant 
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ji Lame constant 
|i perturbation of refractive index 
Laplacian operator 
V anisotropy factor 32 
CO angular frequency 
Solid angle 46 
K 3.141592... 
p density except as noted 
p concentration 42 
o scattering cross section 
0 angle between propagation and scattering directions 1 
^ member of an ensemble 
(0 angular frequency 
<...> ensemble or configurational average 
' relative to a rotated coordinate system 
L longitudinal, compressional, dilatational, irrotational 
0 or ° unperturbed 
T transverse, shear, solenoidal, eqivoluminal 
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CHAPTER H: ULTRASONIC SCATTERING FROM ANISOTROPIC 
SHELLS 
A paper published in 
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D.O. Thompson and D.E. Chimenti (editors). Vol. 11 A, pp. 89-96 
Plenum Press, New York (1992). 
Reprinted with permission from Plenum Press 
John Mittleman', R. B Thompson and R. Roberts^ 
Introduction 
Motivation for this study arises from the profound effect that grain boundary 
composition has on the engineering properties of commonly used structural materials. The 
interior, or core of the grain, and the surrounding host material are modelled as isotropic 
elastic solids, while the grain boundary itself is modelled as an anisotropic shell. Properties 
of the shell are thought of as being isotropic in any tangential direction, but different in the 
radial direction; we have called this condition spherical orthotropy. 
Exact differential equations are derived in this paper, and a numerical method of 
solution is presented. Results are validated by comparison with exact solutions, and several 
cases of anisotropy are presented. Variations in scattering amplitude associated with 
different levels of anisotropy suggest that grain boundary properties may be inferred from 
ultrasonic backscatter. 
1 Code 5130, Naval Coastal Systems Center, Panama City, FL 32407 
2 Center for Nondestructive Evaluation, Iowa State University, 1915 Scholl Rd., Ames, lA 
50011 
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Analytic solution for isotropic media 
Ying and Truell (1956) solved the problem of a plane longitudinal wave scattered from 
a spherical, isotropic elastic scatterer in an infinite isotropic elastic medium. Their solution is 
written in terms of two potential functions, 4* and 11, which represent freely propagating 
longitudinal and transverse waves: 
Solutions in spherical coordinates are known to be composed of a Legendre polynomial 
with the argument cos(l), and spherical Bessel or Hankel functions with the argument kr (for 
longimdinal waves), or Kr (for transverse waves). 
where/„ is an m"* order spherical Bessel function in the scatterer, and an m* order spherical 
Hankel function outside the scatterer. 
Noting that the angular dependence contained in the Legendre polynomials is entirely 
independent of material properties, we see that stresses and displacements can be matched at 
the boundary between the two media by matching only the radial parts of the solution 
contained in the Hankel and Bessel functions. This observation also holds for a spherical 
inclusion with any number of isotropic shells, where the radially dependent part of the field 
in each of the shells is expressed as a superposition of spherical Hankel functions of the first 
and second kind. 
We also note that for a spherically orthotropic material, the angular dependences found 
for the isotropic case are still valid. It can be shown that a composite plate consisting of 
alternating layers of isotropic materials displays transversely isotropic properties (Postma, 
1955); layered spherical shells would result in spherically orthotropic properties. Within 
each layer we know the angular dependence to be independent of material properties (and 
shell thickness), so if we think of the anisotropic shell problem as the limit of a layered shell 
problem (letting the number of layers increase while their thickness decreases), then it is 
u = - W + V X (V X rll) 
(V'+jfe^)¥ = 0 and (V' + K^)n = 0 
(1) 
(2) 
I LJJJcr)PJcos(sf) and n= I TJJy:r)PJcos<^) 
m = 0 m = 0 
(3) 
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clear that the same angular dependence will persist through the limiting process. Therefore, 
in matching stresses or displacements at shell boundaries, in the anisotropic case, only the 
radial parts of the solution need be considered. 
Exact differential equations for anisotropic media 
In this section we derive exact differential equations for wave propagation in a medium 
with spherically orthotropic properties. Such materials are characterized by invariance of 
elastic constants under rotation around any axis through the origin. The tensor of elastic 
constants has five independent values, and may be written: 
V fc *-'11 C12 Q2 0 0 0' fe ^ ^rr 
% C,2 ^22 C22 — 2C44 0 0 0 
*^68 C12 C22 — 2C44 C22 0 0 0 ^08 
^1)18 0 0 0 C44 0 0 2E()I8 
<yer 0 0 0 0 Qe 0 
.0 0 0 0 0 
where C,, = Qz = C22 = C^, C44 = C^, and Cgg = The angle (j) is measured 
from the axis, and 0 is in the jc,-X2 plane. 
For a plane incident longitudinal wave propagating in the -x^ direction, the whole 
problem is symmetric about the x^ axis, so derivatives with respect to 0 and the 
theta-direction displacement, Uq , are zero. 
Combining the momentum equation with the constitutive and strain/displacement 
relationships results in two coupled differential equations in the two variables and , 
which are separable in their angular and radial dependences. 
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0 — |(Ci2 + Cgg) ^ Uf ,. + (C22 + C23 + 2Cgg) ^2 "rj 
2 11 
+ Qe ~ "(ii,r + P® "(> + (^22 ~ Qs ~ ^ Qe) "i "it" ^22 "i (^"<|)\(|) ^ 
where two convenient differential operators are defined: 
Wm=f^+f-coK<^) and Q(fm = ^(f;^) 
Guided by the relationship between layered isotropic and transversely isotropic 
materials discussed above, we assume: 
Mr = /'„(cos((^))F„(r) and < = (P„(cos((l))))_^GJr) 
Substitution of these forms into the strain/displacement and constitutive equations gives 
expressions for stress in the anisotropic shell: 
< = P„(x)|c,.F'„ + C,2f^F„(r)-^m(m + l)GJr) 
(6) 
(7) 
<, = iPn.(x))AC^ ^F» + G'„(r)-^G„(r) 
(8a) 
m 
Finally, substituting equations (7) and (8) into the momentum equation, and using the 
recursion relationship (QP„ = -m{m + l)P„) gives the following two equations for the 
radially dependent functions F„ and G„: 
0 = C,.F"„+^C„F'„ + (^pQ)'+^(C,2-C22-C23)-^m(m + l)Q6jF„ 
wz(wz + l)(C[2 + Cgg)G ^+—nz(wi + 1)(G22 + C23 + Cgg —C(2)G^ 
r r 
(9^^) 
0 = CggG"„+-CggG'„ + (pa)'H-^((l-m(m + l))C22-C23-2Cgg) 
r y r 
+; (C„ + C„)F\+\(C^+C„ + 2CJF, 
r r 
i9b) 
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The anisotropic field equations can be specialized to the isotropic case by setting 
C,i = C22 = (A,+2|x), C,2 = C23 = A,, and C44 = Qg = M- • Inspection of the Ying and Truell 
solution for isotropic media gives the general form for the radially dependent parts of and 
in the isotropic case; 
K = - TJjnim +1)) VjKr) (10«) 
^^/„(Kr) + (/;„(Kr)) I (lOZ^) ^-'mv 
It is a straightforward task to substitute these functions into equations (9); in this case the 
functions and^(Kr) neatly separate into groups which are defining equations for 
spherical Bessel or Hankel functions of order m . In the anisotropic case, however, we must 
resort to numerical methods to obtain solutions. 
Matrix form of equations 
To differentiate between coefficients in the host, shell and core, superscripts will be 
introduced; "1" for the host, "2" for the shell, and "3" for the core. The incident plane, 
longitudinal  wave is  denoted by the set  of  coefficients  L°.  
Based on the Ying and Truell solution, displacements in the isotropic regions can be 
written: 
fF ' l  •* m m 
tn 
GL 
= D^ir) r' •* m 
_ "i + EJr) 0 
F 
•* m 0 [< \ J l o j  
where D„(r) and E,„(r) are block diagonal matrices; elements in the upper left block pertain 
to the host medium, while those in the lower right pertain to the core. (Similar structures 
have been used by Pao and Mow (1963), Johnson and Truell (1965), and others). 
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To facilitate later manipulations, we introduce the following column vector definitions: 
R„ = 
nt 
nx 
m 
Gl 
K 
= 
ni 
Tl 
Ll 
li 0 
0 
Gl Tl l o j  
(12) 
£ind can immediately write expressions for stresses at the boundaries of the isotropic regions 
by inspection of equations (8): 
<r(«3) 
J 
=x'r^ + u'r„, mm mm (13) 
where the matrices XL and UL are block diagonal, containing elastic constants for the exterior 
region in the upper left block and those for the interior region in the lower right block. In 
equation (13), and its derivative are calculated with the upper left and lower right blocks 
of D„ and E„ evaluated at the outer and inner radii of the shell, respectively. 
Finite difference equations 
First and second derivatives are approximated at the midpoint of the shell by the 
following approximate equations: 
/'(«2) = J (/•(«])-/(«3) 
f \a2)  =  ^ ( f (a i )  -  2f{a^  
(14fl) 
(14&) 
Substitution of these approximations into the field equations (9), and rearranging terms, gives 
the desired relationship between radial functions inside the shell and outside of it: 
= QA (15) 
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where the elements of S„ and Q„ are constants which depend on the order, shell radius and 
thickness, elastic constants in the shell, density, and frequency. 
Displacements and stresses in the shell are now approximated at the interfaces by using 
a truncated Taylor series around the midpoint: 
f i r )  =f (a^)  + (r  -  a,)na^) +^(r  -  a^fria^) (16) 
These approximations (equations 14 and 16) automatically guarantee continuity of 
displacement at the shell's interfaces; the four elements of are found by matching four 
stress components (normal and shear at each interface). Using equations (15) and (16) to 
calculate stresses at the inner and outer boundaries of the anisotropic shell, we get: 
/ m \ 
<C(«.) 
C(«3) 
(17) 
where is based on properties of the anisotropic shell. Setting this expression equal to 
equation (13) gives: 
{(X^-X'JD„ - U'MA„ = -{(Xt-X'JE„ - (18) 
which may be solved for using standard matrix methods. 
Validation 
Fully analytic results were calculated for shells of zero thickness, and for shells of 
finite thickness, but with isotropic properties. The maximum deviation of this approximate 
method from fully analytical resuhs, over a wide range of shell thicknesses and 
wavenumbers, was 1.38%. This error, which is associated with the thickest shell and shortest 
wavelength studied, could easily be reduced by more using more than one node in the shell 
for finite difference approximations. Results were also found to agree with Datta, Ollson and 
Bostrom (1988). 
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Results for anisotropic shells 
The effect of shell anisotropy on scattering was studied by calculating scattering 
amplitude under a variety of conditions. The shell presented in Figure 1 is silicon carbide, 
with an aluminum host and core; all three regions are isotropic, allowing direct validation of 
numerical results. Variations were then introduced by modifying the elastic constants 
and Ceeee to simulate a shell composed of SiC particles dispersed in an aluminum matrix. 
The modified elastic constants weaken the shell in tangential directions without affecting its 
properties in the radial direction. Note that all scattering amplitude plots are normalized by 
the maximum scattering amlitude. 
Very little difference is seen when the elastic constants are perturbed only slightly 
(compare Figures 1 and 2), but as and Ceeee are reduced further (simulating a sparse 
dispersion of SiC in Figure 3, and imperfect bonding between dispersed SiC particles and the 
matrix, in Figure 4) significant changes in the scattering amplitude are seen. This suggests 
that characterization of such a shell may be possible by measuring scattering amplitude as a 
function of angle, in generally backscattered directions. 
Conclusions 
Exact differential equations for elastic wave scattering from spherical shells with 
spherically orthotropic properties (five independent elastic constants) are separable. As with 
scattering from an isotropic sphere, the angular equations are satisfied by Legendre 
polynomials which are independent of material properties. Unlike the isotropic case, the 
radial equations are not satisfied by spherical Bessel functions; these equations can be solved 
numerically. 
Results were validated by comparison with exact solutions in the case of vanishing 
shell thickness and in the case of isotropic elastic constants. Agreement was excellent over a 
wide range of shell thicknesses and wavenumbers. Calculations were also performed for a 
variety of anisotropic cases, and significant differences in scattering amplitudes were noted; 
this suggests that measurement of scattering amplitude over a range of angular positions will 
be useful in characterizing the shell. 
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Figures 1-4: Scattering amplitude plots 
10 based on incident longitudinal wave and outer shell radius 
Shell thickness equal to 1% outer shell radius 
Y= Scattering cross section 
54 
Figure I. Isotropic SiC shell, isotropic aluminum host and core. 
Y= 0.509 
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Figure 2. Anisotropic shell 
( and Ceeee equal to average of values for SiC and aluminum). 
7=0.153 
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^ — 3 
Figure 3. Anisotropic shell 
( CjKjKj*!. and Ceeee equal to value for aluminum. 
Y= 0.0291 
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,^ 1 
Figure 4. Anisotropic shell 
( and Ceeee equal to half the value for aluminum). 
7=0.0812 
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Abstract 
An exact solution for scattering of ultrasound from a spherically orthotropic shell is 
presented. The shell is assumed to be embedded in an isotropic elastic medium, and the core 
surrounded by the shell is also assumed to be isotropic. The shell itself is assumed to be 
"spherically orthotropic," with five independent elastic constants (the spherical analog of a 
transversely isotropic material in Cartesian coordinates). Field equations for this material are 
presented, and these equations are shown to be separable. Working with the displacement 
vector, we find that the radius dependent part of the solution satisfies coupled second-order 
ordinary differential equations. This system of equations is solved using the method of 
Frobenius, and results in four independent series determined by material properties to within 
a multiplicative constant. Use of boundary conditions expressed in terms of stresses and 
displacements at the inner and outer shell radii completes the solution. Numerical results for 
a range of shell elastic constants show that this solution matches known analytic results in the 
1 Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division, Coastal Systems Station, Panama City, 
FL 32407 
2 Center for Nondestructive Evaluation and Department of Aerospace Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011 
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special case of isotropy and matches previously developed finite difference results for 
anisotropic elastic constants. The effect of shell anisotropy on farfield scattering amplitude is 
explored, for an incident plane longitudinal wave. 
Introduction 
Motivation for this study arises from the profound effect that grain boundary 
composition has on the engineering properties of commonly used structural materials. 
Adverse microstructural conditions may be the result of improper processing, or may develop 
during the service life of the material, as by radiation embrittlement (Perks, et al., 1989). 
Detection and characterization of anomalous grain boundary conditions by nondestructive 
means is of great practical importance in many major industries such as shipping, aviation, 
and power generation. 
Previous studies of the effects of thin interface layers on discrete scatterers have 
generally been approximate, replacing a complete description of the field in the interface 
layer by suitable relationships between traction and displacement fields inside and outside the 
layer. This aspect of the "inclusion problem" was recently reviewed by Martin (1992), with 
attention given to several models of an imperfect matrix/inclusion interface. Notable among 
them are the Baik-Thompson model (Baik and Thompson, 1984), which includes a 
generalized spring constant and a generalized inertial term to relate the jump in traction 
(displacement) to the average displacement (traction) across the interface layer. For plane 
interfaces, at least, the Baik-Thompson parameters are derived from the global effect of the 
interface under quasistatic conditions. Rohklin and Wang (1991) present a variation on this 
approach with linear relationships between the jump in traction or displacement to the 
interior traction and displacement fields. These approximate descriptions of the interface 
layer are well suited to boundary integral equation methods, and therefore to obstacles of 
arbitrary form. 
The spring model for compliant interface layers offers computational simplicity, and 
has been pursued by numerous researchers (viz. Kitahara et al., 1990). At the expense of 
complexity, but with considerable improvements in accuracy, 0(h) models (where h is layer 
thickness) described by Olsson et al. (1990) have been used. Bostrom et al. (1992a) compare 
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exact, 0(h) and spring model results for spherical scatterers, and show that spring model 
results are often contrary to exact and 0(h) results. Bostrom et al. (1992b) extend this work 
to prolate and oblate spheroids, with similar conclusions. Despite the shortcomings noted for 
spring, and more generalized linear models, they do offer a means of incorporating fairly 
arbitrary interface layer anisotropy, for which an exact solution may not be available. 
In this paper we present theoretical studies of ultrasonic scattering from one form of 
interface layer anisotropy that does allow an exact solution in the case of spherical scatterers. 
The anisotropic interface layer described is thought of as a greatly simplified grain boundary 
model. The grain boundary is viewed as a distinct shell, although the exact relationship 
between grain boundary constituents and equivalent anisotropic elastic constants has yet to 
be developed. The interior, or core of the grain, and the surrounding host material are 
modelled as isotropic elastic solids, using the notion of an effective isotropic medium (Stanke 
and Kino, 1984). Properties of the shell are thought of as being isotropic in any tangential 
direction, but different in the radial direction; we have called this condition "spherical 
orthotropy." 
The presumption of isotropy for the host and core is an approximation, since even 
single metallic crystals are generally somewhat anisotropic (Musgrave, 1959; Bhatia, 1967). 
This approximation is better for aluminum than for steel, for example, but is quite reasonable 
in any case when the shell is taken to be grossly anisotropic. We use "effective" properties 
for the host material (derived by averaging single crystal properties over all rotations); these 
are isotropic in a polycrystalline material without texture (Hirsekorn, 1982). Modelling the 
grain boundary as a spherical shell is also an approximation, but a convenient one in 
developing exact, separable equations. Finally, we recognize that the solution for a single 
scatterer is but the first step in dealing with a material composed entirely or in part of such 
microstructural elements (Lax, 1951; Lax, 1952; Twersky, 1962; Rose, 1992). 
Exact equations for this grain boundary model were recently developed, and solved 
numerically, by the authors (Mittleman et al., 1992). This work rests on the same differential 
equations, but presents an exact solution in the form of a pair of power series which may be 
calculated by coupled recursion equations. 
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Analytic solution for isotropic media 
Ying and Truell (1956) solved the problem of a plane longitudinal wave scattered from 
a spherical, isotropic elastic scatterer in an infinite isotropic elastic medium. Our choice of 
variables and the general geometry of the problem, which is symmetric about the Xj axis, is 
shown in Figure 1. 
Ying and Truell exploit the symmetry of the problem through the following 
decomposition of the displacement vector: 
M = -  V^ +V x(Vxrn) (1) 
This leads to two Helmholtz equations for the velocity potentials, 'F and 11, which are 
associated with longitudinal and transverse components of the fields in either isotropic 
medium. Time harmonic solutions ^  in spherical coordinates are expressed in spherical 
harmonics as: 
1 LJ„(kr)PJcos^) and n= f rj;„(Kr)P„(cos(^) (2) 
m =0 m =0 
where: m is the separation constant (an integer) 
P„ is the m"* order Legendre polynomial 
f„ is an m"* order spherical Bessel function inside the scatterer, and an m"' 
order spherical Hankel function of the second kind outside the scatterer. 
k and K are wavenumbers for longitudinal and shear waves 
A crucial point to be observed is that the angular dependence contained in the Legendre 
polynomials is entirely independent of material properties. This means that stresses and 
displacements can be matched at the boundary between the two media by matching only 
those parts of the separable solution which depend on radial position. 
3 In this paper we follow the convention used by Ying and Truell, assuming an e'™ time 
dependence, as opposed to the commonly used alternative, e'"". 
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Incident Plane L-Wave 
Figure 1. Coordinate System 
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The complex coefficients L„ and T„ , which give longitudinal and transverse wave 
component amplitudes, may be different in the outer (host) material and the inner (core) 
material, resulting in four sets of independent coefficients that completely define the solution. 
Their values are found for each order, m , independently, from the four equations (equations 
(20) and (22) in Ying and Truell (1956)) that match displacements and stresses 
(u!", M" , , and at the boundaries between the two media. 
This method of solution can be applied to a spherical inclusion surrounded by 
concentric isotropic shells by expressing the radially dependent part of the field in each of the 
shells as a superposition of spherical Hankel functions of the first and second kind 
(corresponding to inward and outward travelling waves). This results in four unknown 
complex coefficients in each shell, two in the host and two in the core; the four equations 
available at each interface are sufficient to solve the problem analytically. We refer to this as 
the "extended" Ying and Truell solution, and use it to validate the present anisotropic 
solution when shell constants are isotropic. 
We also note that for a spherically orthotropic material, the angular dependences found 
for the isotropic case are still valid. This statement can be verified by simply following the 
assumption that m" depends on P„(cos<j)) and on 9/'„(cos(j))/3(j) through the field equations 
presented below, but a more physical argument provides motivation for doing this. If we 
look at a composite plate, composed of alternating layers of two dissimilar isotropic 
materials, effective elastic constants can be calculated by requiring that strains perpendicular 
to the thickness direction, and stresses in the thickness direction be constant through the 
thickness of the plate. Then stresses and strains, averaged across the plate thickness, are 
related by elastic constants that are derived from the two sets of Lame constants in the 
isotropic layers, and the fraction of total thickness occupied by each material. These five 
independent quantities combine to form a matrix of effective elastic constants that displays 
transverse isotropy, the planar analog of our spherically orthotropic material (Postma, 1955). 
If the homogeneous, spherically orthotropic shell is thought of as a limiting case of a shell 
composed of very thin isotropic layers, then we would expect results from the extended Ying 
and Truell solution to apply; specifically, the same angular dependence should hold in both 
cases. 
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Exact dii^erential equations for anisotropic media 
In this section we derive exact differential field equations for waves in a medium with 
spherically orthotropic properties, when the problem is symmetric about the JCJ axis. Like 
Ying and Truell, we have solved the scattering problem for an incident plane L-wave, 
travelling in the Xj direction 
Spherically orthotropic materials are characterized by invariance of under rotation 
around any axis through an origin taken at the center of the sphere, and have five 
independent elastic constants. When writing the constitutive relationship, 
(Cij = Cyi^iEi^i) (3) 
the non-zero elastic constants are = C^ee, = Ceeee, = ^,9,0, and 
. We introduce condensed notation and one relationship among constants: 
^11 ~ ^rrrr Qa ~ ^2 ~ 
^44 ~ ^$6(119 ^66 ~ ^23 ~ ^22 " ^ ^44 
The strain/displacement relationship 
E=^(VM+MV) (4) 
also simplifies by virtue of the material's symmetry and symmetry of the incident wave 
around the Xj axis. In particular, we find that derivatives with respect to 0 and the 
theta-direction displacement, Uq , are zero. 
The final equation needed is Newton's second law, 
V • a = pw (5) 
In working through these equations it is convenient to define two operators (Mittleman 
et al, 1992; Ying and Truell, 1956): 
4 Details of this derivation are found in Mittleman et al., 1992. 
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W((t>)) = [^l|-(/-sin(t)) and a(fm = ^9m) 
^sinq) ydq) 
Combining equations (3)-(5) results in two coupled differential equations in the two 
variables and ; 
(V • a + pco^M) -6^ = 0 
~ Q1 "r,rr •*" ^11 ~ "r,r + P®Mr + (Ci2 — C22 " C23) ^66 ~2 
r r r 
+ (Ci2 + Cgg) (Om^) +(Ci2 C22 C23 Cgg) 2 
/" ' r 
(V* a+pco^iT) *6^ = 0 
= I (^12 + Qe) r "r,r + (Q2 Q3 •*" ^Qe) ~ "r| 
2 , 11 
+ ^66"<|),rr ^66 ~ P® "ij) (^22 ~ ^ ^23 "~2 ^22 ~2 
(6a) 
m 
where = dfldx and denotes a unit vector in the jc direction. 
Guided by the relationship between layered isotropic and transversely isotropic 
materials discussed above, we assume that, for each spherical harmonic, displacements can 
be expressed as the product of an angular function (the Legendre polynomial or its 
derivative) and an unknown function of radius: 
a: = P„{co%WJr) and u; ^ {PJco%i^)\GJ.r) ( la )  
Substituting these forms into equation (3) gives expressions for stress, which will be used 
later in matching stresses at the interfaces: 
< = P.(cos(|))|c„F'. + cJ ;F,M - im(m + l)0.(r) |  
I V r r J) 
1 1 
<; = (PJcos(j))) JQ, -FJr) + G'J r ) - -GJr )  
(7b)  
(7c) 
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where primed quantities are differentiated with respect to r . Substituting equation (7) into 
equation (6) and using the recursion relationship for Legendre polynomials 
QP„ = -m(m + 1)P„ gives the following two equations in which the radial and angular 
dependencies are separated; 
0 = P.(cos(t,){C„F".+2c„F'. 
f 2 1 ^ 
+ pCO + — (C|2 — C22 ~ C23) ^ /M {fit + 1 )Cgg 
tn(in + 1)(C[2 + ^ +—m(m + 1)(C22 + C23 + Cgg — C^2)G^ (8<5!) 
r r 
3P„(cos<j)) 2 
9(|, iCeeG-„+-C,,G\ 
+ 
r 1 > 
po) +—((1 —/n(/M + 1))C22~ C23 ~ 2Cgg) 
V J 
"*• (^ 12 •*" G^6)F m "t" 2 ^ ^22 + ^ *23 + 2Cgg)F„} (8b) 
r r 
These anisotropic field equations can be specialized to the isotropic case by setting 
Cii = C22 = (A,+2fi), C12 = C23 = A,, and Cgg = (Cn — Ci2)/2 = |x. 
Solutions in the isotropic host and core 
Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives the general form for the radially 
dependent parts of equation (7a) for the isotropic case: 
+ l))i/,(Kr) 
Ol = K - 7;[;/.(Kr) + C4(Kr)) 1 
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where L„ and are constants associated with the amplitudes of longitudinal and transverse 
wave solutions in the isotropic media, denoted by the superscript I. 
The functions X,(^r) and^(Kr) are spherical Bessel functions in the core and spherical 
Hankel functions in the host. 
Solutions in the anisotropic shell 
To concentrate our efforts on generating a solution in the anisotropic shell, the "r" 
dependent parts of the anisotropic field equations (8a) and (8b) will be written: 
where values of the coefficients can be read directly from equations (8a) and (8b) after 
multiplication by rVC,, . 
According to the method of Frobenius (Hildebrand, 1962) normally used for obtaining 
series solutions to second-order linear differential equations, we may assume solutions of the 
form: 
and differentiate term by term. The resulting series, substituted into equations (9a) and (9b) 
give rise to a pair of algebraic equations for each power of "r" in order to satisfy the 
equations at all radii. The lowest power, obtained with i = 0 , gives: 
0 = +A„rF' +A,oF + i5:,VF + B„rG' +5,oG 
0 =A2,rF' +A2oF + KyG + r^C +52,rC +B20G (9b)  
(9a) 
and G=Xg,r'"'' 
0 =for''ipip - 1)+A„/7 +A,o) + go^''(5„p +5,o) 
0 =for''(A2iP +A2Q) + gor''ip{p - l) + B2iP +^20) 
(10a) 
(lOfc)  
which may be written in matrix form, for r 56 0 , noting that A,, =821 = 2: 
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V + P+A,o) (B„P+B,o)Y/O\ 
^ iP "'"P •'"•®2o)y 
For non-trivial solutions we deduce the indicial equation by setting the determinant of 
the left-hand side matrix to zero: 
0 = p'^ + 2p^+p\A^o+B2o~A2^B^^ + \) 
^20 ~ •^21^10 ~ •'^20^11) (^10®20 ~ •'^20®lo) 
The four roots to this equation: 
are related in pairs, such that if /?,• is one of the roots, then -(p, +1) is another. For isotropic 
elastic constants the roots are m + 1 , -(m + 2), m - 1 , and -m ; these values lead to power 
series representations of the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions that appear in the Ying 
and Truell solution. 
Associated with each root are values of^ and which may be determined (to within a 
multiplicative constant) by considering either equation (10a) or (10b). Once these are 
determined, other terms in the series are calculated by the iterative procedure described next. 
For each order, m , of the indicial equation, we define 
P = 1 ±'s/l +2{^A2\Bxx --Aiq —^2o) —'V('^21^11 ~-^10~-^20)^~4(^10^20~'^20^10)J 
2 
N fc^+^+^10) (5nX+5,o)^ 
Mix)  =  
y (^21-^ •'^20) (•^ +X + ^ 20)^ 
and K = 
The field equations may now be written: 
( f. 
j:r'^''mi+p) + Kr^) =(0) 
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Requiring that this hold for all values of radius means that each power of "r" may be 
treated separately; indeed, the indicial equation corresponds to / = 0 . For i = 1 we must 
satisfy 
which will only have a non-trivial solution for Det(M(p  +1)) = 0. However, having already 
fixed values of p by solving the indicial equation, we know that this determinant will be 
non-zero, unless two of the roots differ by exactly unity. In general this will not be the case, 
and we must choose/, and g, equal to zero This implies that the series will be either even 
or  odd ,  a s  in i t i a ted  by  r ' ' .  
For i  >  2  and r^O,  values of  f i r '  and g,r' are calculated iteratively: 
In the special case of isotropic elastic constants we have already noted that the four 
roots of the indicial equation are m + 1 , -(m +2) ,m-\ , and -m . Attempts to invert the 
matrix M for i = 2 and p = m-\ or p = -{m + 2) will fail since Det{M{m + 1)) and 
Det(Mi-m)) are zero (their arguments, i+p , also being roots of the indicial equation). 
Nonetheless, for p, = (w -1) or /?, = -(m + 2), one may show that: 
5 When roots do differ by unity (for example, in an isotropic material, when m = 0 the roots 
are 1,0,-1, and -2, or when m = 1 two of the roots are 0 and -1) we will have Def(M(p,)) = 0 
and Det{M{p2 -I-1)) = 0 where both p\ and P2 are roots of the indicial equation and 
P2+\= P\. In these cases, the series corresponding to the root p2 will contain both even and 
odd powers of r . However, those initiated by the term ' will be the same as the series 
generated by the root p,. Hence, without loss of generality, we can set /| and g, to zero. 
r'^^Mi^p + l) =(0) 
1 2 \f i -2 ' ' ' \  
= -M- \ i  +  p)Kr '  
\Si-ir I 
(11a) 
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V^Vp, 
r 
= lim 
4:->PI+2 
( f \, sv Jo 
-M~\x)K 
\ \ 
\ 
iUb)  
exists even though M '(/?, + 2) is indeterminate (explicit expressions are given in Appendix 
A). It should also be pointed out that for the roots P2 = (m + l) and pj = -(w): 
M(p,) = (0) 
while for the roots pi  =  (m- l )  and pi = -(m + 2): 
M(p, + 2) r/2 
1.2, 
^ - K  7ol 
•^Pi \.go '^Pl 
Therefore, when pj = Pi + 2 , the values calculated by equation (lib) for r [82. may contain 
•^Pi 
an additive multiple of 
r f \  Jo 
\80JP2 
and the series corresponding to the root p, may contain a 
multiple of the series corresponding to the root P2. When boundary conditions are matched, 
however, the coefficients of each series will account for this uncertainty. 
We are therefore led to a complete solution for displacements in the anisotropic shell 
formed by a linear combination of the four series: 
m 
,Gf,  
= 1 c.y" 1 
i t=i  1 = 0  (12) 
where the the superscript "S" (denoting the shell) and subscripts have been fully restored 
("m" denotes the order of the equation and "k" indicates which root of the indicia! equation is 
involved in each series). This solution may now be differentiated term by term, as needed, to 
calculate stresses according to equation (7). For each value of m , the eight available 
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boundary condition equations (matching two stresses and two displacements at each shell 
surface) are used to solve for the four coefficients in equation (12) and the four coefficients 
associated with the L-waves and T-waves in the isotropic host and core. 
Far field scattering amplitude 
Far field longitudinal wave scattering amplitude and scattering cross-section may be 
calculated from the field equations in the isotropic host material, according to formulae 
presented by Ying and Truell: 
where SA(<j)) is the longitudinal wave far field scattering amplitude, y is the total scattering 
cross-section, and the coefficients L„ and describe L-wave and T-wave components of the 
scattered field in the isotropic host. 
Numerical results for calculations based on the exact anisotropic solution (shown as 
"Series" in Table I) for scattering from an anisotropic shell were verified by comparison with 
existing results for isotropic and anisotropic shells, over a wide range of thicknesses and 
values of ka^. In the limiting case where shell thickness approaches zero, comparison was 
made to the Ying and Truell solution, and in the case of a shell of finite thickness, but with 
isotropic properties, results were compared to those calculated by the extended Ying and 
Truell method, shown as "Y-T shell" in Table I. (This latter method was, itself, validated by 
comparison to analytical results given by Datta et al., 1988). For anisotropic shells, results 
were compared to earlier work based on a finite difference solution to the anisotropic field 
equations (Mittleman et al., 1992), as will be reported below. Because the finite difference 
solution is essentially a Taylor series solution, which is distinct from a Frobenius series 
solution, these two calculations are quite independent. 
SA((t))=-lPJcos(l))(L> 
m=0 
Numerical validation 
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In Table I, scattering cross sections calculated in four different ways (i.e. Ying and 
Truell, "Y-T Shell", Finite Difference, and "Series") are compared, for shells with isotropic 
properties. Thickness is given as a fraction of outer shell radius, and kui is based on the 
incident longitudinal wave number and the outer shell radius. 
In Table n, the exact series solution is compared to the finite difference method for 
anisotropic shells. The elastic constants used for these calculations were taken to be the same 
as those of a transversely isotropic material material having varying volume fractions of 
silicon carbide in aluminum, and having the infinitesimally thin isotropic layered structure 
discussed in connection with the separation of variables. The excellent agreement between 
the finite difference and exact methods of solution is a result consistendy obtained for thin 
shells such as this one, for which kAa =0.1; however, as shell thickness becomes 
comparable to wavelength, the finite difference solution outlined by Mittleman et al. (1992) 
deteriorates. 
Results for anisotropic shells 
The effect of shell anisotropy on scattering was studied by calculating the scattering 
amplitude for a variety of shells embedded in aluminum, and surrounding an aluminum core. 
In a previous paper (Mittleman et al., 1992), elastic constants were arbitrarily varied to test 
the validity of finite difference calculations, and it was found that both the magnitude of 
scattering and the angular distribution of energy were sensitive to variations in . In this 
study elastic constants are varied according to theories for transversely isotropic composite 
materials consisting of a mixture of aluminum and a second material representing precipitates 
which decorate the grain boundaries. For these second phase precipitates, silicon carbide 
was chosen as a material having a density similar to that of aluminum, but very different 
wave speeds, while iron was chosen as a material having similar wave speeds but a different 
density. 
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Table I. Scattering Cross Sections (mm^) Calculated by the 
Exact and Finite Difference Methods for Isotropic Shells 
jtfl=0.01 
Thickness (mm) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.1 
Ying & Truell 
Y-T shell 
Finite Diff. 
Series 
.73073E-08 
.73070E-08 
.73072E-08 
.73072E-08 
.72341E-08 
.72334E-08 
.72332E-08 
.65933E-08 
.65922E-08 
.65922E-08 
.22573E-08 
.22262E-08 
.22075E-08 
d
 I
I 
Thickness (mm) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.1 
Ying & Truell 
Y-T shell 
Finite Diff. 
Series 
.72480E-04 
.72480E-04 
.72480E-04 
.72480E-04 
.71749E-04 
.71749E-04 
.71749E-04 
.65409E-04 
.65409E-04 
.65409E-04 
.21988E-04 
.22173E-04 
.21988E-04 
p
 I
I 
Thickness (mm) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.1 
Ying & Truell 
Y-T shell 
Finite Diff. 
Series 
.25443E+00 
.25443E+00 
.25443E+00 
.25443E+00 
.25279E+00 
.25279E+00 
.25279E+00 
.23837E+00 
.23837E+00 
.23837E+00 
.12102E+00 
.12156E+00 
.12102E+00 
ka = 10.0 
Thickness (mm) 0.00 0.001 0.01 0.1 
Ying & Truell 
Y-T shell 
Finite Diff. 
Series 
.11237E+02 
.11237E+02 
.11237E+02 
.11237E+02 
.11199E+02 
.11199E+02 
.11199E+02 
.10845E+02 
.10845E+02 
.10845E+02 
.76792E+01 
.76674E+01 
.76792E+01 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Density 
(gm/cm) 
L-wave velocity 
(km/sec) 
T-wave velocity 
(km/sec) 
Host 7.00 6.00 3.00 
Shell 8.00 6.50 3.20 
Core 6.00 5.00 2.50 
Outer radius for all shells: 1 mm 
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Table n. Comparison of Maximum Scattering Amplitudes Calculated by the 
Finite Difference Method and the Exact Series Solution for 
Spherically Orthotropic Shells 
Constituent Material Properties 
Density (host & core) 2.706 gm/cm^ 
L-wave velocity (host & core) 6.39 km/sec 
T-wave velocity (host & core) 3.141 km/sec 
Outer shell radius, a, 1.00 mm 
Inner shell radius 0.99 mm 
ka^ 10.0 
Density (inclusion) 3.181 gm/cm^ 
L-wave velocity (inclusion) 12.21 km/sec 
T-wave velocity (inclusion) 7.69 km/sec 
Shell Properties 
Volume Fraction Inclusion 
1.00 .90 .66 .10 
Density (gm/cm^) 3.181 3.1335 3.195 2.7535 
C„ (GPa) 474.2365 356.7819 223.7704 119.6705 
C22 (GPa) 474.2365 436.8362 348.9590 146.5221 
Q^GPa) 188.1119 117.2317 61.5611 29.2029 
C,2 (GPa) 98.0126 84.8010 69.8394 58.1300 
C23 (GPa) 98.0126 92.8953 82.4973 60.8449 
Maximum Scattering Amplitudes (mm) 
Volume Fraction Inclusion 
1.00 .90 .66 .10 
Finite Difference Method 1.4860 1.3645 1.0518 .17935 
Exact Series Solution 1.4865 1.3653 1.0527 .17954 
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Results shown in Table n are excerpted from a more complete set of calculations where 
scattering cross section eind maximum scattering amplitude were computed for shells 
composed of varying volume fractions of silicon carbide precipitated in aluminum. Figures 2 
and 3 show polar plots of scattering amplitude for the shells presented in Table n that contain 
10% and 90% SiC, respectively. To emphasize the angular distribution of scattered energy, 
the right half of each of these figures is normalized by the maximum forward scattering 
amplitude, while the left half is normalized by the maximum back scattering amplitude. 
While there is little variation in the forward scattered fields' angular distribution (this being 
the shadow-forming scattering), there is considerable variation in the distribution of 
back-scattered energy. Similar calculations for iron precipitated in aluminum showed similar 
results for the angular distribution of energy in the forward scattered lobe, but variations in 
the backscattered lobes were far less pronounced than was the case for second phase SiC. 
Transverse isotropy in plates (or spherical orthotropy in shells) may be generated by 
the layered structure previously discussed; we call this the "plate model." In fiber reinforced 
composite materials, however, transverse isotropy can also be produced in a number of other 
ways, one of which is to arrange the long axis of all fibers perpendicular to the thickness 
direction of the material (contrary to normal practice in laying up thin composite materials); 
we call this the "fiber model," and analytic results for elastic constants are available 
(Christensen, 1979). Principal elastic constants (Cn , C22 and are shown in Figure 4a, 
for a shell composed of silicon carbide dispersed in aluminum. Note that the roles of C,, 
and C22 are reversed when the plate model is compared to the fiber model. The off-diagonal 
elastic constants (not shown) are quite similar for both models. Figure 4b compares 
anisotropy, C,, - C,2 - 2Cs6, for the plate and fiber models, under these same condition, and 
shows a substantial difference, primarily due to the reversed roles of C,, and C22 noted 
above. We now look at scattering amplitude in the backscattered direction, as a function of 
second phase concentration, for the two spherically orthotropic morphologies, as shown in 
Figure 5. For each, we find a nearly linear dependence of scattering amplitude on 
concentration, with enough similarity in their magnitudes to suggest that for practical 
purposes, using either model for predictive calculations would be adequate. Numerical 
results for iron in aluminum showed a similarly linear dependence of backscattered 
amplitude on second phase concentration, for both the plate and fiber models. 
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Dashed Line shows 
normalized SA = 1 
SA(Pi)=0.0048 SA(0)=0.180 
Back Scattered Amplitude 
normalized by SA(Pi) 
Forward Scattered Amplitude 
normalized by SA(0) 
Figure 2. Scattering Amplitude for 10% SiC / 90% A1 Shell in Aluminum. 
Maximum Scattering Amplitude = 0.18 mm 
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Back Scattered Amplitude 
normalized by SA(Pi) 
Figure 3. Scattering Amplitude for 90% SiC / 10% A1 Shell in Aluminum. 
Maximum Scattering Amplitude = 1.37 mm 
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Elastic Constants for SiC in Aluminum 
Cij (GPa) 
500 
C11 (Fiber) and 
C22 (Plate) 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Second Phase Concentration, % 
C11 C22 C66 C11 C22 C66 
Plate Model Plate Model Plate Model Fiber Model Fiber Model Fiber Model 
src_elas.dat 
Figure 4a. Elastic Constants for Silicon Carbide in Aluminum 
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Anisotropy for SiC in Aluminum 
Anisotropy (GPa) 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Second Phase Concentration, % 
Plate Model Fiber Model 
sic_anls.dat 
Figure 4b. Anisotropy for SiC in Aluminum 
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Backscattered Amplitude for a Shell 
composed of SiC in Aluminum 
Freq.=10MHz a=1.00 mm t=0.01 mm 
SA{7t), mm 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
Second Phase Concentration, % 
Plate Model Fiber Model 
slc_sapi.gam 
Figure 5. Backscattered Amplitude for a Shell composed of SiC in Aluminum 
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Conclusions 
Exact differential equations for elastic wave scattering from spherical shells with 
transversely orthotropic properties (five independent elastic constants) have been derived. 
These equations, which are written in terms of displacement, are separable. As with 
scattering from an isotropic sphere, the angular equations are satisfied by Legendre 
polynomials which are independent of material properties. Unlike the isotropic case, the 
radial equations are not satisfied by spherical Bessel functions, but exact series solutions 
were obtained by the method of Frobenius. We found that the iterative procedure for 
calculating series' coefficients requires special treatment when elastic constants are isotropic, 
and present the appropriate expressions. 
Scattering amplitude and cross section results were validated by comparison with exact 
solutions in the case of vanishing shell thickness and in the case of isotropic elastic constants. 
Agreement was excellent over a wide range of shell thicknesses and values of ka. 
Calculations were also performed for a variety of anisotropic cases, and excellent agreement 
with a previously validated finite difference solution was found. 
Numerical results for shells composed of SiC or Fe in aluminum showed a reasonably 
linear dependence of scattering amplitude (in the backscattered direction) on concentration. 
This dependence was found to be insensitive to the shell morphology assumed. Absolute 
amplitude measurements may therefore be useful in characterizing grain boundaries 
decorated by second phase precipitates. 
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Appendix A: Values of coefficients 
Equation (lib) 
= lim 
X Pj  +2 
-M~\x)K Jo (11^) 
Jo 
.80 
/ \ 
m 
1 VpOAm-l) V / 
-Kf  
2( l+2m)(3 + 2m) 
' f f i ((2 + /n)+v(l  +m)j^ 
m +v(3 + m) 
Jo 
v; 
\^y-{m + 2) 
+m)^ 
-K^ Ml +/n)(( l  —m) — vmy 
2(1 + 2m)(1-2m)I ( l+m)-v(2-m) ; 
where \ = — = — 
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CHAPTER IV: ELASTIC WAVE SCATTERING BY SHELLED 
SPHERICAL SCATTERERS IN A FOCUSED FIELD 
A paper submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 
John Mittleman', R.B. Thompson and Y.K. Han^ 
Abstract 
Embrittlement of many important metal alloys has been related to the accumulation of 
undesirable materials at grain boundaries, a condition which may be detectable through 
measurement of ultrasonic scattering from the material's microstructure. Grains with 
decorated grain boundaries are modelled as shelled microspheres embedded in an isotropic 
elastic host, and a practical means of predicting scattering from these particles is developed. 
The incident field often used for measuring backscattered grain noise is focused; we treat 
both plane and focused incident fields. Theoretical predictions of scattering from isolated 
scatterers are compared with experimental measurements on metal microspheres embedded 
in plastic to validate the computational procedure, then predictions of scattering from similar 
spherical structures embedded in a metal host are presented. In the former case theoretical 
predictions are found consistent with observations, although differences between shelled and 
non-shelled scatterers are obscured by the great contrast between host and scatterer. In the 
latter case, where host and core are quite similar, even thin shells can produce scattering 
readily distinguishable from the weak scattering in polycrystals that may be due to locally 
inhomogeneous properties. Results of this study can be used to calculate a backscattering 
coefficient which is suitable as input for the Independent Scatterer Model for grain noise in 
metals. 
1 Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division, Coastal Systems Station, Panama City, 
FL 32407 
2 Center for Nondestructive Evaluation, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011 
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Introduction 
Interface and grain boundary conditions in composite and metal materials are critically 
important to the macroscopic engineering properties of these materials. For example, the 
presence of nitrogen and oxygen in the titanium alloy, titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium 
(Ti64) leads to stabilization of the brittle "hard alpha" phase in Ti64, and an increased risk of 
crack initiation at such sites. As a step toward developing ultrasonic techniques to 
characterize such structures, our prior studies modelled a metal grain with foreign materials 
accumulated on its boundaries as a shelled spherical structure, and predicted scattering of a 
plane longitudinal elastic wave from such a scatterer [1]. In this paper we extend our models 
to predict elastic wave scattering from shelled, spherical scatterers in a focused ultrasonic 
beam, motivated by the practical problem of including in scattering calculations a titanium 
nitride (TiN) coating on particles of Ti64. The results of confirming experiments are also 
reported. 
Scatterers adopted for experiments in the present study were microspheres produced in 
the course of studies on the detectability of hard alpha inclusions in Ti64 [2]. These 
microspheres resemble the model structure extremely well, and it was possible to embed 
individual microspheres in plastic for a convenient and direct comparison of theory with 
experiment. Samples compacted from these microspheres by the hot isostatic press (HIP) 
procedure were also available, and serve to model a material with an accumulation of second 
phase materials at grain boundaries. In a separate paper we will use an independent scatterer 
model [3] to predict grain noise in the compacted materials from properties of the individual 
scattering regions. 
Analytic solutions for ultrasonic wave scattering by isolated isotropic spherical 
obstacles in a plane, longitudinal ultrasonic field were introduced by Faran [4] for solid 
obstacles in a liquid host, and by Ying and Truell [5] for solid obstacles in an isotropic elastic 
host. These solutions, which now appear in standard texts [6,7,8], rely on a convenient 
decomposition into longitudinal and shear waves, and on separation of equations in the radial 
and angular variables. More complicated problems of practical interest include layered and 
anisotropic scatterers [1,9,10,11], scatterers of arbitrary shape [12,13], and scatterers in a 
focused beam [14]. In general it is necessary to approach these problems by invoking 
simplifying assumptions or by resorting to numerical methods of solution (e.g. approximate 
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interface properties [15,16,17], discretized shapes [18], boundary and finite element methods 
[12,13,19,20]). In this paper we present a solution for a shelled spherical scatterer in a 
spherically focused ultrasonic beam which relies on a representation of the incident field that 
allows the separation of variables method to be used. 
Ueda et al. [14] extended Faran's work on scattering from an elastic sphere in a fluid 
medium, expressing the field due to an incident spherical wave in terms of spherical 
harmonics, with the origin at the center of the scatterer rather than at the center of the source. 
This is then extended to the fields of focused transducers by integration of elementary 
spherical sources over the surface of a curved transducer. Both transmitting and receiving 
transducers are considered, and results for scatterers at or near the focal point are given. 
Bennink [21] presents a rigorous derivation of spherical wave expansion coefficients for 
scattering from an elastic sphere, and applies these results to the inverse problem of 
characterizing and immersion transducer from experimental measurements. Our present 
work considers the scatterer in a solid host, but retains the useful device of representing the 
incident focused field in terms of spherical harmonics, with the origin at the center of the 
scatterer, which is assumed to be at the focal point ot the transducer. 
Bostrom and Wirdelius [22] have studied the field of an unfocused, but finite-sized 
transducer used as transmitter and receiver for ultrasonic inspection. In their approach the 
scatterer's response is represented by a T-matrix which, for a spherical scatterer, can 
calculated by the separation of variables method used in the present study. Their 
illuminating field is represented as a plane wave expansion which is transformed to spherical 
waves centered at the scatterer. Auld's reciprocity relationship [23] is used to determine the 
transducer's electrical output in terms of the T-matrix and coefficients of the spherical wave 
expansion. In principle, this approach would allow our present work to be extended to 
scatterers located at positions other than at the transducer's focal point. 
Roberts [24] solved for the transmission of a focused gaussian beam through an elastic 
host containing an elastic sphere, extending the Ying and Truell solution not only in the form 
of the beam, but also by allowing for attenuation through complex wavenumbers. This 
solution generates coefficients for an expansion of the incident focused gaussian beam in 
terms of spherical harmonics, and calculates coefficients of the scattered wave (also in terms 
of spherical harmonics) by imposing boundary conditions at the surface of the spherical 
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scatterer. Numerical integration of the Hankel transform of the incident beam potential in 
one plane is required, and evanescent waves are ignored. Our present work generates 
expansion coefficients for the incident field by creating a generalized Fourier series 
representation in which Legendre polynomials form the basis set; numerical integration of 
these basis functions times the displacement potential and its derivative with respect to radius 
is required. 
Any of the literature's many exact and approximate expressions for beam potential can 
be used with the method of solution described below. Boundary conditions formulated in 
terms of displacement and stress require that analytic expressions for the displacement 
potential and its derivative with respect to radius be available, or that the values of these 
functions at a relatively small number of positions in the field be known. From these, 
expansion coefficients for the incident field are determined by numerical integration, and 
coefficients for the scattered field are determined by imposing boundary conditions at the 
surface, or concentric surfaces, of the scatterer. 
Incident plane wave 
Ying and Truell studied scattering by spherical obstacles in an isotropic elastic solid, 
relying on a Helmholtz decomposition of waves with symmetry about an axis through the 
center of the obstacle and in the direction of propagation of the incident plane, harmonic, 
longitudinal wave [5]: 
M=-W+Vx{Vx(fn)} (1) 
where u is the displacement vector, and and IT satisfy: 
(V^+it^)'F = 0 and (V^ + K^)n = 0 (2) 
with k and K being the longitudinal and transverse wave propagation constants, respectively. 
Solutions to these equations are given in terms of spherical harmonics: 
4 '= i  LJSkr)P„{cosQ) and n= I rX(Kr)P„(cos0) (3) 
m =0 m = 0  
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in which radial and angular dependences are separated. Assuming the time dependence to be 
e'™, the terms ^ 0 are spherical Hankel functions of the second kind for the outward 
propagating scattered field, and spherical Bessel functions for the incident field and the field 
inside the scatterer. Because the Legendre polynomials form an orthogonal set, each order, 
m, can be considered independently, and because the argument of the Legendre polynomials 
is independent of material properties, it can be factored out of continuity equations at 
spherical interfaces. In this way, Ying and Truell formed simultaneous equations 
independent of angular variables to ensure continuity of normal and tangential displacements 
and stresses at the surface of a spherical obstacle, and computed the scattered field. 
This method of solution is easily applied to layered spherical obstacles in what can be 
considered an "extended" Ying and Truell solution [25]. Four equations (continuity of 
normal and tangential displacements and stresses) are required at each interface. Although 
the matrix size grows quickly with the number of layers, it remains block diagonal, and 
susceptible to efficient numerical algorithms [26]. Solutions in each layer are written as a 
combination of inward and outward travelling waves (spherical Hankel functions of the first 
and second kind), or equivalently, as a combination of spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions. 
The separation of variables method can also be used for spherically orthotropic 
materials [1] (which are the spherical analog of transversely isotropic plates) by considering 
such materials to be the limiting case of an increasing number of isotropic layers of 
decreasing thickness. In this case, solutions to the radial equations are given as series 
(computed recursively) which reduce to spherical Bessel functions in the degenerate case of 
isotropic elastic constants. 
Schmidt [27] has noted numerical instabilities that are inherent in the choice of 
spherical Hankel functions as the independent set of basis functions used to describe the 
scattered field. While this set enjoys a straight-forward physical interpretation and is 
theoretically independent, it becomes dependent, numerically, at high order. This can be 
seen by noting that for high order, and argument less than order, the real part of the Hankel 
functions becomes insignificant with respect to the imaginary part [6,28]; 
hl'\kr) —> ±iy„{kr) —> ±ioo for n ^ This becomes a computational problem because 
small differences between the inward and outward travelling waves in the shell must be 
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computed properly in order to match boundary conditions. We overcome this problem by 
choosing the independent set of spherical Bessel functions, j„ikr) and y„{kr) instead of the 
Hankel functions, h^(kr) and h^(kr) and by ordering the equations to ensure that evanescent 
components which are physically uncoupled are also numerically uncoupled. The effect of 
this maneuver is to form the required differences between coefficients before multiplying 
them by the very large imaginary, or very small real parts of the Hankel functions. 
The plane wave assumption which is often invoked in analytical scattering calculations 
allows the incident wave to be written in many ways, where the geometry and position of the 
scatterer will dictate the choice of basis functions (e.g. plane, cylindrical, or spherical). For 
the present studies, where the scattered field is expanded in spherical harmonics [5], it would 
be convenient to express an arbitrary incident field as the sum of some function of radius and 
order only, multiplied by the Legendre polynomial of the appropriate order. We develop 
such an expression for a spherically focused field in this section. 
H.T. O'Neil [29] analyzed radiation into a fluid from a transducer with a spherical 
concave piezoelectric element, starting from the Rayleigh integral, and gives an approximate 
expression for the field's velocity potential near the focal plane. When assumptions 
concerning the geometry of the transducer are met, this expression (integrated once with 
respect to time to obtain a displacement potential) is appropriate for analysis of scattering 
from a small obstacle at, or near the focus of the transducer: 
where (v5) represents the surface velocity times surface area of the transducer element, R is 
the distance from the center of the transducer's surface to the field point (in the vicinity of 
the transducer's focus) and z = (1 - ilkR)ka sin<j) = ka sincj) (a is the transducer element's 
radius, and (|) is measured from the transducer axis to the field point, with the vertex of the 
angle on the face of the transducer) [30]. 
Incident focused fields 
(4) 
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While O'Neil's expression was derived for the acoustic case we will be using it to 
calculate scattering in an isotropic solid medium. Numerous studies of propagation across 
liquid/solid interfaces have been undertaken, owing to the practical importance of immersion 
testing, and excellent results have been demonstrated for theories based on the Fresnel, or 
paraxial, approximation [31,32,33]. When dealing with paraxial rays normally incident on 
the interface, these studies have shown that the field in the solid propagates as a version of 
the field that would exist in the fluid, scaled in the direction of propagation by the ratio of 
wavespeeds and by the inverse of this ratio across the beam. One significant result is that the 
beamwidth in the transducer's focal plane is unaltered by the medium in which the focal 
point occurs. In the present case, where the angle subtended by the scatterer in the 
transducer's field of view is small, and our interest is in the field in the vicinity of the focal 
point, the paraxial approximation is justified. For a pulse excitation, shear waves that may be 
produced at the interface are neglected, as they will be separated in time from the 
longitudinal waves. 
Although the expression for ^ in equation (4) is not given in terms of spherical 
harmonics, a generalized Fourier series representation [34] is possible, wherein the basis 
comprises the Legendre polynomials. Recalling that the Legendre polynomials form a 
complete, orthogonal set over the interval (-1,1) with respect to a constant weighting 
function, and since O'Neil's approximate expression is continuous and square integrable on 
that interval, we may write: 
I a„(r)P„(cose) (5) 
m = 0 
with 
(6) 
where ^ = cos0, r is measured from the transducer's focal point to the field point, and 0 is 
measured from the transducer's axis to the field point, with the vertex of the angle at the 
transducer's focal point. From Figure 1 we note that r and 0 are related to R and (j) by the 
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following; /? sin (j) = r sin 0 and fj^=A^ + r^+2Ar cos 6 (A is the transducer element's focal 
length [35]). The required integrals are efficiently evaluated using Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature. 
In calculating displacements and stresses at the scatterer's spherical boundaries, all 
derivatives with respect to 0 are performed only on the term Pm(x) and all derivatives with 
respect to r are performed only on the coefficients, a„{r), and may in fact be performed 
under the integral. Explicit expressions are given in Appendix A. 
Other approximations to the focused field are also possible. Included are the Gaussian 
and Gauss-Hermite representations of ultrasonic beams that have been developed in 
conjunction with Thompson and Gray's measurement model [32,33,36,37] and the 
Independent Scatterer Model for grain noise [38,39]. Roberts [24] tied a focused Gaussian 
beam profile into the separation of variables solution by deriving an expression for 
coefficients analagous to our a„(r). 
To complete discussion of the potential field we mention that the technique embodied 
by equations (5) and (6) is easily implemented whenever the field and its derivative with 
respect to r can be calculated on the spherical boundaries. For example, should the more 
rigorous expression given by O'Neil, or the Gaussian potential given by Thompson and 
Lopes be desired, 
the only resulting changes to numerical code will be the expressions which evaluate ^ and 
3*F/9r on the obstacle's spherical surface. 
Time domain waveform reconstruction 
By solving the equations which balance displacements and stresses on the scatterer's 
spherical surface we arrive at the coefficients and required to calculate the scattered 
field: 
"¥'=1 LX\kr)PJcosB) and n'= I r„/i<Vn(cos0) 
m=0 m=0 (7) 
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Figure 1. Geometry of a focused transducer 
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Using approximate expressions for spherical Hankel functions when the argument is 
large, we can calculate the equivalent of a longitudinal wave farfield scattering amplitude: 
in which is the magnitude of the incident field at the center of the scatterer and accounts 
for initial field strength, transmission through the interface, and travel in the solid. In the 
paraxial approximation for focused Gaussian beams it can be shown that when such a beam 
passes through a plane interface at normal incidence, beamwidth in the focal plane is 
independent of which material the focal point lies in. Under these same conditions, field 
strength at the focal point need only be modified by the transmission coefficient and a phase 
factor when comparing focus in water to focus in the solid [31]. Similar conclusions pertain 
to O'Neil's solution. 
From equation (9) one can clearly identify the spherical spreading term and associate 
scattering amplitude with the Fourier transform of an impulse response for the scatterer, for 
which the magnitude of the incident field would be unity at all frequencies. To compute the 
response of the scatterer that would be observed with a measurement system of finite 
beamwidth, this impulse response must be convolved with the shape of a reference pulse 
which characterizes the system's response. Here, we have inferred that shape from an 
interface echo experimentally recorded. More specifically, scattering amplitude, computed at 
evenly spaced values of fcz, is considered the be the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for 
positive frequencies; the complete DFT is constructed by adding a symmetric real extension 
and an antisymmetric imaginary extension. The DFT so fabricated is then multiplied (point 
by point) by the transform of a representative interface echo to create the transform of this 
interface echo convolved with the scatterer's impulse response. An inverse DFT then 
produces a prediction of the scattered signal in the time domain. It should be noted that in 
order to properly match the point-by-point multiplication, scattering amplitudes must be 
A"(0)= i  
m = 0  
(8) 
where A ^ (0) is defined by the equation: 
(9) 
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calculated for values of ka from zero to (ji:a)/(TcJ where x is the sampling interval for the 
reference echo, and the number of values of ka calculated is half the number of samples in 
the reference echo waveform. 
Implementing the procedures discussed above in a fashion which avoided numerical 
instability resulted in code which was stable up to values of ka well over 100, based on the 
longitudinal wave velocity in the host, and the obstacle's outer radius. Calculations for 
microspheres up to 350 microns in diameter were carried out with 2 nanosecond point 
spacing; for larger microspheres this spacing was increased to 5 nanoseconds. One 
representative calculation is fully described in this section, while more extensive results 
obtained by varying the scatterer's radius and composition are described in conjunction with 
experimental observations. 
To validate our time domain reconstruction method, a microsphere 0.292 mm in 
diameter (composed of a Ti64 core 0.266 mm in diameter with a nitrided shell (estimated to 
be 6 to 8 microns thick), embedded in plastic, was studied both experimentally and by 
calculating its predicted response. The incident field was taken to be that of a 12.7 mm focal 
length transducer with a concave piezoelectric element having a 5.84 mm radius (these 
dimensions were chosen to match the field of the transducer used for experiments). The 
equivalent scattering amplitude was calculated in accordance with the theory outlined for 
focused incident fields, and the representative interface echo was obtained directly by placing 
the transducer above a plane interface at the transducer's focal position. Calculated and 
measured responses were aligned in time and scaled such that the direct reflections match; 
these are shown in Figures 2a-2b. Early portions of the calculated response are expected to 
correspond closely to experimental measurements by virtue of the alignment and scaling, but 
later portions of the response (which are thought to be due to propagation along the 
plastic/metal interface) also show excellent agreement. In Figure 2c we show that the use of 
a plane incident field results in significant errors, which is not surprising since the diameter 
of the scatterer exceeds the 6 dB beamwidth in the focal plane. 
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Figure 2a. Measured signal from a 0.292 mm nitrided microsphere 
using a 50 MHz focused transducer 
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Figure 2b. Calculated signal for a 0.292 mm nitrided microsphere 
using a 50 MHz focused transducer 
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Figure 2c. Calculated signal for a 0.292 mm nitrided microsphere 
using a 50 MHz flat transducer 
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Variations in shell thickness, with all other parameters held constant, lead to noticeable 
differences in both the amplitude and arrival time of the second peak in the computed 
waveform. Figure 3a shows time delay derived from the envelopes of waveforms computed 
for a scatterer having an outside diameter of 0.292 mm and a shell of variable thickness. 
This delay time diminishes monotonically with increasing shell thickness, and corresponds 
very roughly to circumnavigation of the scatterer by a wave travelling at 3.33 mm/microsec. 
when shell thickness is zero and 4.70 mm/microsec. when the shell is 110 microns thick [40]. 
We feel that these are surface waves, since refraction at the host/microsphere interface favors 
their generation. That their apparent phase velocities are slightiy higher than the 
corresponding Rayleigh wave velocities (approximately 2.96 mm/microsec for Ti64 and 4.02 
mm/microsec. for TiN) may be due to the curvature of the surface on which they are 
travelling. Viktorov [41] presents a theoretical solution for surface waves circumnavigating 
a cylindrical surface, and shows that phase velocity is a function of the 
curvature-to-wavelength ratio, and is slightly larger than the Rayleigh velocity. From his 
work we estimate C/Q = 1.2 for the conditions under which our time domain reconstructions 
were performed. 
Figure 3b shows amplitude of the second peak of the waveform envelopes described 
above. There appears to be a significant dependance on shell thickness, with 
interference-like variations that have not been completely investigated. By comparison, the 
amplitude of the first peak was relatively unaffected, as would be indicated by a calculation 
of the coefficient of reflection at normal incidence for Ti64 or TiN in plastic (values for the 
coefficient of reflection are 0.79 and 0.84, respectively). 
Varying scatterer size while holding shell thickness constant approximates the 
experimental situation described in the next section. Time domain reconstructions were 
performed for Ti64 scatterers with no shell, and with a shell 0.0065 mm thick. The outer 
radius for each set of scatterers ranged from 0.075 to 0.175 mm. These calculations predict a 
small difference between scatterers with and without a shell, but interpretation of this as a 
manifestation of a surface wave travelling at the frequency-independent Rayleigh velocity is 
somewhat too simplified. As noted by Auld, the velocity of this wave would depend on shell 
thickness and composition [23]. The calculated difference, and that which was observed 
experimentally, will be discussed below. 
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Figure 3a. Effect of varying shell thickness on the time delay 
between the direct and second waveform peaks 
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The theory presented thus far shows reasonably good agreement with experimentally 
obtained waveforms, confirming the suitability of this model over a limited range of 
parameters. Our calculations dealt with an obstacle which contrasts greatly with the host; yet 
subtle differences in response were observed when shell thickness was varied. In the 
practical case of scatterers in a more similar host (e.g., a grain of metal with decorated 
boundaries embedded in an otherwise homogeneous metal host) we expect the effect of shell 
composition and thickness to be more readily observed. In Figure 4a we show the calculated 
response of a Ti64 microsphere embedded in a host with similar, but not identical properties. 
Material constants for the core are those given by Gigliotti et al. [42] for Ti64, while those 
for the host are based on measurements on a solid sample compacted from Ti64 powder [43]; 
values are given in Table I. By comparison to the same scatterer embedded in plastic, these 
results show the circumnavigating wave's arrival considerably earlier, consistent with the 
host's higher velocities. The amplitude of the scattered signal is diminished by 
approximately two orders of magnitude, reflecting the host and scatterer's similar acoustic 
impedances. In Figure 4b we show that the signal scattered from a nitrided microsphere in 
the Ti64 host is significantly greater than that scattered by the unshelled Ti64 microsphere, 
despite the fact that shell thickness is far less than one wavelength thick. The rich structure 
of this response suggests a dispersive process in the layered microsphere. These results are 
suitable input for scattering predictions of grain noise based on the Independent Scattering 
Model [3,36,38,39]. 
Table I. Properties of Microspheres and Host Materials 
Composition Atomic % 
nitrogen 
Atomic % 
oxygen 
Ct 
(km/sec) 
Cr 
(km/sec) 
Density 
(gm/cm^' 
Titanium-6A1-4V 6.175 3.151 4.461 
Titanium Nitride 28.35 4.01 7.902 4.350 4.621 
Plastic Host 2.73 1.43 1.18 
Ti64 Host 6.191 3.186 4.490 
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Figure 4a. Calculated scattered signal for a 0.292 mm diameter Ti64 microsphere in a host 
similar to Ti64, inspected with a focused 50 MHz transducer 
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Figure 4b. Calculated scattered signal for a 0.292 mm diameter nitrided 
Ti64 microsphere in a Ti64 host, inspected with a focused 50 MHz transducer 
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Experimental studies 
With a long range view to predicting ultrasonic scattering in materials containing, or 
composed of, scatterers modelled by the shelled spheres described above, the validity of our 
models for the illuminating fields and for the signal backscattered from isolated scatterers 
was tested by comparing predictions with experimental observations. The theoretical work 
dealt with a shelled spherical scatterer in an isotropic host, inspected ultrasonically with a 
focused beam. In our experiments the shelled scatterers were Ti64 microspheres on which a 
nitrided outer layer had been produced, the host was metallurgical mounting plastic, and the 
focused beam was produced by the inspection system described below. 
Properties of the microspheres 
Careful studies of the ultrasonic properties of titanium-oxygen-nitrcgen alloys have 
been performed in conjunction with investigations into the detectability of Ti-N-0 inclusions 
in Ti64; these inclusions can greatly reduce the servicability of Ti64 in high stress 
applications [42]. Titanium nitride, TiNx, can exist with various stochiometries, with the 
possible values for the ratio of nitrogen to titanium, x, varying from 0 to 1 [44]. In cases of 
practical interest, where nitrogen and oxygen stabilize an undesirable hard alpha phase, the 
atomic percent of nitrogen may exceed 30% [42]. 
Our experiments were conducted on samples of Ti64 microspheres and nitrided Ti64 
microspheres. The Ti64 microspheres were prepared as they would be for commercial 
powder metallurgy applications by Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord, MA. Chemical analysis 
of the Ti64 material, in its powder state, showed the aluminum content to be 6.45 wt.%, 
vanadium 4.20 wt.%, nitrogen 0.009 wt.% and oxygen 0.186 wt.%. A portion of the Ti64 
powder was heated in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1000°C for 24 hours to produce a shell of 
TiN,. Composition of the shell was estimated from X-ray diffraction results to be 
approximately 30 atomic percent nitrogen. 
In calculating the theoretical response for shelled microsphere we have used velocities 
and density corresponding to values measured by Gigliotti et al. [42] for a sample 28.35 at.% 
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nitrogen (similar to the XRD estimate of 30 at.%) and 4.01 at.% oxygen (approximately 1.73 
wt.% oxygen). Values for density and wavespeeds corresponding to the two compositions 
are shown in Table I. 
SEM images of consolidated microparticles, Figure 5, suggest that the thickness of the 
shell is roughly 6 to 8 microns, independent of particle diameter; the importance of shell 
thickness on scattering amplitude, or equivalently, impulse response, has already been 
discussed. This estimate of shell thickness is reasonably well supported by independent 
X-ray diffraction results, from which we have estimated the volume percent TiN^ to be 
19.7% where particles in the powder sample measured ranged from under 100 microns to 
over 400 microns in diameter. Optical measurement of 140 microparticles gives a 
volume-averaged mean diameter of 249 microns; a shell 8.8 microns thick on the mean 
particle would constitute 19.7% of the volume. 
Experimental samples 
Two sets of microspheres were mounted in plastic to facilitate ultrasonic and optical 
measurements. One set of microspheres was Ti64 in its original condition, and the other set 
was nitrided Ti64 microspheres. Buehler Transoptic Powder #20-3400-080 was first formed 
into a disc somewhat less than the final specimen thickness by melting the powder at 
320°±5°F (160°±2°C) and 4200 psi (28.95 MPa) in a Leco PR-22 Pneumatic mounting press. 
A 0.1" square grid was established on this lower mold half by indenting the plastic with a 
scribe. A section of graph paper was used as a template to position the indentations on a grid 
consisting of 117 sites, arranged in 11 rows and columns, minus the four corners. Individual 
microparticles were then picked up with a plastic tool to which the particles adhered 
electrostatically, and deposited in the prepared sites. Once loaded with microspheres, the 
lower mold half was carefully reinserted into the mounting press and covered with 
Transoptic powder to form the upper mold half. These materials were then reprocessed to 
form the final molded specimens, 1.5 inches (38.1 mm) in diameter, .57" (14.5 mm) thick, 
with the microspheres arranged on a plane 0.1" (2.5 mm) below the top surface. 
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Figure 5. Scanning electron microscope image of consolidated 
material formed from nitrided Ti64 microspheres 
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Ultrasonic inspection system 
The ultrasonic inspection system consisted of a Panametrics Model UA5600 
pulser/receiver, a focused 50 MHz immersion transducer (described below), and a Tektronix 
7603 oscilloscope with a 7D20 programmable digitizer. Waveform information was 
transferred through a Metrabyte IEEE-488 board (MBC-488) to a Compaq Portable 386-20 
computer (model 2670) for acquisition and processing. To achieve maximum sensitivity, the 
pulser/receiver was set to maximum energy output with minimum attenuation and damping. 
The 50 MHz ultrasonic transducers used were Panametrics models V390 and V3884, 
both of which are focused at 0.5" (12.7 mm) by means of a lens ground in the face of the 
buffer rod. The principal difference between these two transducers is that the buffer rod 
diameter on the V3884 is twice as large as the V390, resulting in a significant reduction in 
internal echoes and artifacts. We found that the apparent center frequency is shifted 
downward by transmission through water, and that in the vicinity of the geometric focal 
point, the field and its spectrum change rapidly. From Figures 6a and 6b, which show a 
typical echo from a plane surface at the geometric focal position of the V3884 transducer, 
and the corresponding spectrum, we note that the peak frequency is considerably less than 50 
MHz; this departure from nominal performance was also evident in all of the measured 
waveforms. Using the echo shown in Figure 6a as a reference for time domain 
reconstructions captures the essential features of the transducer and propagation through 
water, but neglects frequency dependent attenuation in the mounting plastic as well as the 
effects of diffraction on the reference waveform. 
Based on O'Neil's approximate expression for the field of a spherically focused 
transducer, one estimates the 6 dB beamwidth (in the focal plane) to be 
1.03^ (10) 
a 
where A is the transducer's radius of curvature and d is the element's diameter. Substituting 
focal length in water for the element's radius of curvature, we take this expression (derived 
for a spherically concave piezoelectric element) as an approximate expression for the 
transducers we used, which focus by means of a spherically ground lens in the buffer rod. 
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Using this expression for the V390 transducer, for which the center frequency of an interface 
echo is approximately 25 MHz, we find a theoretical value of 122 microns for the 6 dB 
beamwidth. Direct measurement of the beamwidth is hindered by difficulties in finding a 
target much smaller than the beamwidth; even the smallest of the targets mounted in 
Transoptic plastic is larger than the calculated beamwidth. Beamwidth measurements on ten 
microspheres ranging from 170 to 391 microns in diameter produced an average (istandard 
deviation) beamwidth of 96.2±8.1 microns. 
Data acquisition 
Transducer motion to find and peak up on each microsphere was accomplished with a 
manual bridge having coarse X- and Y- motions (0.1" travel per lead screw revolution) as 
well as manual micrometer motion (0.025"/revolution) in the Y- and Z- directions and 
motorized micrometer motion (with a digital readout in microns) for the X- axis. The 
transducer could also be controlled in one rotational axis with a manual goniometer between 
the transducer and the search tube, and the specimen could be levelled with respect to the 
bridge axes by adjusting jacking screws on the specimen table. The signal from each 
microsphere was manually peaked up while observing the oscilloscope screen, and arrival 
time was checked to ensure that the depth of the microsphere was in the focal region of the 
transducer. 
After carefully positioning the transducer over one of the microspheres, the signal was 
averaged over 16 returns (to reduce electrical noise) and captured as a 1024 point waveform. 
This waveform was transferred to the computer along with a preamble containing all of the 
oscilloscope front panel settings. As each waveform was acquired, digital cursors were used 
to measure the time delay from the direct return to the circumnavigating wave return. From 
this information we are able to plot time delay (between the major negative spikes in the 
interface echo and the "circumnavigating wave" return) against micropartice diameter. 
Predicted values for this relationship are also available from the waveform reconstructions 
discussed above, and indeed, a small difference between the diameter-to-delay ratios for 
shelled and non-shelled particles was observed experimentally and in theory. Figure 7 shows 
good agreement between measurements on 217 microspheres and values derived from 
waveform reconstructions. 
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For the experimental data set obtained with the V390 transducer, the average diameter/delay 
ratio (Istandard deviation) was 1.217±0.041 mm/microsec. for the Ti64 microspheres and 
1.256±0.086 mm/microsec. for the TiN microspheres. These values can be compared with 
those based on waveform reconstructions; 1.201±0.007 forTi64,1.210±.0134 for 
microspheres with a 6.5 micron TiN shell, or 1.236±.004 for microspheres with a 13 micron 
TiN shell. (Variance in the values based on waveform reconstruction are due in part to 
discretization and in part to interference of waveform features for very small diameters.) In 
the presence of the experimental error noted above, these data fail to clearly indicate the 
presence, or absence of a nitride shell when the scatterer is embedded in a host quite different 
from the scatterer. However, the basic computational method appears to predict scattering 
well enough in this case to adopt it for studies of scattering when the host and scatterer are 
quite similar. 
Summary and conclusions 
Elastic scattering of a focused ultrasonic field by shelled spherical obstacles was 
studied as a first step in predicting scattering from materials composed of polycrystals that 
may have abnormal grain boundary structures. Good agreement was obtained when 
calculated and experimental results were compared. 
Theoretical calculations were based on a separation of variables method which 
represents the incident and scattered fields as series for which the basis functions are 
Legendre polynomials. Coefficients for the incident field were calculated by representing an 
approximate expression for the field as a generalized Fourier series using Legendre 
polynomials as the orthogonal basis set. This allowed direct use of code previously 
developed for calculating scattering from shelled spherical obstacles in a plane wave field 
[25]. 
Numerical stability problems associated with properly combining inward and outward 
propagating partial waves in the shell were addressed by choosing numerically independent 
functions of radius (spherical Bessel and Neumann functions) rather than the more 
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commonly used spherical Hankel functions. Our calculations were stable over a wide range 
of obstacle sizes and shell thickness, up to a wavenumber sufficient for inversion of 
frequency domain results into the time domain. 
A complex scattering amplitude, in the backscattered direction, was calculated for a 
wide range of scatterers. From this, a discrete Fourier transform associated with the impulse 
response of the scatterer in a focused field was constructed. Multiplying this sequence by the 
DFT of a reference echo and inverting the transform gave time domain waveforms directly 
comparable with experimentally obtained waveforms. 
The generally good agreement of calculated and experimentally observed waveforms 
suggests that our scattering amplitude calculations are reasonably accurate. These 
calculations will serve as input for predictions of scattering from large numbers of 
independent scatterers; experimental and theoretical aspects of this work will be reported in 
the near future. 
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CHAPTER V: ULTRASONIC SCATTERING IN TI64 AND NITRIDED 
TI64 
POWDER METALLURGY SPECIMENS 
A paper to be submitted to Metallurgical Transactions, A 
John Mittleman', R.B. Thompson, Y.K. Han^, R. DeNale^, M.E. Natishan'' 
Abstract 
Ultrasonic backscattering measurements were made on three powder metallurgy 
samples compacted from titanium alloy microspheres. A portion of the original 
microspheres of titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium (Ti64) were retained in their 
as-received condition, while another portion was exposed at elevated temperature to a 
nitrogen atmosphere. These latter microspheres formed a shell of titanium nitride, estimated 
6-8 microns thick, and composed of approximately 30 atomic percent nitrogen. The three 
specimens were compacted from 1) the unaltered Ti64 powder; 2) the nitrided Ti64 powder; 
and 3) a 50/50 mix of the two powders. Ultrasonic backscattering measurements were made 
with a nominal 50 MHz transducer focused at 1/2" in water; the actual height of the 
transducer above the specimens' surface was slightly less than the focal length, placing the 
focal region below the surface of the material. Waveforms were digitally captured as the 
transducer was translated across the specimens' surface. In this paper the position-dependent 
variance of these waveforms is related to the materials' structure through backscattering 
models which assume independent scattering from each microstructural region. Single 
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crystal anisotropy and crystallographic phase variations are taken into account for the 
unaltered Ti64 specimen, while for the nitrided material, calculations are based on scattering 
from the shell structures which persist in the compacted specimen. For the specimen 
composed of a 50/50 mix of microparticles, the independent scatterer model predicts that 
power scattered by all of these scattering mechanisms is additive. Results are quantitatively 
good; absolute grain noise scattering predictions fall within a factor of two of measured 
values for all three specimens. 
Introduction 
The strength of alloyed materials can be understood by study of the material at a 
microscopic or even atomic level. Modifications to the lattice structure of an otherwise pure 
substance may greatly increase desirable properties, and the same can be said of alloys 
relying on precipitated materials to obtain particular macroscopic material properties. 
However, with the introduction of alloying elements, whether intentional or not, there exists 
a possibility of their accumulation at grain boundaries and a reduction in strength or ductility 
may result. Two important alloys are discussed as motivation for studying ultrasonic 
scattering from decorated grain boundaries. In the first material, monel K-500, spontaneous 
rupture of forged products has been observed during fabrication [1,2], and attributed to 
material deposited on grain boundaries. In the second material, temper embrittlement in high 
strength steels is linked to extremely small concentrations of "tramp" elements. 
The nickel-copper alloy, monel K-500, is a face-centered cubic (FCC) solid solution of 
copper in an nickel matrix which is strengthened upon aging by a fine dispersion of Y 
precipitates (NisAl/Ti/Fe) and carbides to produce an approximate yield strength of 620 MPa 
[3]. Due to its high strength, toughness and resistance to general corrosion, it is commonly 
used in marine and other environments where corrosion is a concern. Its fracture mode is 
typically ductile, transgranular, microvoid coalescence in overload conditions. It has been 
shown to be susceptible to rate-dependent, intergranular failure when exposed to hydrogen 
[4,5] but recently intergranular failures have been observed during testing in ambient 
conditions (no hydrogen source) [6]. An analysis of these fracture surfaces, and polished and 
etched metallographic cross-sections of the failed specimens using scanning Auger 
spectroscopy (SAS), revealed carbon, film-like, precipitates at many of the grain boundaries 
of the failed specimens. Further evaluations of the relationship between susceptibility to 
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rate-dependent intergranular failure with grain boundary structure showed a clear correlation 
[6]. Several mechanisms for these failures have been postulated, including grain boundary 
precipitate enhanced creep, dynamic strain aging, and grain boundary enhanced hydrogen 
embrittlement, but none of these has been clearly demonstrated. While it is believed that the 
grain boundary film-type structures are unalloyed carbon (either in the form of graphite or 
some other carbon structure) and the SAS work confirms this, some doubt has been cast on 
the techniques used and more definitive studies of the grain boundary structure are being 
conducted. Work is also continuing in determining the exact mechanism responsible for the 
rate-dependent, intergranular failure of these high strength nickel alloys, in air at low 
temperatures. 
With regard to the second class of materials, it is known that high strength steels can be 
embrittled upon slow cooling or isothermal holding in the 750°F to 1100°F range [7]. This 
phenomenon, often referred to as temper embrittlement, is normally detected by impact 
toughness tests in which the impact energy transition temperature is increased after 
embrittlement. Also, the low temperature fracture mode changes from transgranular to 
intergranular. 
Temper embrittlement has been attributed primarily to equilibrium segregation of 
impurity elements (phosphorus, antimony, tin, and arsenic) to grain boundaries. Phosphorus 
in amounts as low as 0.008% increases the tendency to embrittlement. At levels of 0.002%, 
antimony has been found to contribute to embrittlement in Ni-Cr-Mo-V steels. Tin in 
amounts less than 0.002% has also been reported to cause embrittlement. Arsenic is 
considered to cause less embrittlement, compared to the above impurities. The chemical 
interactions related to temper embrittlement are extremely complex, and critical impurity 
levels are often modified by alloying additions in steels [8-10]. For example, nickel or 
chromium alloy additions can enhance the embrittling effects of phosphorus and other 
impurities through a calculated decrease in free energy of the system when these alloying 
impurity elements segregate to and precipitate at grain boundaries [11]. 
As a consequence of these chemical effects, significant increases in the 50 ft-lb CVN 
energy transition temperature, of Ni-Cr-Mo-Mn steels occurs and is attributed to the 
segregation of nickel, phosphorus, tin and arsenic to prior austenitic grain boundaries [12]. 
The change in the 50 ft-lb CVN energy transition temperature, ATjo, has been observed to be 
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between 150°F and 245°F, with an average of 200°F. This large increase in transition 
temperature seriously degrades the ability of the material to withstand impacts at standard 
temperature. 
Although grain boundary conditions have a profound effect on macroscopic material 
properties, it has been difficult to characterize them nondestructively. The actual boundary 
may range from vanishingly thin, in the case of perfect single phase polycrystals, to several 
microns thick, where second phase materials have precipitated along the boundaries. 
Methods such as acoustic microscopy, which can image individual grains, and the boundaries 
between them, are typically limited to grains which lie on the surface of the material in 
question, as the energy at very high frequencies required for resolution of such small features 
are rapidly attenuated [13-16]. At more conventional ultrasonic frequencies (up to perhaps 
50 MHz) grain boundaries may act as scattering sites and contribute to the observed grain 
noise, along with single crystal anisotropy [17-23], phase contrast in multiphase polycrystals 
[24], and discrete inclusions or flaws [25-31]. One major goal of this study was to measure 
grain noise attributable to decorated grain boundaries, and to assess the adequacy of 
predictive models for backscatter. 
In research related to the detectability of hard alpha inclusions in titanium alloys, 
powder metal technology has been used to produce specimens with well characterized 
scatterers embedded in an otherwise macroscopically homogeneous material [32,33]. In one 
instance, microspheres of the alloy titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium (Ti64) and 
microspheres of the same material with an outer layer of titanium nitride were compacted by 
the hot isostatic press (HIP) process to produce solid specimens. This made available both 
the compacted solids and the individual particles from which the solids were formed. In the 
case of a solid produced from the pure Ti64 powder, the prior microspheres' boundaries were 
not discemable in an optical metallograph, but in the case of solids compacted from nitrided 
particles, the original shell on each particle remained in the final structure. This produced a 
material resembling a solid with decorated grain boundaries, and served to model such 
materials for our experimental work. 
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Background on the theory of grain noise 
Much of the theory of grain noise in polycrystals presumes an incident field in the solid 
material, without consideration of how this field is generated or received. To go beyond this, 
we have considered the relationships between scattering amplitude calculated for an obstacle 
in an unbounded media, and measurements made in a practical ultrasonic immersion test, as 
addressed by Thompson and Gray [34]. Their "measurement model" is based on Auld's 
electromechanical reciprocity relationships, a paraxial approximation, beam diffraction 
corrections, and a reference experiment through which system efficiency is quantified 
[35,36]. We have used this model, as discussed later, to calculate grain noise when a 
particular characteristic of the material (the Figure of Merit, or backscattering coefficient) is 
known. 
Scattering by isolated scatterers in an otherwise uniform medium has received 
considerable study [37-41]. Scattering in the backscattered direction can be calculated for 
such scatterers, and would constitute "noise" in a pulse-echo experiment if the scatterer were 
not the object of inspection. The Independent Scatterer Model [42] considers materials in 
which numerous scatterers exist, and assumes that backscattered signals add incoherently; 
that is, the phase insensitive quantity, power, is summed over all scatterers. The resulting 
expression for "noise" produced under these conditions contains a factor which depends on 
the volumetric density of scatterers and their rms scattering amplitude in the backscattered 
direction. This term, | A |, which is called a Figure of Merit (FOM), appears to be a 
material property useful in characterizing microstructure [32,43-45]. Although this approach 
was developed under assumptions appropriate to dilute concentrations of isolated scatterers 
[46,47], experimental evidence suggests that it adequately describes weak scattering in 
polycrystals. 
In a single crystal, variations in ultrasonic velocity (or its inverse, "slowness") with 
propagation direction can be calculated from the tensor of elastic constants, where the 
orientation of principal axes corresponds to the crystal's lattice structure. In a poly crystal 
there will be variations in ultrasonic velocity, from crystallite to crystallite, that are due to the 
individual crystallite's orientation relative to the propagation direction. These variations are 
a well-studied source of grain noise and attenuation [14-16,19-21,48-51]. Because variations 
in the elastic constants are small « 1 ) it is convenient to study scattering. 
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attenuation, and propagation in polycrystals using the Bom approximation [40-41,52] which 
may be viewed as the first term in a more complete Neumann series representation of the 
total field [23,53], 
Starting from a streamlined version of the electromechanical reciprocity relation, where 
density variations are negligible, Rose [23] calculated an average backscattered power, in the 
Bom approximation, for a polycrystal whose average properties are given by Voigt averaged 
elastic constants. The resulting expression is identical to the expression for backscattered 
power obtained by summing the contributions that would be obtained from each anisotropic 
grain, were it embedded in an isotropic, homogeneous medium having properties equal to the 
Voigt averaged properties of the actual material [42]. This equivalence allows explicit 
calculation of the Figure of Merit for single phase polycrystals, when given the material's 
characteristic function (which is, roughly, the probability. Pis), that two points separated by 
a distance, s, are in the same crystallite). Further, this analysis shows that requiring the 
average scattered field to be zero coupled the Bom approximation with a reference medium 
defined by Voigt averaged elastic constants; if a more refined analysis of the scattered field is 
required (to account for multiple scattering, for instance) then a more complicated evaluation 
of the reference medium's elastic constants is required [21,23]. 
Rose [24] also considers the case of multiphase polycrystals, where scattering may be 
due to single-crystal anisotropy or to the contrast between adjacent phases, and where the 
orientation of the crystallites in each phase is random. In this case, which is of particular 
interest for the present study. Rose finds that the backscatter coefficient can be written as: 
Ti(Q))=FOM'=87C im+(d 
i i \+Clkaiff 
where the summation is over phases in the material, is the volume fraction of the i-th 
phase, Rj accounts for phase contrast (density and wave speed differences between each 
phase and the macroscopic average material), Qi accounts for the anisotropy of single 
crystals of the i-th phase, and a, is a characteristic crystallite dimension for the i-th phase. 
Explicit expressions for /?,• and g; are given in the appendix. 
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Thompson [54], and Han and Thompson [55], extend Rose's unifying analysis for 
single phase polycrystals to a more general case where density may vary, and where 
correlation between crystals may exist over a length scale greater than the characteristic 
crystallite size. Their expression for the backscattering coefficient applicable to narrow band 
measurements is: 
where oi is the center frequency, and the function/(Ar) is a generalized two-point correlation 
function given explicitly in the appendix. 
In the present study, Rose's results for multiphase polycrystals are used to predict 
scattering in samples compacted from Ti64; at least three phases (alpha, beta, and acicular 
alpha) are present in this material. The formulation developed by Margetan [42] for isolated 
scatterers will be applied to samples compacted from nitrided particles; although the core of 
these "grains" also contain the phases found in Ti64 particles, scattering from the nitrided 
boundary layer predominates. Details of this calculation, for isolated, shelled scatterers in a 
focused field, are presented elsewhere (Mittleman et al., [56]). In the case of a 50/50 mix of 
Ti64 and nitrided Ti64 powders, we expect scattering attributable to all of the above 
mechanisms, and in proportion to the volume fraction of scatterers responsible. 
Microparticles and Consolidated Specimens 
Our experiments were conducted on samples consolidated by the hot isostatic press 
(HIP) process from microspheres of Ti64 and nitrided Ti64. The Ti64 microspheres were 
prepared as they would be for commercial powder metallurgy applications by Nuclear 
Metals, Inc., Concord, MA. Chemical analysis of the Ti64 material, in its powder state, 
showed the content to be aluminum 6.45 wt.%, vanadium 4.20 wt.%, nitrogen 0.009 wt.% 
and oxygen 0.186 wt.%. A portion of the Ti64 powder was heated in a nitrogen atmosphere 
at 1000°C for 24 hours to produce a shell of TiN^. Composition of the shell was estimated 
from X-ray diffraction results to be approximately 30 atomic percent nitrogen. 
J^/\Ar)/(Ar)e (2) 
Experiment 
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The Independent Scatterer Model may be thought of as one in which each scatterer is 
considered in isolation, embedded in some appropriately defined effective medium. Here, 
because of the complexity of the compacted specimens' microstructure, we have chosen a 
pragmatic alternative to the theoretical calculation of self-consistent effective medium 
properties. In calculating the theoretical response for isolated shelled microspheres we have 
used velocities and density corresponding to values measured by Gigliotti et al. [33] for a 
sample 28.35 at.% nitrogen (similar to the XRD estimate of 30 at.%) and 4.01 at.% oxygen 
(approximately 1.73 wt.% oxygen). Values for density and wavespeeds for Ti64 and 
titanium nitride (of roughly the stochiometry estimated for the shell on nitrided 
microspheres) are given in Table I. Also given in the same table are velocities measured for 
the three consolidated samples [57]. We note that the properties of Ti64 given by Gigliotti 
correspond closely to those measured by Margetan on the specimen compacted from Ti64 
particles. 
Table I. Properties of Ti64 and Titanium Nitride, and Consolidated Specimens 
Composition Cl 
(km/sec) 
Ct 
(km/sec) 
Density 
(gm/cm^' 
Titanium-6A1-4V 6.175 3.151 4.461 
Titanium Nitride 7.902 4.350 4.621 
Consolidated 
Specimen, 
Ti64 powder 
6.191 3.186 4.490 
Consolidated 
Specimen, 
50/50 Mix 
6.325 3.293 
Consolidated 
Specimen, 
nitrided Ti64 powder 
6.464 3.398 
SEM images of consolidated microparticles. Figure 1, suggest that the thickness of the 
shell is roughly as 6 to 8 microns, independent of particle diameter; the importance of shell 
thickness on scattering amplitude, or equivalently, impulse response, is discussed elsewhere 
[56]. This estimate of shell thickness is reasonably well supported by independent X-ray 
diffraction results, from which we have estimated the volume percent TiN^ to be 19.7% 
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where particles in the powder sample measured ranged from under 100 microns to over 400 
microns in diameter. Optical measurement of 140 microparticles gives a volume-averaged 
mean diameter of 249 microns; a shell 8.8 microns thick on the mean particle would 
constitute 19.7% of the volume. 
Ultrasonic Inspection System 
Consolidated samples were inspected at normal incidence with two different 
transducers (Panametrics V390 and V3884), both of which were nominally 50 MHz, .25" 
element diameter, and focused at .50" in water by means of a spherical lens ground in the 
face of their fused silica buffer rod. The V390 transducer is an "off-the-shelf model, 
whereas the V3884 is a special design that minimizes undesirable transmission paths in the 
buffer rod. These high frequency transducers were connected to a Panametrics UA5600 
pulser/receiver with a six foot RG174AJ coaxial cable, and the receiver output was sent to a 
Tektronix 7603 oscilloscope and 7D20 digitizer. Waveforms 1024 points in length were 
captured and transferred through a Metrabyte IEEE-488 board (MBC-488) to a Compaq 
Model 2670 Portable 386-20 computer. 
The transducer was mounted on a bridge with Oriel micrometer adjustments for the X-, 
Y-, and Z-axes. The X-axis was motor driven, while the Y- and Z-axes were manually 
adjusted. Angular adjustment were facilitated by a Tactic Model 140 manual goniometer 
between the transducer and search tube, and a leveling platform under the specimen. After 
carefully leveling the specimen and setting the transducer axis normal to the face of the 
specimen, data was taken at intervals of roughly 25 microns along the X-axis, with the 
oscilloscope set to perform a moving average of 16 individual echoes. This averaging 
process significantly reduced random electrical noise, but signal variations due to the 
transducer's lateral motion during each averaging period were introduced. Despite the 
relatively small focal spot size (at approximately 100 microns [56] it is comparable to the 
size of the smallest microspheres), these latter variations were considered acceptably small 
after comparing several signals averaged with no transducer motion to signals averaged as 
the transducer was scanned over the same area. Ensembles of 256 waveforms (each 
waveform being the average of 16 raw signals) were collected. 
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Two major sources of waveform misalignment were noted: a small vertical excursion 
of the transducer accompanied each revolution of the micrometer lead screw, and because 
transducer motion was extremely slow, small changes in the temperature of the immersion 
tank occurred during each experiment. Although these factors produced shifts that would 
ordinarily be ignored, our grain noise calculations proved sensitive to waveform 
misalignments as small as part of one nanosecond. The relationship between signal variance, 
waveform misalignment, and the slope of the average signal is discussed below. 
Grain noise predictions 
According to the Thompson-Gray model, a suitable reference signal for system 
characterization is the interface echo from a plane reflector positioned at the geometric focus 
of the transducer. This is the position where paraxial rays converge, although the peak echo 
strength occurs with slightly less separation between transducer and reflector [58,59]. Such a 
signal, with its power spectrum, is shown in Figure 2; we have used this signal as input to the 
program SNCALC^ for Independent Scatterer Model calculations of grain noise as a function 
of time [45]. Owing, in part, to frequency-dependent attenuation in water, the peak 
frequency of the inspection system was less than the transducers' nominal operating 
frequency [60], and was inferred from analysis of interface echoes to be approximately 36 
MHz. 
ISM calculations of grain noise as a function of time during the echo also require as 
input the material's Figure of Merit (FOM) as a function of frequency. For the compacted 
specimen formed from nitrided Ti64 microspheres, a Figure of Merit was derived directly 
from the definition, FOM = V" \A(f)\, and the notion that scatterers are independent. This 
allows a distribution of scatterer sizes to be treated by adding the square of the FOM for each 
size, weighted by the appropriate volume fraction. To estimate the distribution on 
microsphere sizes, 140 individual microspheres were measured optically, using a Mitutoyo 
Toolmaker's Microscope having an accuracy estimated at ±0.003 mm. A histogram of these 
measured diameters, which ranged from 0.052 mm to 0.430 mm with an arithmetic mean of 
0.231 mm, and a volumetric mean (< (P >"^) of 0.249 mm, is shown in Figure 3. 
5 SNCALC is a FORTRAN program written at Iowa State University and made available 
through the courtesy of F.J. Margetan 
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Scattering amplitude, as a function of frequency (from 0 to 204.8 MHz) was calculated 
for 20 scatterers, from 0.050 mm to 0.430 mm in diameter, each with a shell thickness of 13 
microns. This thickness is the estimated total thickness of nitrided boundaries seen in Figure 
1, and corresponds to approximately twice the original shell thickness on microspheres 
before compacting. The scatterer composition was taken as a Ti64 core with a titanium 
nitride shell, and the host's properties were taken from velocity measurements on the 
specimen consolidated from nitrided particles (properties are given in Table I). Volumetric 
density for particles in each size range was calculated as: 
where is the number of particles observed in the range r, ± 5 microns, r,- = .015 + .010*i 
microns, and Vj = (4/3)7tr?. 
Finally, the Figure of Merit shown in Figure 4a was calculated: 
We expect this estimate to be somewhat low because several contributing factors have 
been neglected; for example, scattering associated with the anisotropy and phase contrast 
within the core of each nitrided particle, and multiple scattering, particularly at sites where 
nitrided material forms a comer reflector. Also, the repetitive nature of the shelled spherical 
structure has not been included in any measure of long range correlation. Figure 4b shows 
results of grain noise calculations using the FOM shown in Figure 4a. 
For Ti64 microspheres compacted into a solid sample, Rose's expression for the FOM 
of a multiphase material was used [24]. Three phases were considered (alpha, beta, and 
acicular titanium) in proportions determined by X-ray diffraction, and with dimensions 
estimated from SEM images. For these calculations we have used Stanke's results for 
spherical grains with Poisson distributed chord lengths to estimate the characteristic 
dimension in Rose's expression for the FOM; a, « /?/(6)"^, where R is grain radius. Based on 
microscopy and XRD results the diameters of homogeneous regions of alpha, beta, or 
acicular alpha material were each estimated at 30-50 microns; further work is being done to 
20 (3) 
I N j V j  
J = i 
FOM(f) (4) 
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refine this estimate and differentiate between the three predominant phases. The summation 
over phases is easily interpreted as a summation over uncorrelated grains, allowing a 
distribution on grain sizes for each phase to be incorporated directly into Rose's expression. 
In this calculation, we ignore the possibility that the material in each microsphere originally 
solidified as a single beta crystal; this would constrain alpha colonies formed on subsequent 
cooling to one of six crystallographic orientations [61,62], and correlation would exist over 
the dimensions of the microsphere, before compacting. Accounting for such correlation 
would be a further refinement on the present calculations. 
Properties and proportions of alpha, beta, and acicular alpha phases used for 
calculations in the present study are shown in Table n. They are calculated from regressions 
based on estimates of the chemical composition of each phase [61,63], and must be 
considered representative, rather than exact. From these data and an estimated average 
dimension of 40 microns for regions of each phase, we have calculated the FOM shown in 
Figure 5a and the grain noise prediction shown in Figure 5b. We note that the lower 
macroscopic velocity in the unaltered Ti64 specimen leads to the peak grain noise occurring 
slightly later than the previous case. 
Finally, for the specimen compacted from a mixture of Ti64 and nitrided Ti64 powders, 
we expect grain noise to be generated by all of the scattering mechanisms already discussed, 
and in proportion to the volumetric density of those scatterers. The 50/50 mix should scatter 
with an intensity (proportional to FOM^), midway between the two limiting cases. 
Data processing 
Ensembles of 256 waveforms, collected as the transducer was translated across 
approximately 1/4" of the specimen's surface are displayed as a plots of rectified signal 
amplitude (Z-axis) versus time during the echo (X-axis) and waveform number, or position 
across the specimen (Y-axis) in Figures 6a-6c. These plots contain several distinct regions: 
an initial region showing the interface echo (saturated) is followed by a region of low noise, 
before the beam's focal point. In the vicinity of focus, each ensemble displays a band of 
noise that is the feature of concern, and beyond focus there is a relatively noise-free region. 
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The portion of each waveform containing the interface echo was excluded from variance 
calculations described below; however, the trailing portion of the interface echo proved 
useful in precise waveform alignment. 
Table n. Properties of Alpha, Beta, and Acicular Alpha Phases in Ti64 
ALPHA BETA ACICULAR 
ALPHA 
Volume Fraction (%) 83.0 5.4 11.6 
Wt % Ti 92.00 56.67 91.21 
Wt % A1 6.00 0.00 8.79 
Wt% V 2.00 43.33 0.00 
Density (gm/cm^) 4.383 5.109 4.283 
Crystallographic Structure Hexagonal 
Close Packed 
Body Centered 
Cubic 
Hexagonal 
Close Packed 
C„ (GPa) 168. 157. 191. 
C.2 (GPa) 94.3 104. 107. 
C,3(GPa) 69.2 104. 78.8 
C33(GPa) 190. 157. 216. 
C44(GPa) 48.7 40.8 55.5 
QJGPa) 36.7 40.8 41.8 
Each ensemble of 256 waveforms was processed to derive an estimate of grain noise, 
as a function of time, or equivalently, depth in the material. The term "grain noise" is 
generally associated with the root mean square signal [42] attributable to microstructure; 
Figure 7 shows the ensemble standard deviation calculated at each point in time, after 
carefully aligning waveforms [64]. 
Pulse excitation was used for the present grain noise measurements, although 
tone-burst excitation has several advantages, including considerably larger noise signals, and 
easier analysis of frequency dependent quantities such as attenuation [32]. Pulse excitation, 
on the other hand, improves resolution in time, facilitating the precise alignment of 
waveforms. The importance of this procedure is discussed next. 
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Ideally, the "instramentation background," or signal not attributable to microstructure, 
would be absolutely stationary in tinnie, but in practical experiments this is not the case. The 
background itself may contain components due to ringing after the interface echo, buffer rod 
reflections, transducer tracking problems, immersion tank temperature variations, specimen 
surface waviness and jitter. Stanke and D'Angelo laid theoretical foundations for the 
analysis of clock and trigger jitter in ultrasonic examination [65], and applied their results to 
precision velocity and attenuation measurements. The analysis below considers other causes 
of waveform misalignment, and presumes that a coarse alignment of prominent waveform 
features eliminates misalignments greater than one sampling period. These assumptions are 
appropriate to many of the causes of misalignment noted above, particularly phenomena such 
as tracking or temperature variations which are uncorrelated with the pulser and digitizer. 
Following reference [64] we begin by assuming that individual ultrasonic signals can 
be modelled as a stationary signal corrupted by misalignment and a random noise 
component. Each acquired waveform is averaged over M individual signals to reduce the 
random noise: 
1 M 
z/ = T7 I {}' (^i + 4) + «m} (5) 
M m = l 
where: 
zj is the y-"' acquired waveform value at time index i 
y(ti) is the stationary signal at a given transducer location 
ei„ is misalignment in the /n-th signal at time index /, for the 7"'acquired 
waveform 
n„ is random electrical noise in the m-th signal at time index i, for the 7"'acquired 
waveform. We assume that the random noise is not correlated with the time 
index or waveform sequence. 
M is the number of individual signals averaged for each acquired waveform. 
When the source of misalignment is jitter, random over the sampling interval during 
each averaging period, then the averaging process will effectively reduce its influence on 
variance by a factor of 1/M. However, when misalignment is due to a slower process, such 
as specimen surface waviness or temperature drift, then it is effectively constant during the 
waveform averaging period, and constant during each sampling interval; sl,„ = e'. Over the 
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course of N waveform acquisitions misalignment may vary, and after coarse waveform 
alignment, will have some distribution over the sampling interval; we assume it is uniform on 
{-A,/2, A,/2} and find that its contribution to variance is 
(6) 
We note that in the presence of random waveform misalignment, stationary waveform 
features (such as buffer rod echoes) can lead to high variance. In reference [64] a 
correlation-based procedure for aligning waveforms was described. It was also shown that 
for data having a uniform distribution of misalignment over one sampling interval, variance 
artifacts can be removed by precisely aligning waveforms, or by subtracting the quantity 
shown above from the signal variance calculated at each point in time. 
Comparison of theoretical and experimental results 
In the three specimens studied, grain noise measurements obtained experimentally are 
in good agreement with results based on backscattering models which presume independent 
scattering, and the Thompson-Gray model relating scattering in an unbounded medium to 
scattering in a practical immersion test. The primary tool for predicting grain noise was the 
program, SNCALC, which requires as input an estimate of the Figure of Merit as a function 
of frequency. This program incorporates both the Independent Scatterer Model and the 
Thompson-Gray model in its calculations, and yields predictions of rms grain noise (in 
millivolts) as a function of time after the interface echo. 
For the specimen compacted from nitrided Ti64 microspheres, SNCALC predicts a 
peak grain noise of 49.7 millivolts, occurring about 500 nanoseconds after the peak of the 
interface echo; experimental measurements give a peak of approximately 58 mV occurring at 
about 530 nanoseconds after the start of the interface echo (or roughly 490 nanoseconds after 
the center of the interface echo). For the specimen compacted from unaltered Ti64, the 
predicted noise peak is 23.4 mV, occurring 550 nanoseconds after the peak of the interface 
echo, while experiment gives about 25 mV, occurring approximately 600 nanoseconds after 
the start of the interface echo (or roughly 560 nanosec. after the center of the interface echo). 
In both cases, the predicted noise is slighriy less than observed, and comparison of Figures 4b 
and 5b with Figure 7 shows that the predicted noise peaks more narrowly than measured 
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noise. The theory presented here, based on assumptions of weak and independent scattering, 
has predicted the general form of grain noise as a function of time, and absolute noise levels 
within less than a factor of two. We also note that the assumption of independent summation 
of power holds up well; experimentally measured grain noise from the 50/50 mix peaks at 
about 44 mV, as compared to a value of 44.6 mV which would be predicted by taking the 
root of the average of peak noise, squared, from the two contributing compositions. 
Summary and conclusions 
Powder metallurgy specimens were fabricated from microspheres of Ti64 and of 
nitrided Ti64, where the nitriding produced a shell of titanium nitride approximately 6-8 
microns thick. In the specimen consolidated from unaltered Ti64 no evidence of the 
material's prior spherical form was noted, but the solid material exhibited alpha, beta, and 
acicular alpha regions. In the specimen compacted from nitrided particles, the original shells 
of titanium nitride were left intact, forming segregated boundaries between regions of 
unaltered Ti64 (which was originally the core of each microsphere). Experimental 
measurement of ultrasonic grain noise produced by three powder metallurgy specimens is 
discussed in this paper: the three specimens were consolidated from 1) unaltered Ti64 
powder; 2) nitrided Ti64 powder; 3) a 50/50 mix of the two powders. The specimen 
consolidated from a mixture of the unaltered and nitrided particles showed prior nitride shells 
dispersed in a Ti64 host. 
Grain noise was the least from the specimen consolidated from unaltered Ti64, and 
greatest for the specimen consolidated from nitrided particles. The specimen consolidated 
from a mixture of particles produced grain noise between the other two. 
Scattering calculations based on the independent scattering assumptions and estimated 
physical parameters (e.g. size, elastic constants, density) were able to predict absolute 
scattering levels within a factor of two. The models included single crystal anisotropy and 
phase contrast for the unaltered Ti64 material, and scattering from independent shelled 
spherical obstacles for the nitrided material. For the mixture, a linear combination of these 
results, based on volume fraction of unaltered and nitrided materials, was used. 
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Based on these results we conclude that scattering from the nitrided shells is 
observable, notwithstanding the fact that they are, in thickness, only a fraction of the incident 
wavelength. We also conclude that useful predictions are possible for both the multiphase 
polycrystal and the case of decorated boundaries, using analysis simplified by the assumption 
of independent scattering. Absolute agreement between experiment and theory (which 
incorporates a reference experiment to establish overall system efficiency) is within a factor 
of two in all cases. 
These results, however encouraging, are limited by the state of current theory regarding 
scattering from complicated materials. Extensions to the theory addressing scattering by 
decorated boundaries should consider the anisotropy and phase contrast in the core material. 
For both classes of materials, further theoretical development is required to account for 
long-range correlation of material properties, and for multiple scattering. 
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Thompson [54] gives the following expression for the two-point correlation function 
appropriate for an incident tone-burst: 
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r + —  6C 33 
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For a macroscopically homogeneous material/(Ar) depends only on the separation between 
two points, Ar = (r' - r), and not on the average position, r. 
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Figure 1. SEM image of Specimen Consolidated from Nitrided Ti64 Microspheres 
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Figure 2a. Reference Interface Echo 
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Figure 2b. Power Spectrum of Reference Interface Echo 
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Figure 3. Distribution of Microsphere Diameters in a Sample 
of 140 Microspheres of Nitrided Ti64 
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Figure 4b. Grain Noise Prediction for a Material Compacted from Nitrided Ti64 
Microspheres having the FOM shown in Figure 4a 
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Figure 5a. Figure of Merit for a Material Compacted from Ti64 
Microspheres having alpha, beta, and acicular alpha phases 
Diameter of Single-Phase Regions: 40 microns 
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Figure 5b. Grain Noise Prediction for a Material Compacted from Ti64 
Microspheres having the FOM shown in Figure 5a 
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Figure 6a. Grain Noise Image for Specimen Consolidated from 
Ti64 Microparticles 
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Figure 6b. Grain Noise Image for Specimen Consolidated from 
a 50/50 Mixture of Ti64 and Nitrided Ti64 Microparticles 
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Figure 6c. Grain Noise Image for Specimen Consolidated from 
Nitrided Ti64 Microparticles 
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Figure 7. Standard Deviation of Signal for Consolidated Specimens Composed of 
a) Ti64 Microspheres (lowest curve) 
b) 50/50 mix if Ti64 and nitrided Ti64 Microspheres (middle curve) 
c) Nitrided Ti64 Microspheres (highest curve) 
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter I of this dissertation comprises a review of literature relevant to elastic wave 
scattering by the microstructure of important engineering materials. Starting with the 
equations of motion proposed by Lord Rayleigh in the late 19"' century to describe scattering 
of light from small particles, then the scattering of acoustic waves by perturbations in density 
and compressibility, there has grown a rich and rewarding field of research which includes 
both forward and inverse scattering problems. Where early works were posed in terms of 
differential field equations, present studies tend toward integral equation formalisms, 
conducive to numerical solution by methods unavailable to earlier theoreticians. The present 
dissertation speins these methods of posing, and answering queries about scattering in 
complicated materials. 
In Chapter n, equations are developed to describe elastic wave propagation in a 
particular class of anisotropic materials. This class of materials is termed "spherically 
orthotropic," by which it is meant that elastic properties are isotropic in any direction 
perpendicular to the radial direction, and may be different from that in the radial direction. A 
filament-wound sphere (like a golf ball) serves as an example of this class of anisotropy. The 
intended application of these equations was to model decorated grain boundaries in monel 
K-500, where microscopic evidence has suggested that plate-like carbon or carbide materials 
can accumulate on grain boundaries and lead to devastating embrittlement. Research has not 
progressed far enough to reach conclusions concerning this particular alloy, but through 
analysis and experiments on materials with more controlled structure, a foundation in theory 
has been created and certain tools extended. 
Chapter in presents an analytic solution to the equations written in Chapter II. The 
solution is exact, though it is a series solution derived by an extension of the method of 
Frobenius to coupled equations. This solution is complete in that it properly handles 
isotropic elastic constants as a special case of spherical orthotropy; the special functions 
defined by the aforementioned series solutions become ordinary Bessel in that case. Also 
presented in Chapter III are two distinct physical structures that result in macroscopically 
orthotropic properties, and a formal macroscopic equivalence between layered isotropic 
materials and orthotropic materials is discussed. This equivalence justifies the presumed, 
separable, form of solution and implies its uniqueness, as well. Numerical exercises showed 
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that in theory a shell's anisotropy may be inferred by observation of the complete scattered 
field, but that limited observation of the backscattered signal would be responsive to the 
existence of a shell, and quite insensitive to details of the shell's anisotropy. 
Isolated spherical, shelled scatterers are studied in Chapter IV. Based on the practical 
results of Chapter EI, anisotropy in the shell material is ignored, but prior assumptions of a 
plane incident wave are modified to permit calculations of scattering with focused ultrasonic 
illumination. Individual microspheres of titanium - 6 aluminum - 4 vanadium (Ti64), and 
another set of Ti64 microspheres with an outer nitrided layer, were embedded in plastic and 
examined using a nominal 50 MHz focused ultrasonic transducer. A comparison of time 
domain waveforms obtained experimentally with predictions based on a plane incident field 
shows major discrepancies in details of the signal, while predictions using a focused incident 
field are in excellent agreement with observations. Very small differences between 
backscattered signals from the Ti64 and the nitrided Ti64 microspheres were noted, but the 
predominant contrast in elastic properties was between the plastic host and the microspheres, 
whether nitrided or not. Theoretical calculations for a Ti64 and nitrided Ti64 microspheres 
embedded in a host more nearly like Ti64 shows that under these conditions scattering from 
the nitrided shell will be distinguishable. In Chapter IV the capability to predict scattering 
from isolated, shelled spherical scatterers in a focused field is successfully demonstrated, 
laying the groundwork for grain noise prediction discussed in Chapter V. 
Chapter V draws on prior research in backscattering, and adds the predictive capability 
for shelled scatterers in a focused field. Materials composed wholly of scatterers are 
analyzed using backscattering theory that presumes incoherent, weak scattering from 
randomly oriented microstructure, in the case of a solid Ti64 specimen, and independent 
scattering from a volume-filling collection of shelled spherical scatterers in the case of a 
specimen compacted from nitrided Ti64 microspheres. Absolute grain noise predictions 
using these independent scattering assumptions, and the Thompson-Gray measurement 
model, are compared to experimental grain noise measurements on three samples formed by 
consolidating Ti64 powder, nitrided Ti64 powder, and a 50/50 mix of the two powders. In 
all cases, predicted grain noise is somewhat lower than observed noise, but agreement is 
generally quite good. In particular, the significant influence of the nitrided shell is explained 
by the theory. 
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The work presented in this dissertation was motivated by an urgent need for 
nondestructive methods of evaluating microstructure in numerous heat-treatable alloys where 
embrittlement is associated with segregated or decorated grain boundaries. Methods of 
analysis included in this work are applicable to those problems, and have shown success in 
the forward problem of predicting grain noise when material properties are known within 
reasonable bounds. Our understanding of scattering from grain boundaries, which were 
generally thought too thin to scatter significantly, has been increased in small measure by the 
work presented in this dissertation: a new canonical scattering solution is offered in Chapters 
n and in, a fairly general method for computing scattering in a focused field is given in 
Chapter IV, and experimental confirmation of theoretical calculations appears in Chapters IV 
and V. Based on this work we can now assert that significant scattering can arise from grain 
boundaries decorated or otherwise differentiated from the core of the grain. Still, several 
areas of research are left unsolved in the area of scattering from grain boundaries; two rich 
topics for further study are multiple scattering in materials where grain boundary properties 
contrast strongly with properties of the interior grain material, and scattering in materials 
where variations in elastic properties are not random, but possess significant long-range 
correlation. Additionally, the difficult inverse problem, that of separating grain boundary 
scattering from scattering due to other mechanisms, remains susceptible to future research. 
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APPENDIX A: THE BORN APPROXIMATION 
The Bom approximation was imported from quantum mechanics by Gubematis et al. 
(1977b) to solve the elastic wave scattering problem, posed as an integral equation: 
Ui(r) = u°(?) + hp(d^^^dVgiJr-T')uJ]^') + bCja„^^dVgy^^-r')Ut^,(?^ (A 1) 
where the total displacement field (m appears on both sides of the equation. Deviations in 
density and elastic constants are non-zero only within the region V, and the medium is 
otherwise isotropic, with the unbounded medium Green's function given by: 
gu(r- n  =  1 ( ,2e%R^ d  d fe%R e%R^^  
Anpay 
,2__i_g 
^ R dxidxj R R jj 
(A2) 
Here, r is the observation point, integration is over r' in V, and the Green's function of the 
distance between points, 7? =| r -7' |. 
Although the scattering equation requires knowledge of u inside the scattering region, 
and that information is generally unavailable, a Neumann series solution may still be 
constmcted. Truncating the series at its first term gives the Bom approximation, in which u 
on the right-hand side is replaced by u°, the unperturbed incident field. Now all terms on the 
right-hand side are known, and the Bom approximate total displacement field can be 
calculated. 
However useful the Bom approximation has proven in backscattering, it is often a poor 
predictor of forward scattering. Gubematis et al. (1977a) provide an explanation for this by 
noting that the Bom approximation results in real-valued scattering amplitudes, whereas from 
energy conservation arguments show that total scattering cross sections are proportional to 
the imaginary parts of scattering amplitude in the forward scattering direction. This latter 
result is referred to as an "optical" theorem. 
Several other approximations have been proposed, for example: the quasi-static and 
extended quasi-static approximations (Gubematis et al., 1977b), the quasicrystalline and 
Percus-Yevick approximations (Tsang et al., 1982), or Eikonal approximations (Rose and 
DeFacio, 1982). However, for practical scattering studies, the Bom approximation has 
proven most useful and robust. 
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APPENDIX B: THE THOMPSON-GRAY MEASUREMENT MODEL 
The Thompson-Gray measurement model provides a means of calculating absolute 
scattering levels by characterizing the measurement system with results of a reference 
experiment for which well validated theory exists. In this model, the generally unknown 
details of electromechanical transduction and the instrument system's transfer function are 
replaced by a power level measurement obtained from the reference experiment, and 
corrections for diffraction, attenuation, transmission and reflection at interfaces, etc., are 
provided. Thompson and Gray (1983a,b) formalized this procedure in a model relating 
practical immersion test measurements to theoretical scattering amplitudes for scatterers in 
an unbounded medium. 
Starting from a general electromechanical reciprocity relationship derived by Auld 
(1979), an expression is written to describe the effect of a flaw in an otherwise homogeoeous 
material. A simplified presentation of key steps in the development of this model are given 
next; the original derivation is indeed rigorous, and includes an excellent discussion of error 
terms and limitations. Also contained in the original paper are comparisons of measurement 
with theory that demonstrate the power of this model to predict scattering, with no adjustable 
parameters. 
Defining F as the ratio of received to incident electrical power in an ultrasonic 
pulse-echo measurement (this is a specialization of the original presentation), the change in 
this quantity due to a flaw is given by reciprocity arguments: 
where and are velocity and stress fields in the presence of the flaw, and Uf, and are 
those that would exist in the absence of the flaw. S is an arbitrary surface surrounding the 
flaw, and n is an inward directed normal. After substituting expressions for velocity and 
stress in an isotropic material under "quasi-plane wave" illumination, and accounting for 
propagation in a liquid, then a solid, attenuation, transmission through the liquid/solid 
interface twice, diffraction of the ultrasonic beam and scattering amplitude of the flaw, they 
arrive at the expression: 
(51) 
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5 r = p r u  e  
/ • 
-2y('W)+*iZi) -2(<v<)+"iZ|) ^ Pi^i (52) 
Here, the term p is a measure of efficiency that will be eliminated with results of a 
reference experiment. The term T is the liquid solid interface transmission coefficient, which 
is a function of material constants and geometry. The term C describes diffraction and 
focusing of the beam, the exponentials are propagation and attenuation terms, and the final 
term in brackets contains the far-field scattering amplitude of the flaw, along with material 
properties of the two media, the magnitude of the wave vector in the solid, and the transducer 
radius. In principle, all of these terms except P can be calculated analytically. 
Determination of the efficiency factor, P, is accomplished in a reference experiment in 
which the back surface of a flat plate specimen of the solid material. In this case well 
validated theoretical expressions for diffraction are available; the reference signal is given 
where an explicit expression is given for the diffraction correction is derived in a separate 
paper (Thompson and Gray, 1983b). 
Normalizing equation (B2) by (B3) gives the desired relationship between the flaw's 
signal, 5r, and the unbounded medium scattering amplitude. A*, independent of terms 
dependent on the measurement system (other than the transducer's geometry). 
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APPENDIX C: FORTRAN PROGRAM - YT2.FOR 
Extended Ying and Truell solution 
for elastic wave scattering from 
layered isotropic spherical obstacles 
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afC *fC *t^ *1^ tt^ tt^ tt^ -|- *1^ ^1* 
* This program modifies Ying and Truell's solution for scattering * 
* from a spherical elastic obstacle in an elastic host medium. The * 
* obstacle considered here is an elastic sphere with a shell of elastic * 
* material around it. * 
* Subroutines * 
* required by this program are: SBSL(X,J1,J2) which calculates spherical * 
* Bessel functions; LEGENDRE(X,P,PP) which calculates Legendre polynomials * 
* and their derivative; DECOMP(N,A,B,COND,IPVT) and S0LVE(N,A3,IPVT) * 
* which solve a set of simultaneous linear equations, and MATELEM(I,F,A) * 
* which composes matrix elements from the complex coefficients that arise on * 
* satisfying displacement and stress continuity conditions at the inner and * 
* outer radii of the shell (analogous to Ying and Truell's eqn. 20a-20d). * 
4,^  
* Thesis Note: Subroutines are included in Appendix C 
* DECLARATIONS 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
COMPLEX* 16 F(8) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KALI 1,KAT11,KAL21,KAT21 
DOUBLE PRECISION KAL22,KAT22,KAL32,KAT32 
DOUBLE PRECISION KL1,KT1,KL2,KT2,KL3,KT3 
DOUBLE PRECISION MU1,MU2,MU3 
COMPLEX* 16 AA,EE,SA 
* Dimensions for parameters associated with matrix operations: 
DIMENSION A(20,20),B(20),DUMMY(20),IPVT(20),A1 (20,20),B 1 (20) 
* Spherical Bessel functions: Y1 = first kind, Y2 = second kind 
* L = L-wave, T = T-wave 
* First index (wavenumber): 1 = host medium 2 = shell 3=inclusion 
* Second index (radius): 1 = outer 2 = inner 
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DIMENSION YlLl 1(0:50),Y2L11(0:50) 
DIMENSION YlTl 1(0:50), Y2T11(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1L21(0:50),Y2L21(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1T21(0:50),Y2T21(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1L22(0:50),Y2L22(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1T22(0:50),Y2T22(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1L32(0:50),Y2L32(0:50) 
DIMENSION Y1T32(0:50),Y2T32(0:50) 
PARAMETER (Norcier=150) 
Dimensions for Legendre polynomials: 
DIMENSION P(0:Norder),PP(0:Norder) 
Dimensions for stored values of complex expansion coefficients: 
AA(M,1) = Scattered L-wave 
AA(M,2) = Scattered T-wave 
AA(M,3) = Inward travelling L-wave in the shell 
AA(M,4) = Inward travelling T-wave in the shell 
AA(M,5) = Outward travelling L-wave in the shell 
AA(M,6) = Outward travelling T-wave in the shell 
AA(M,7) = Internal L-wave 
AA(M,8) = Internal T-wave 
DIMENSION AA(0:Norder,8) 
CONSTANTS 
PI=4.0D0*DATAN( 1 .ODO) 
OPEN(UNIT=10, FILE='PRN') 
INPUT MATERIAL PARAMETERS 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,100) 
WRrrE(*,102) 
100 FORMATC INPUT HOST DENSITY, L-WAVE, AND T-WAVE VELOCITIES:') 
102 FORMATC Density in gm/cm'^3 Velocities in km/sec') 
READ(*,*) RH01,CL1,CT1 
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WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,110) 
WRITE(*,102) 
110 FORMATC INPUT SHELL DENSITY, L-WAVE AND T-WAVE VELOCITIES:') 
READ(*,*) RH02,CL2,CT2 
WRTTEC*,*) 
WRITE(*,120) 
WRITE(*,102) 
120 FORMATC INPUT INCLUSION DENSITY, L-WAVE AND T-WAVE 
VELOCITIES:') 
READ(*,*) RH03,CL3,CT3 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,130) 
130 FORMATC INPUT OUTER AND INNER RADH OF SHELL (mm): ') 
READ(*,*) AINCL1,AINCL2 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,140) 
WRITE(*,145) 
140 FORMATC INPUT ka FOR L-WAVE IN HOST MEDIUM (dimensionless):') 
145 FORMATC (based on OUTER radius)') 
READ(*,*)KAL11 
* CALCULATE SECONDARY VARIABLES 
KL1=KAL11/AINCL1 
OMEGA=KLl*CLl 
KT1=0MEGA/CT1 
KL2=OMEGA/CL2 
KT2=OMEGA/CT2 
KL3=OMEGA/CL3 
KT3=OMEGA/CT3 
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* KALI 1 is defined by user input 
KAT11=KT1*AINCL1 
KAL21=KL2*AINCL1 
KAT21=KT2*AINCL1 
KAL22=KL2*AINCL2 
KAT22=KT2*AINCL2 
KAL32=KL3*AINCL2 
KAT32=KT3*AINCL2 
MU1=CT1*CT1*RH01 
MU2=CT2*CT2*RH02 
MU3=CT3*CT3*RH03 
* ECHO RESULTS: 
WRITE(*,148) 
148 FORMAT(/,20X,'INPUT PARAMETERS AND CALCULATED CONSTANTS',/) 
WRITE(*,150) 
WRirE(*,151) 
150 FORMAT(17X,' DENSITY ',5X,'L-WAVE SPEED',5X,'T-WAVE SPEED') 
151 F0RMAT(17X,' (gm/cm'^3) ',5X,' (Km/Sec) ',5X,' (Km/Sec) ') 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,154)' HOST MEDIUM', RH01,CL1,CT1 
WRITE(*, 154)' SHELL ', RH02,CL2,CT2 
WRITE(*,154)' INCLUSION RH03,CL3,CT3 
154 FORMAT(A,3(5X,F12.4)) 
WRITE(*,170) 
WRITE(*,160) AINCLl 
160 FORMATC OUTER RADIUS OF THE SHELL (mm): ',F8.3) 
WRITE(*,161) AINCL2 
161 FORMATC INNER RADIUS OF THE SHELL (mm): ' ,F8.3) 
WRITE(*,170) 
WRITE(*,164) 
164 FORMAT(45X,'Valuesforka',/,35X,' L-WAVE ',10X,' T-WAVE ') 
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WRITE(*,165) BCALl 1,KAT11 
165 FORMATC HOST MATERIAL, OUTER RADIUS: F10.4,10X,F 10.4) 
WRrrE(*,166) KAL21,KAT21 
166 FORMATC SHELL MATERIAL, OUTER RADIUS: ',F10.4,10X,F10.4) 
WRITE(*,167) KAL22,KAT22 
167 FORMATC SHELL MATERIAL, INNER RADIUS: F10.4,10X,F 10.4) 
WRITE(*,168) KAL32,KAT32 
168 FORMATC INCLUSION, INNER RADIUS: ',F10.4,10X,F10.4) 
WRITE(*,170) 
170 FORMATC/) 
PAUSE 
GENERATE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
CALL SBSL(KAL11,Y1L11,Y2L11) 
CALL SBSL(KAT11,Y1T11,Y2T11) 
CALL SBSL(KAL21,Y1L21,Y2L21) 
CALL SBSL(KAT21,Y1T21,Y2T21) 
CALL SBSL(KAL22,Y1L22,Y2L22) 
CALL SBSL(KAT22,Y1T22,Y2T22) 
CALL SBSL(KAL32,Y1L32,Y2L32) 
CALL SBSL(KAT32,Y1T32,Y2T32) 
START CALCULATION OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 
GAMMA=0 
M=0 
1=1 
F(1)=-KAL11*DCMPLX(Y1L11(1),-Y2L11(1)) 
F(2)=KAL21 *DCMPLX( Y1L21 (1), Y2L21(1)) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
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1=2 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(2)=KAL22*DCMPLX(Y1L22(1),Y2L22(1)) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=-KAL32*DCMPLX(Y1L32(1),0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
1=3 
FREAL=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y2L11(1) 
F(1)=MU1*DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y1L21(0)+2.D0*KAL21*Y1L21(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT21 *KAT21/2.D0)* Y2L21 (0)+2.D0*KAL21 * Y2L21(1) 
F(2)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=0 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
1=4 
F(1)=0 
FREAL=(-KAT22*KAT22/2.DO)*Y1L22(0)+2.DO*KAL22*Y1L22(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)* Y2L22(0)+2.D0*KAL22* Y2L22( 1) 
F(2)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
FREAL=(-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(0)+2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(1) 
F(4)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
DO 2101=1,4 
B(2*I-1)=0 
B(2*I)=DBLE(( 1/KLl )*A(2*M, 1)) 
210 CONTINUE 
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* SOLVE EQUATIONS FOR ORDER 0 
N=8 
DO 2201=1,N 
IPVT(I)=0 
220 DUMMY(I)=O.ODO 
CALL DECOMP(N,A,DUMMY,COND,IPVT) 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
* STORE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS: 
DO 2801=1,4 
AA(0,2*I-1)=DCMPLX(B(2*I-1),B(2*I)) 
280 AA(0,2*I)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
* CALCULATE FIRST CONTRIBUTION TO SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION: 
DELGAMMA=4.0D0*PI*(AA(0,l)*DCONJG(AA(0,l))) 
GAMMA=GAMMA+DELGAMMA 
* EQUATIONS FOR M>0: 
300 M=M+1 
M1=M+1 
* OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO PROPERLY EVALUATE RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF 
EQNS: 
N1=M0D(M,4) 
N2=M0D(N1,2) 
N3=INT(Nl/2) 
N4=MOD((N2+l),2) 
* CONTINUITY OF RADIAL DISPLACEMENT AT r=al: 
1=1 
FREAL=DBLE(M)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M)*Y2L11(M)-KAL11 *Y2L11(M1) 
F( 1 )=DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
F(2)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T11(M),-Y2T11(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M)* Y1L21 (M)-KAL21 * Y1L21 (M1) 
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FIMAG=DBLE(M)* Y2L21 (M)-KAL21 * Y2L21 (M1) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(4)=DBLE(M*M 1 )*DCMPLX(Y 1T21 (M), Y2T21 (M)) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF RADIAL DISPLACEMENT AT i^a2 
1=2 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M)*Y1L22(M)-KAL22*Y1L22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M)*Y2L22(M)-KAL22*Y2L22(M1) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(4)=DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T22(M),Y2T22(M)) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX((DBLE(M)*Y1L32(M)-KAL32*Y1L32(M1)),0) 
F(8)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T32(M),0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT AT r=al 
1=3 
F(1)=DCMPLX(Y1L11(M),-Y2L11(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11*Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(Y 1L21 (M), Y2L21 (M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M 1) * Y1T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y1T21 (M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T21(M)-KAT21*Y2T21(M1) 
F(4)=DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
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F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT AT T=a2 
1=4 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(Y1L22(M),Y2L22(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1)*Y1T22(M)-KAT22*Y1T22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T22(M)-KAT22*Y2T22(M1) 
F(4)=DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(Y1L32(M),0) 
F(8)=-DCMPLX((DBLE(M1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(M1)),0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF RADIAL STRESS AT P=al 
1=5 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11 *KAT11/2.D0)*Y1L11 (M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
F( 1 )=MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11*Y2T1 l(Ml)) 
F(2)=-MU1 *DCMPLX(FREALrFIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y1L21(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL21*Y1L21(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y2L21(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL21*Y2L21(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
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FREAL=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )* Y1T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y1T21 (M1)) 
FIM AG=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )* Y2T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y2T21 (Ml)) 
F(4)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF RADIAL STRESS AT r=a2 
1=6 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-BCAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y1L22(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL22*Y1L22(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y2L22(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL22*Y2L22(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )*Y1T22(M)-KAT22*Y1T22(M 1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )* Y2T22(M)-KAT22* Y2T22(M 1)) 
F(4)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(M1) 
F(7)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(M1)) 
F(8)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF SHEAR STRESS AT r=al 
1=7 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L11(M)-KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
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F( 1 )=MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIM AG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11 *KAT11/2.D0)*Y1T11(M)+ 
& KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2T11(M)+ 
& KAT11*Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-MU1*DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L21(M)-KAL21*Y1L21(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L21(M)-KAL21*Y2L21(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1 )-KAT21 *KAT21/2.D0)*Y1T21 (M)+ 
& KAT21*Y1T21(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y2T21(M)+ 
& KAT21*Y2T21(M1) 
F(4)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* CONTINUITY OF SHEAR STRESS AT r=a2 
1=8 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0,0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L22(M)-KAL22*Y1L22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1 )* Y2L22(M)-KAL22* Y2L22(M 1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y1T22(M)+ 
& KAT22*Y1T22(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1 )-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)* Y2T22(M)+ 
& KAT22*Y2T22(M1) 
F(4)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(5)=DCONJG(F(3)) 
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F(6)=DCONJG(F(4)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L32(M)-KAL32*Y1L32(M1) 
F(7)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1T32(M)+ 
& KAT32*Y1T32(M1) 
F(8)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
DO 3101=1,8 
B(N2+2*I-1)=0 
B(N4+2*I-1 )=DBLE(((-1 )**N3)*(M+M 1 ))*( 1/KLl )*A(2*I-1,1) 
310 CONTINUE 
* SOLVE EQUATIONS FOR ORDER M 
N=16 
DO 4201=1,N 
IPVT(I)=0 
420 DUMMY(I)=O.ODO 
CALL DECOMP(N,A,DUMMY,COND,IPVT) 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
* STORE EXPANSION COEFHCIENTS: 
DO 4401=1,8 
440 AA(M,I)=DCMPLX(B(2*I-1),B(2*I)) 
* CALCULATE SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 
* USING TERMS OF ORDER 0 TO M 
DELGAMMA=(4.0DO*PI/DBLE(2*M+1))*(AA(M,1)*DCONJG(AA(M,1))+ 
& DBLE(M*M1)*(KL1/KT1)*AA(M,2)*DC0NJG(AA(M,2))) 
GAMMA=GAMMA+DELGAMMA 
* TEST CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTION: 
IF (DABS(DELGAMMA/GAMMA) .LE. l.OD-12) GOTO 500 
GOTO 300 
500 MMAX=MIN0(M,50) 
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SPECIFY POLAR ANGLE 
WRITE(*,510) 
510 F0RMAT(5X,' THETA ',5X,' SA(REAL) ',5X,' SA(IMAG) 
& 5X,' SA(MAG)') 
DO 5501=0,180,10 
THETA=DBLE(I)*PI/DBLE(180) 
CALCULATE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
X=DCOS(THETA) 
CALL LEGENDRE(X,P,PP) 
CALCULATE FARFIELD SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 
SA=DCMPLX(0.0D0,0.0D0) 
DO 520 M=0,MMAX 
EE=DCMPLX(DCOS(PI*DBLE(M)/2),DSIN(PI*DBLE(M)/2)) 
S A=S A-P(M)* AA(M, 1 )*EE 
520 CONTINUE 
SAREAL=DREAL(SA) 
SAIMAG=DIMAG(SA) 
SAMAG=DSQRT(SAREAL*SAREAL+SAIMAG*SAIMAG) 
OUTPUT SCATTERING AMPLITUDE AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE 
WRITE(*,530) I,SAREAL,SAIMAG,SAMAG 
530 FORMAT(7X,I3,5X,3(5X,E10.4)) 
550 CONTINUE 
WRTTEC*,*) 
WRITE(*,560) M,GAMMA 
560 FORMATC Scattering Cross-section using ',13,' terms: ',E12.5) 
CLOSE(UNIT=10) 
END 
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APPENDIX D: FORTRAN PROGRAM - SHELL.FOR 
Series solution for elastic wave scattering 
from 
spherical obstacles having a spherically orthotropic shell 
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SHELL 
* 
* Anisotropic shell scattering problem, based on the exact series solution. * 
* This program models an anisotropic shell embedded in an isotropic medium, * 
* and having an isotropic core. The shell itself is isotropic in tangential * 
* directions, and has five independent elastic constants. * 
* * 
* The outer medium is denoted medium 1 * 
* The shell is denoted medium 2 * 
* The inner medium is denoted medium 3 * 
X^> si# L^a ^ 1* »!• »t- vl/B »t- .la -1- .1. .t— -t- -t. ^t- -t. .t. »l- .i- -y. -1— -1- - t, .t. .T. -t- «!• .1— T* »4* #f* #J5 5p ^5 ^5 5^ VJS 5^ 5^ 5p 5^ PJC 5p 
* Thesis Note: Subroutines are included in Appendix C 
* DECLARATIONS 
* KALI = 'ka' for longitudinal waves in outer medium (1) 
* KATl = 'ka' for transverse waves in outer medium 
* KAL3 = 'ka' for longitudinal waves in inner medium (3) 
* KAT3 = 'ka' for transverse waves in inner medium 
* KLl, KTl, KL3, and KT3 = 'k' for longitudinal and transverse waves 
* in outer and inner media 
* 
KQLAISQ thru KQTA3SQ are quasi longitudinal and quasi transverse 
wavenumbers at the outer and inner radii of the shell. They are 
based on CI 1 and C66 in the shell. SQ indicates they are squared. 
HM = spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order 'm' 
* HMl = spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order 'm+1' 
* FO(K) and GO(K) = initial values associated with displacements 
(radial and tangential, respectively) represented as Frobenius 
series for each of four roots to the indicial equation (7 APR 92) 
For each order, M, and root, ROOT(K): 
F1(M,K) and G1(M,K) are the summed Frobenius series at ASHLl 
* F3(M,K) and G3(M,K) are the summed Frobenius series at ASHL3 
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AA = matrix of coefficients for calculating scattering cross-section 
EE = auxiliary variable used in calculating scattering amplitude 
SA = far-field scattering amplitude 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-C,K,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX* 16 (D-H) 
COMPLEX* 16 LMO 
COMPLEX* 16 COEFA(8,8),COEFB(8) 
INTEGER K,K1,K1A,K2,K2A 
C0MPLEX*16 RO,R1,R2,ROOT(4),C11,C12,C21,C22 
COMPLEX* 16 AA,EE,S A,ROOTA,ROOTB,ROOTC,ROOTD 
DOUBLE PRECISION MM 1,GAMMA,DELGAMMA 
CHARACTER*50 FileIn,FileOut,PRINTOUT, GRABSCR,IsoFlag 
Dimensions associated with series solutions in the shell: 
DIMENSION F0(4),G0(4) 
DIMENSION F1(4),G1(4),F3(4),G3(4) 
DIMENSION F1 P(4),G 1 P(4),F3P(4),G3P(4) 
Dimensions for parameters associated with matrix operations: 
NOTE: For values to be transferred properly to subroutines, 
dimensions must match. 
DIMENSION A( 16,16),B( 16),IPYT( 16),A1 (2,2),B1 (2) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DUMMY(16) 
PARAMETER (Norder=150) 
Spherical Bessel functions: Y1 = first kind, Y2 = second kind 
L = L-wave, T = T-wave 
1 = host material, 3 = core material 
DIMENSION YlLl(0:Norder),Y2Ll(0:Norder) 
DIMENSION YlTl(0:Norder),Y2Tl(0:Norder) 
DIMENSION YlL3(0:Norder),Y2L3(0:Norder) 
DIMENSION YlT3(0:Norder),Y2T3(0:Norder) 
Hankel functions are formed later, for each order, M. 
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* Legendre polynomials, and their first derivatives: 
DIMENSION P(0:Norder),PP(0:Norder) 
* Complex expansion coefficients: 
* AA(M, 1) = Scattered L-wave 
* AA(M,2) = Scattered T-wave 
* AA(M,7) = Internal L-wave 
* AA(M,8) = Internal T-wave 
DIMENSION AA(0:Norder,8) 
* Auxiliary matrices: 
* CONSTANTS 
PI=4.0D0*DATAN( 1 .ODO) 
N=16 
* Note that the dimensions of A,B JPVT and DUMMY must match N 
* FORMAT STATEMENTS 
100 FORMAT(A) 
101 FORMAT(A) 
* I/O SPECinCATIONS 
WRITE(*,100) ' Enter data file (path and filename.ext):' 
READ(*,101) Filein 
OPEN(UNIT=20, FILE=FileIn) 
WRITE(*,*)' INPUT FILENAME:FileIn 
* INPUT MATERIAL PARAMETERS 
* Outer isotropic material 
READ(20,*) RH01,CL1,CT1 
READ(20,*) RH03,CL3,CT3 
* Inner isotropic material 
READ(20,*) ASHL1,ASHL3 
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* Reading in KALI is a carry-over from other versions, but will 
* be retained to keep data files compatible. This program calculates 
* response for KALI from .1 to 10 by .1 
READ(20,*) KALI 
* Anisotropic Shell 
READ(20 *) RH02 
READ(20,*) CI 12,C222,C662,C122,C232 
CLOSE(UNIT=20) 
* Compose Output File Name: 
FileOut=FileIn 
ipos=0 
105 ipos=ipos+l 
if (FileOut(ipos:ipos) .eq.'.') then 
FileOut(ipos+l;) = 'CSA' 
goto 110 
end if 
if (FileOut(ipos:ipos) .eq.' ') then 
FileOut(ipos+l:) ='.' 
end if 
goto 105 
110 OPEN(UNIT=25, FILE=FileOut) 
* TEST FOR ISOTROPIC CONSTANTS 
IsoFlag='A' 
IF((C112 .EQ. C222) .AND. (C122 .EQ. C232) .AND. 
&. (ABS(C112-2.0D0*C662-C122) .LT. lE-12)) IsoFlag='r 
* LOOP THROUGH VALUES OF KA(shear) up to 10 
DO 900 KALOOP=0,1023 
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KsA=REAL(KALOOP)/10. 
if(KALOOP.eq.O) then 
SAREAL=0. 
SAIMAG=0. 
GAMMA=0. 
goto 850 
endif 
* Calculate KA based on L-wave, and outer radius 
* (as opposed to mid-plane radius) 
KALl=KsA*(CTl/CLl)*ASHLl/((ASHLl+ASHL3)/2.) 
* CALCULATE SECONDARY VARIABLES 
* Wavenumbers in the isotropic media, and frequency: 
KL1=KAL1/ASHL1 
OMEGA=KLPCLI 
KTl=OMEGA/CTl 
KL3=OMEGA/CL3 
KT3=OMEGA/CT3 
* Values for "ka" in the isotropic media: 
* KALI is user-defined 
BCAT1=KT1*ASHL1 
KAL3=KL3*ASHL3 
KAT3=KT3*ASHL3 
* Elastic constants in the isotropic media: 
* First two subscripts are Voight indices, last index is the medium 
C111=RH01*CL1*CL1 
C661=RH01*CT1*CT1 
C221=C111 
C121=C111-2*C661 
C231=C121 
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C113=RH03*CL3*CL3 
C663=RH03*CT3*CT3 
C223=C113 
C123=C113-2*C663 
C233=C123 
* Quasi wavenumbers, squared, in the anisotropic shell: 
KQLA1SQ=RH02*0MEGA*0MEGA*ASHL1 *ASHL1/C112 
KQLA3SQ=RH02*0MEGA*0MEGA*ASHL3*ASHL3/C112 
KQTA1SQ=RH02*0MEGA*0MEGA*ASHL1*ASHL1/C662 
KQTA3SQ=RH02*0MEGA*0MEGA*ASHL3*ASHL3/C662 
ik sk ^   ^ •X-  ^•4' *4* ^  ^ ^  ^  •X* ^  •X*  ^^ ^ •si* ^   ^ »1* vi# vt*  ^k1« ^  ^ •X. 1^, .J. ^  ^ ^  
"4" '1* "i" "I" *1" "V" *J* rp 5|C 5J5 af^  jp 5p JJC 5^ 5^ 5 0fi Jp #J% 3|« 
* GENERATE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS for orders 0 to 50 
CALL SBSL(KAL1,Y1L1,Y2L1) 
CALL SBSL(KAT1,Y1T1,Y2T1) 
CALL SBSL(KAL3,Y1L3,Y2L3) 
CALL SBSL(KAT3,Y1T3,Y2T3) 
150 CONTINUE 
* Start Calculations: 
GAMMA=0 
M=-l 
300 M=M+1 
M1=M+1 
 ^^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ •X* ^  ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ «X*  ^^ ^ ^  ^^ kL* ^  «X* ^  ^ ^ ^ ^  »!• ^  ^  ^  ^«1« %i# «1# «1#  ^^ ^ ^ «Lb »L. ^  fcl- J- ^  
*1"" "v* *7* *7^  9f* f^  3p 3j> 5fe 3)> 3^  3J* 5Ji 3^  5^  5Ji 7{* 5y» 3J» 5j» ?p 3JS 5J> 5J* 3^  af* yfi 
* Form HANKEL FUNCTIONS for orders M and M+1 
* (These are basis functions in the isotropic region 
* outside the shell; in the core BESSEL functions are used). 
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HML1=DCMPLX(Y1L1(M),-Y2L1(M)) 
HMT1=DCMPLX(Y1T1(M),-Y2T1(M)) 
HM1L1=DCMPLX(Y1L1(M1),-Y2L1(M1)) 
HM1T1=DCMPLX(Y1T1(M1),-Y2T1(M1)) 
Calculate basis functions inside the shell (7 & 12 APR 92) 
MM1=DBLE(M*(M+1)) 
A11=2.0D0 
A10=(2.0D0*(C122-C222-C232)-MM1*C662)/C112 
B11=-MM1*(C122+C662)/C112 
B 10=MM 1 *(C222+C232+C662-C 122)/Cl 12 
A21=(C122+C662)/C662 
A20=(C222+C232+2.0D0*C662)/C662 
B21=2.0D0 
B20=((C222-C232-2.0D0*C662)-MM1*C222)/C662 
SOLVE FOR INTERMEDIATE ROOTS (29 MAR 92 pg 5) 
ROOTA=I.ODO 
ROOTB=A10+B20-A21*B 11 
ROOTC=A10*B20-A20*B 10 
ROOTD=ROOTB*ROOTB-4.0DO*ROOTA*ROOTC 
R1=(-ROOTB+CDSQRT(ROOTD))/(2.0DO*ROOTA) 
R2=(-ROOTB-CDSQRT(ROOTD))/(2.0DO*ROOTA) 
SOLVE FOR THE FOUR ROOTS OF THE INDICIAL EQUATIONS: 
D1=1.0D0+4.0D0*R1 
D2=1.0D0+4.0D0*R2 
ROOT( 1 )=(-1 .ODO+CDSQRT(D 1 ))/2.0D0 
R00T(2)=(-1 .ODO-CDSQRT(D 1 ))/2.0D0 
ROOT(3)=(-1.0D0+CDSQRT(D2))/2.0D0 
ROOT(4)=(-1.0D0-CDSQRT(D2))/2.0D0 
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IDENTIFY "PROBLEM" ROOTS FOR ISOTROPIC MATERIALS 
AND THE ASSOCIATED ROOTS WHICH ARE GREATER BY 2: 
IF(ISOFLAG .EQ. 'I') THEN 
DO 320K=1,4 
ROOTREAL=REAL(ROOT(K)) 
ROOTIMAG=IMAG(ROOT(K)) 
IF ((ABS(R00TREAL-DBLE(M-1)) .LT. lE-02) .AND. 
& (ABS(ROOTIMAG) .LT. lE-12)) K1=K 
IF ((ABS(R00TREAL-DBLE(M+1)) .LT. lE-02) .AND. 
& (ABS(ROOTIMAG) .LT. IE-12)) K1 A=K 
IF ((ABS(ROOTREAL-DBLE(-M-2)) .LT. lE-02) .AND. 
& (ABS(ROOTIMAG) .LT. lE-12)) K2=K 
IF ((ABS(ROOTREAL-DBLE(-M)) .LT. lE-02) .AND. 
& (ABS(ROOTIMAG) .LT. IE-12)) K2A=K 
320 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
FIND ASSOCIATED VECTORS (FO,GO): 
D0 400K=1,4 
Elements of the matrix whose determinant gives the indicial eqn: 
See notes of 8 APR 92 for logic behind FO & GO 
CI l=ROOT(K)*(ROOT(K)-1.0D0)+Al 1*ROOT(K)+A10 
C12=B11*ROOT(K)+B10 
C22=ROOT(K)*(ROOT(K)-1.0D0)+B21 *ROOT(K)+B20 
C21 =A21 *ROOT(K)+A20 
GO(K)=DCMPLX( 1 .ODO) 
F0(K)=-C22/C21 
400 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE SERIES AT OUTER AND INNER RADII, FOR EACH ROOT 
NOTE: Since we have no convenient recursion relations relating 
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different orders, M, of summed series, there is no advantage 
in storing the results. 
See notes of 12 APR 92. 
D0 480K=1,4 
J=0 
1=0 
Initialize sums for the series 
F1 SUM=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
G1SUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
F3SUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
G3SUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
Initialize sums for the derivative of the series 
F1PSUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
G1PSUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
F3PSUM=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
G3PSUM=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
Initialize terms of the series 
FI1=F0(K) 
GI1=G0(K) 
FI3=F0(K) 
GI3=G0(K) 
CONTINUE 
Accumulate sum and reset indices of terms (I and 1-2): 
F1SUM=F1SUM+FI1 
G1SUM=G1SUM+GI1 
F3SUM=F3SUM+n3 
G3SUM=G3SUM+GI3 
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FlPSUM=FlPSUM+ni *(I+ROOT(K)) 
G1PSUM=G1PSUM+GI1*(I+R00T(K)) 
F3PSUM=F3PSUM+n3*(I+ROOT(K)) 
G3PSUM=G3PSUM+GI3*(I+ROOT(K)) 
FI1M2=FI1 
GI1M2=GI1 
FI3M2=FI3 
GI3M2=GI3 
* Test convergence 
ctest=O.ODO 
ctestl=O.ODO 
if (flsum .ne. O.ODO) ctestl=abs(fil/flsum) 
if (ctestl .gt. ctest) ctest=ctestl 
if (glsum .ne. O.ODO) ctestl=abs(gil/glsum) 
if (ctestl .gt. ctest) ctest=ctestl 
if (fSsum .ne. O.ODO) ctest I=abs(fi3/f3sum) 
if (ctestl .gt. ctest) ctest=ctestl 
if (g3sum .ne. O.ODO) ctest I=abs(gi3/g3sum) 
if (ctestl .gt. ctest) ctest=ctestl 
if (ctest .It. le-12) goto 450 
* Increment index by two and calculate the next term in the series 
J=J+1 
I=2*J 
RO=ROOT(K)+I 
DM11=R0*R0+R0+A10 
DM12=R0*B11+B10 
DM21=R0*A21+A20 
DM22=R0*R0+R0+B20 
DETM=DM11*DM22-DM12*DM21 
* Handle the case of isotropic constants, when i=2 and root(k) 
* equals either (m-1) or -(m+2) 
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if (i .eq. 2) then 
if (k .eq. kl) then 
denom=dcmplx( 1.0) 
do 420 kroot=l,4 
if (kroot .ne. kla) denom=denom*(rO-root(kroot)) 
420 continue 
fil=(-l.0/denom)* 
& dble(m)*(kqlal sq*( 1.0+r0)+kqtal sq*dble( 1 +m)) 
gi 1=(-1.0/denom)* 
& (kqlal sq*dble(m)+kqtal sq*dble(2.0+r0)) 
fi3=(-l .0/denom)* 
& dble(m)*(kqla3sq*dble( 1.0+r0)+kqta3sq*dble( 1 +m)) 
gi3=(-l .0/denom)* 
& (kqla3sq*dble(m)+kqta3sq*dble(2.0+r0)) 
goto 440 
endif 
if (k .eq. k2) then 
denom=dcmplx( 1.0) 
do 430 kroot=l,4 
if (kroot .ne. k2a) denom=denom*(rO-root(kroot)) 
430 continue 
fil=(-l.0/denom)* 
& dble(-(l+m))*(kqlalsq*dble(l .0+r0)+kqtalsq*dble(-m)) 
gil=(-l.0/denom)* 
& (kqla 1 sq*dble(-1 -m)+kqta 1 sq*dble(2+r0)) 
fi3=(-l.0/denom)* 
& dble(-( l+m))*(kqla3sq*dble( 1.0+r0)+kqta3sq*dble(-m)) 
gi3=(-1.0/denom)* 
& (kqla3sq*dble(-1 -m)+kqta3sq*dble(2+rO)) 
goto 440 
endif 
endif 
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& 
& 
& 
& 
FI1=(-1.0D0/DETM)*(KQLA1SQ*DM22*FI1M2-
KQTA1SQ*DM12*GI1M2) 
GI1=(-1.0D0/DETM)*(-KQLA1SQ*DM21 *niM2+ 
KQTA1SQ*DM11*GI1M2) 
FI3=(-1.0D0/DETM)*(KQLA3SQ*DM22*FI3M2-
KQTA3SQ*DM12*GI3M2) 
GI3=(-1.0D0/DETM)*(-KQLA3SQ*DM21 *FI3M2+ 
KQTA3SQ*DM11 *GI3M2) 
440 CONTINUE 
GOTO 410 
450 CONTINUE 
Multiply summed series by RADIUS'^ROOT(K) and store results 
F1 (K)=F1 SUM*(ASHL1 **ROOT(K)) 
G1(K)=G1SUM*(ASHL1**R00T(K)) 
F3(K)=F3SUM*(ASHL3**R00T(K)) 
G3(K)=G3SUM*(ASHL3**ROOT(K)) 
FlP(K)=FlPSUM*(ASHLl**(ROOT(K)-1.0D0)) 
G1P(K)=G1PSUM*(ASHL1 **(R00T(K)-1 .ODO)) 
F3P(K)=F3PSUM*(ASHL3**(ROOT(K)-1 .ODO)) 
G3P(K)=G3PSUM*(ASHL3**(ROOT(K)-1 .ODO)) 
480 CONTINUE 
Calculate Dij, Dij', Eij, Eij' matrices (See 26 mar 91) 
D11=(-1.0D0/ASHL1)*(DBLE(M)*HML1-KAL1*HM1L1) 
D12=( 1.0D0/ASHL1)*DBLE(M*M1)*HMT1 
D21=(-l .0D0/ASHL1)*HML1 
D22=( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(DBLE(M 1 )*HMT 1 -KAT 1 *HM 1T1) 
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D33=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/ASHL3)*(DBLE(M)*Y1L3(M)-KAL3*Y1L3(M1))) 
D34=DCMPLX(( 1.0D0/ASHL3)*DBLE(M*M1)*Y1T3(M)) 
D43=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/ASHL3)*Y1L3(M)) 
D44=DCMPLX(( 1.0D0/ASHL3)*(DBLE(M1)*Y1T3(M)-KAT3*Y1T3(M1))) 
E11=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/ASHL1)*(DBLE(M)*Y1L1(M)-KAL1*Y1L1(M1))) 
E21=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/ASHL1)*Y1L1(M)) 
LM0=(DBLE(M+M1)/KL1)*(DCMPLX(0.0D0,-1.0D0)**(M1)) 
A1SQ=ASHL1*ASHL1 
D11 P=(-1 .ODO/A1 SQ)*((DBLE(M*(M-1 ))-KALl *KAL1 )*HML1+ 
& 2.0D0*KAL1*HM1L1) 
D12P=( 1.0D0/A1SQ)*DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*HMT1-KAT1*HM1T1) 
D21P=(-1.0D0/A1SQ)*(DBLE(M-1)*HML1-KAL1*HM1L1) 
D22P=( 1.0D0/A1SQ)*((DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT1*KAT1)*HMT1+KAT1*HM1T1) 
A3SQ=ASHL3*ASHL3 
D33P=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/A3SQ)*((DBLE(M*(M-1 ))-KAL3*KAL3)* Y1 L3(M)+ 
& 2.0D0*KAL3*Y1L3(M1))) 
D34P=DCMPLX(( 1.0D0/A3SQ)*DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T3(M)-
& KAT3*Y1T3(M1))) 
D43P=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/A3SQ)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1L3(M)-KAL3*Y1L3(M1))) 
D44P=DCMPLX(( 1.0D0/A3SQ)*((DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT3*KAT3)*Y1T3(M)+ 
& KAT3*Y1T3(M1))) 
E11P=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/A1SQ)*((DBLE(M*(M-1))-KAL1*KAL1)*Y1L1(M)+ 
& 2.0D0*KAL1*Y1L1(M1))) 
E21P=DCMPLX((-1.0D0/A1SQ)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1L1(M)-KAL1*Y1L1(M1))) 
*********************************************************************** 
* MATCH STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS (See notes of 17 APR 92) 
* NOTING THAT THE VECTOR OF UNKNOWN COEFFICIENTS WILL BE: 
* (Lml, Tml, Cml, Cm2, Cm3, Cm4, Lm3, TmB) 
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RADIAL DISPLACEMENT AT R=ASHL1 
1=1 
C0EFA(I,1)=D11 
COEFA(I,2)=D12 
C0EFA(I,3)=-F1(1) 
COEFA(I,4)=-Fl(2) 
COEFA(I,5)=-Fl(3) 
COEFA(I,6)=-Fl(4) 
COEFA(I,7)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,8)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFB(I)=-LMO*E11 
TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT AT R=ASHL1 
1=2 
C0EFA(I,1)=D21 
COEFA(I,2)=D22 
COEFA(I,3)=-Gl(l) 
C0EFA(I,4)=-G1(2) 
C0EFA(I,5)=-G1(3) 
COEFA(I,6)=-Gl(4) 
COEFA(I,7)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,8)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFB(I)=-LMO*E21 
RADIAL STRESS AT R=ASHL1 
(Divided through by CI 11) 
1=3 
COEFA(I,l)=Dl 1P+(C121/(C111*ASHL1))*(2.0D0*D11-
DBLE(M*M1)*D21) 
C0EFA(I,2)=D12P+(C121/(C111*ASHL1))*(2.0D0*D12-
DBLE(M*M1)*D22) 
C0EFA(I,3)=-((C 112/C111 )*F 1 P( 1 )+(C 122/(C 111 * ASHL1 ))* 
(2.0D0*F 1 (1 )-DBLE(M*M 1 )*G 1 (1))) 
C0EFA(I,4)=-((C112/Cl 11)*F1P(2)+(C122/(C111 *ASHL1))* 
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& (2.0D0*F1 (2)-DBLE(M*M 1 )*G1(2))) 
COEFA(I,5)=-((Cl 12/Cl 11)*F1P(3)+(C122/(C111*ASHL1))* 
& (2.0D0*F1 (3)-DBLE(M*Ml )*G1 (3))) 
COEFA(I,6)=-((C112/Cll 1)*F1P(4)+(C122/(C111*ASHL1))* 
& (2.0D0*F1(4)-DBLE(M*M1)*G1 (4))) 
COEFA(I,7)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,8)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFB(I)=-LMO*(E11P+(C121/(C111*ASHL1))*(2.0D0*E11-
& DBLE(M*M1)*E21)) 
SEEAR STRESS AT R=ASHL1 
(Divided through by C661) 
1=4 
COEFA(1,1 )=D21 P+( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(D 11-D21) 
COEFA(I,2)=D22P+( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(D 12-D22) 
COEFA(I,3)=-(C662/C661)*(GlP(l)+(1.0D0/ASHLl)*(Fl(l)-Gl(l))) 
COEFA(I,4)=-(C662/C661 )*(G 1 P(2)+( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(F 1 (2)-G 1 (2))) 
COEFA(I,5)=-(C662/C661 )*(G 1 P(3)+( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(F 1 (3)-G 1 (3))) 
COEFA(I,6)=-(C662/C661 )*(G lP(4)+( 1 .ODO/ASHL 1 )*(F 1 (4)-Gl (4))) 
COEFA(I,7)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,8)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFB(I)=-LMO*(E21P+(1.0D0/ASHL1)*(E11-E21)) 
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT AT R=ASHL3 
1=5 
COEFA(1,1 )=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,2)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,3)=-F3(l) 
COEFA(I,4)=-F3(2) 
COEFA(I,5)=-F3(3) 
COEFA(I,6)=-F3(4) 
COEFA(I,7)=D33 
COEFA(I,8)=D34 
COEFB(I)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
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TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT AT R=ASHL3 
1=6 
COEFA(1,1)=DCMPLX(0.0D0) 
COEFAa2)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,3)=-G3(l) 
COEFA(I,4)=-G3(2) 
COEFA(I,5)=-G3(3) 
COEFA(I,6)=-G3(4) 
COEFA(I,7)=D43 
COEFA(I,8)=D44 
COEFB(I)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
RADIAL STRESS AT R=ASHL3 
(Divided through by CI 13) 
1=7 
COEFA(1,1 )=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,2)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,3)=-((Cl 12/Cl 13)*F3P(1)+(C122/(C113*ASHL3))* 
& (2.0D0*F3(1)-DBLE(M*M1)*G3(1))) 
COEFA(I,4)=-((Cl 12/Cl 13)*F3P(2)+(C122/(C113*ASHL3))* 
& (2.0D0*F3(2)-DBLE(M*M1)*G3(2))) 
C0EFA(I,5)=-((C112/Cl 13)*F3P(3)+(C122/(C113*ASHL3))* 
& (2.0D0*F3(3)-DBLE(M*M1)*G3(3))) 
C0EFA(I,6)=-((C112/Cl 13)*F3P(4)+(C122/(C113*ASHL3))* 
& (2.0D0*F3(4)-DBLE(M*M 1 )*G3(4))) 
COEFA(I,7)=D33P+(C 123/(C 113*ASHL3))*(2.0D0*D33-
& DBLE(M*M1)*D43) 
COEFA(I,8)=D34P+(C123/(Cl 13* ASHL3))*(2.OD0*D34-
& DBLE(M*M1)*D44) 
COEFB(I)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
SHEAR STRESS AT R=ASHL3 
(Divided through by C663) 
1=8 
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COEFA(1,1 )=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,2)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
COEFA(I,3)=-(C662/C663)*(G3P(l)+(1.0D0/ASHL3)*(F3(l)-G3(l))) 
COEFA(I,4)=-(C662/C663)*(G3P(2)+( 1.0D0/ASHL3)*(F3(2)-G3(2))) 
COEFA(I,5)=-(C662/C663)*(G3P(3)+(1.0D0/ASHL3)*(F3(3)-G3(3))) 
COEFA(I,6)=-(C662/C663)*(G3P(4)+(1.0D0/ASHL3)*(F3(4)-G3(4))) 
COEFA(I,7)=D43P+( 1.0D0/ASHL3)*(D33-D43) 
COEFA(I,8)=D44P+(1.0D0/ASHL3)*(D34-D44) 
COEFB(I)=DCMPLX(O.ODO) 
* EXPAND COEFA(I,J) FROM 8x8 COMPLEX TO 16x16 REAL A(I,J) 
* AND EXPAND COEFB(I) FROM 8x1 COMPLEX TO 16x1 REAL B(I) 
DO 6101=1,8 
I0=(2*I-1) 
11=2*1 
DO 605 J= 1,8 
J0=2*J-1 
J1=2*J 
CALL MATELEM2(C0EFA(I,J),A1) 
A(IO,JO)=A 1(1,1) 
A(I0,J1)=A1(1,2) 
A(I1,J0)=A1(2,1) 
A(I1,JI)=A1(2,2) 
605 CONTINUE 
B(IO)=DREAL(COEFB(I)) 
B(I1)=DIMAG(C0EFB(I)) 
610 CONTINUE 
* Solve for Am using subroutines DECOMP and SOLVE: 
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* Note that values are first transferred to full sized arrays 
* so that indices are properly preserved. 
* Note: contents of B matrix are overwritten 
* Initialize temporary vectors and A matrix: 
DO 700I=1,N 
IPVT(I)=O.ODO 
DUMMY(I)=O.ODO 
700 CONTINUE 
* Special case for M=0 ... Transverse components are arbitrary 
* since they are multiplied by the derivative of the zeroth order 
* Legendre polynomial (which is zero) but they can be calculated anyway. 
CALL DECOMP(N,A,DUMMY,COND,IPVT) 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
* Store solution vector: 
DO 7201=1,8 
720 AA(M,I)=DCMPLX(B(2*I-1 ),B(2*I)) 
* Calculate scattering cross-section 
DELGAMMA=(4.0D0*PI/DBLE(M+M 1 ))*(AA(M, 1 )*DCONJG(AA(M, 1 ))+ 
& DBLE(M*Ml)*(KLl/KTl)*AA(M,2)*DCONJG(AA(M,2))) 
GAMMA=GAMMA+DELGAMMA 
* Test convergence of solution and increment M if required 
IF (DABS(DELGAMMA/GAMMA) .LE. l.OD-14) GOTO 740 
* write(*,*) m,cond,gamma 
* pause 
* If additional terms are needed: 
GOTO 300 
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740 CONTINUE 
* Scattering amplitude as a ftinction of angle 
800 MMAX=MIN0(M,50) 
SAMAX=0.0D0 
* Specify polar angle for BACKSCATTERING 
THETA=PI 
* Calculate Legendre polynomials 
X=DCOS(THETA) 
CALL LEGENDRE(X,P,PP) 
* Calculate farfield scattering amplitude 
SA=DCMPLX(0.0D0,0.0D0) 
DO 820 M=0,MMAX 
EE=DCMPLX(DCOS(PI*DBLE(M)/2),DSIN(PI*DBLE(M)/2)) 
S A=S A-P(M)* AA(M, 1 )*EE 
820 CONTINUE 
SAREAL=DREAL(SA) 
SAIMAG=DIMAG(SA) 
SAMAG=DSQRT(SAREAL*SAREAL+SAIMAG*SAIMAG) 
IF (SAMAG .GT. SAMAX) SAMAX=SAMAG 
850 CONTINUE 
WRrrE(*,910) KsA,SAREAL,SAIMAG,GAMMA/(PI*ASHLl*ASHLl) 
WRITE(25,*) KsA,SAREAL,SAIMAG,GAMMA/(PI*ASHLl*ASHLl) 
* PAUSE'' 
900 CONTINUE 
910 format(fl2.4,3el2.4) 
970 CONTINUE 
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995 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=25) 
999 END 
SUBROUTINE MATELEM2(F,FMAT) 
* This subroutine fills a 2x2 submatrix, FMAT, with real and imaginary 
* parts of the complex number F; FMAT is then used by the calling program 
* to fill a larger matrix. 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
COMPLEX* 16 F 
DIMENSION FMAT(2,2) 
FMAT(1,1)=DREAL(F) 
FMAT( 1,2)=-DIMAG(F) 
FMAT(2,1)=DIMAG(F) 
FMAT(2,2)=DREAL(F) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E; FORTRAN PROGRAM - FOCUS.FOR 
Numerical solution for elastic wave scattering 
from 
shelled spherical obstacles in a focused field 
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#jc  ^  ^ Sjc #jc  ^jjc 5^  5^ 5  ^5|C 5^  5^ 5 rj» 5^ 5 5^  5^   ^5^  «ft 5fS 5^  T\^   ^^  ^^ ^  ^^ ^  ^  ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^^ ^ 
* * 
* This program modifies Ying and Truell's solution for scattering * 
* from a spherical elastic obstacle in an elastic host medium. The * 
* obstacle considered here is an elastic sphere with a shell of elastic * 
* material around it. * 
* * 
* The field is chosen by the user to be: * 
* a) plane * 
* b) O'Neil's approximate field in the focal vicinity, with * 
* user-specified xdcr parameters * 
* c) Gaussian profile, with user-specified xdcr parameters * 
* * 
* Calculations are performed only at the backscattering angle, PI, * 
* for 1025 values of BCA between 0 and (Pi*Aincll)/(Tau*CLl) so that an * 
* inverse FFT will yield points spaced Tau apart in the time domain. * 
* (See MKDFT and IFFTWFM for details of reconstructing the time * 
* domain waveform) * 
* * 
* Numerical stability is improved in this version by expressing the * 
* field in the shell as a combination of spherical Bessel and Neumann * 
* functions instead of spherical Hankel functions. Calculations are * 
* limited to 150 orders; this should be extended for very high KA. * 
* * 
* If inner and outer radii are the same, then the calculation is * 
* performed using the original Ying and Traell solution instead of the * 
* "extended Ying and Truell solution (i.e. the zero thickness shell is * 
* eliminated, along with the accompanying stress and displacement balance * 
* equations). This improves stability for the case of no shell. * 
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DECLARATIONS 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
Note: Bessel and Legendre function calculations must accomodate 
NORDER orders... see subroutines 
PARAMETER(NORDER=150) 
COMPLEX* 16 F(8) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KALI 1,KAT11,KAL21,KAT21 
DOUBLE PRECISION KAL22,KAT22,KAL32,KAT32 
DOUBLE PRECISION KL1,KT1,KL2,KT2,KL3,KT3 
DOUBLE PRECISION MU1,MU2,MU3 
COMPLEX* 16 AA,EE,SA 
CHARACTER*50 FILENAME 
Dimensions for parameters associated with matrix operations: 
DIMENSION A(20,20),B(20),DUMMY(20),IPVT(20),A1(20,20),B 1(20) 
Spherical Bessel functions: Y1 = first kind, Y2 = second kind 
L = L-wave, T = T-wave 
First index (wavenumber): 1 = host medium 2 = shell 3=inclusion 
Second index (radius): 1 = outer 2 = inner 
Subscript = order 
DIMENSION YlLl l(0:norder),Y2Ll l(0:norder) 
DIMENSION YlTl l(0:norder),Y2Tl l(0:norder) 
DIMENSION Y1L21 (O:norder), Y2L21 (0:norder) 
DIMENSION Y1T2 l(0:norder),Y2T21 (O:norder) 
DIMENSION YlL22(0:norder),Y2L22(0:norder) 
DIMENSION YlT22(0:norder),Y2T22(0:norder) 
DIMENSION YlL32(0:norder),Y2L32(0:norder) 
DIMENSION YlT32(0:norder),Y2T32(0:norder) 
Dimensions for Legendre polynomials: 
DIMENSION P(0:norder),PP(0:norder) 
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Dimensions for stored values of complex expansion coefficients: 
AA(M,1) = Scattered L-wave 
AA(M,2) = Scattered T-wave 
AA(M,5) = Inward travelling L-wave in the shell 
AA(M,6) = Inward travelling T-wave in the shell 
AA(M,7) = Outward travelling L-wave in the shell 
AA(M,8) = Outward travelling T-wave in the shell 
AA(M,3) = Internal L-wave 
AA(M,4) = Internal T-wave 
DIMENSION AA(0:norder,8) 
Declarations for calculation of focused field: 
PARAMETER(NPTS=501, n2=(NPTS-l)/2) 
DIMENSION Parray(0:Norder,-n2:n2) 
DIMENSION abscissa(-n2:n2),weight(-n2:n2) 
COMPLEX* 16 APsi(0:Norder),ARPsi(0:Norder),BPsi(4,0:Norder) 
COMPLEX* 16 Psi(-N2:N2), dPsidr(-N2:N2) 
CONSTANTS 
PI=4.0D0*DATAN( 1 .ODO) 
HOST (Transoptic Plastic) 
rhol=1.18 
cl 1=2.73 
ctl=1.43 
CORE (Ti64) 
rho3=4.49 
cl3=6.191 
ct3=3.186 
SHELL (NitridedTi64) 
rho2=4.621 
cl2=7.902 
ct2=4.350 
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write(*,*)' Choose incident field:' 
write(*,*)' Plane Wave 0' 
write(*,*)' Focused (O'Neil's Approx.) 1' 
write(*,*)' Gaussian Approx. 2' 
read(*,*) ifield 
if(ifield.eq.l) then 
write(*,*)' Input Radius of Curvature of Xdcr:' 
read(*,*) Acurv 
write(*,*)' Input radius of Xdcr element:' 
read(*,*) Alens 
endif 
if(ifield.eq.2) then 
write(*,*) ' Input Initial Radius of Curvature, R(0):' 
read(*,*) RcurvO 
write(*,*)' Input Initial 1/e Beamwidth, W(0):' 
read(*,*) WidthO 
write(*,*)' Height of Xdcr above Interface:' 
read(*,*) HgtO 
endif 
write(*,*)' Input OUTER RADIUS of shell:' 
read(*,*) aincl 1 
write(*,*)' Input INNER RADIUS of shell:' 
read(*,*) aincl2 
Determine if there is no shell: 
ishell=l 
if (aincll.eq.aincl2) ishell=0 
Time increments, in units of nanosec. 
write(*,*)' Input time increment (nanosec):' 
read(*,*) tau 
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write(*,*) 
write(*,*)' Input filename for OUTPUT of Scattering Amplitude:' 
read(*,'(a)') filename 
open(unit= 15,file=filename) 
do 700 kindex=0,1024 
kal 1 l=real(kindex)*Pi* Aincl 1 * 1000/(CL1 * 1024*tau) 
if(kindex.eq.O) then 
gamma=0. 
sareal=0. 
saimag=0. 
goto 550 
endif 
Calculate secondary variables: 
KL1=KAL11/AINCLl 
OMEGA=KLl*CLl 
KTl=OMEGA/CTl 
KL2=OMEGA/CL2 
KT2=OMEGA/CT2 
KL3=OMEGA/CL3 
KT3=OMEGA/CT3 
KALI 1 is defined by user input 
KAT11=KT1*AINCL1 
KAL21=KL2*AINCL1 
KAT21=KT2*AINCL1 
KAL22=KL2*AINCL2 
KAT22=KT2*AINCL2 
KAL32=KL3*AINCL2 
KAT32=KT3*AINCL2 
MU1=CT1*CT1*RH01 
MU2=CT2*CT2*RH02 
MU3=CT3*CT3*RH03 
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Generate Spherical Bessel Functions of all orders and arguments: 
CALL SBSL(KAL11,Y1L11,Y2L11) 
CALL SBSL(KAT11,Y1T11,Y2T11) 
CALL SBSL(KAL21,Y1L21,Y2L21) 
CALL SBSL(KAT21,Y1T21,Y2T21) 
CALL SBSL(KAL22,Y1L22,Y2L22) 
CALL SBSL(KAT22,Y1T22,Y2T22) 
CALL SBSL(KAL32,Y1L32,Y2L32) 
CALL SBSL(KAT32,Y1T32,Y2T32) 
Generate a table of abscissa's and weights for integration: 
X1=-1.D0 
X2=1.D0 
CALL GAULEG(X 1 ,X2, Abscissa, Weight,Npts) 
Calculate Array of Legendre polynomials for each order and abscissa 
CALL LEGEN(N2,Norder,Abscissa,P,Parray) 
Calculate the potential field and its derivative at each abscissa 
that is, each "theta" at constant r=scatterer radius 
if(ifield.eq.O) then 
CALL PLANE(N2, Abscissa,Psi,dPsidr,Aincl 1 ,KL 1) 
endif 
if(ifield.eq.l) then 
CALL 0NEIL(N2,Abscissa,Psi.dPsidr, 
& Acurv,Alens,Aincll,KLl,CLl) 
endif 
if(ifield.eq.2) then 
CALLGAUBEAM(N2,Abscissa,Psi,dPsidr, 
&. RcurvO,WidthO,HgtO, Aincl 1 ,KL 1 ,CL 1 ,Rho 1) 
endif 
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* Integrate Psi and d(Psi)/dr times Legendre polynomial to get expansion 
* coefficients of the field and its derivative with respect to r: 
* NOTE: these coefficients are for orthoNORMAL series 
CALL ACOEF(N2,Norder,Abscissa,Weight, 
& Parray,APsi,ARPsi,Psi,dPsidr) 
* Calculate expansion coefficients of displacement and stress fields, 
* with appropriate factors cancelled out: 
* NOTE: Normalizing factor has been adjusted so that these 
* coefficients are for the ordinary Legendre series 
CALLBCOEF(Norder,APsi,ARPsi,BPsi,Rhol,CTl,KTl,Aincll) 
* START CALCULATION OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 
GAMMA=0 
M=0 
IF(ISHELL.EQ.O) GOTO 230 
* Normal displacement at outer radius 
1=1 
F(1)=-KAL11*DCMPLX(Y1L11(1),-Y2L11(1)) 
F(2)=KAL21 *DCMPLX(Y1L21 (1), Y2L21(1)) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* Normal displacement at inner radius 
1=2 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(2)=KAL22*DCMPLX(Y1L22( 1), Y2L22( 1)) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=-KAL32*DCMPLX(Y1L32(1),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* Normal stress at outer radius 
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FREAL=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y2L11(1) 
F( 1 )=MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y1L21(0)+2.D0*KAL21*Y1L21(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT21 *KAT21/2.D0)* Y2L21 (0)+2.D0*KAL21 * Y2L21(1) 
F(2)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
F(4)=0.D0 
CALL MATELEM(I,F, A) 
Normal stress at inner radius 
1=4 
F(1)=0.D0 
FREAL=(-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y1L22(0)+2.D0*KAL22*Y1L22(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y2L22(0)+2.D0*KAL22*Y2L22(1) 
F(2)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,FIMAG) 
F(3)=DCONJG(F(2)) 
FREAL=(-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(0)+2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(1) 
F(4)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
The M=0 equations balance normal displacements and stresses 
at the outer and inner shell boundaries: 
DO 2201=1,2 
Incident field's contribution to normal displacement (I+l) or 
stress (1=2) at outer boundary 
B(4*(I-1)+1 )=DREAL(BPsi((2*I-1 ),0)) 
B(4*(I-l)+2)=DIMAG(BPsi((2*I-l),0)) 
Incident field's contribution at inner boundary: 
B(4*(I-1)+3)=0.D0 
B(4*(I-1)+4)=0.D0 
CONTINUE 
N=8 
GOTO 240 
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* When inner and outer radii are equal, there is no shell: 
* form equilibrium equations at the host/inclusion boundary with 2 eqns 
* 
230 CONTINUE 
* Normal displacement at host/inclusion interface 
1=1 
F(1)=-KAL11 *DCMPLX(Y1L11(1),-Y2L11(1)) 
F(2)=-KAL32*DCMPLX(Y1L32(1),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* Normal stress at host/inclusion interface 
1=2 
FREAL=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(1) 
FIMAG=(-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(0)+2.D0*KAL11*Y2L11(1) 
F( 1 )=MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(0)+2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(1) 
F(2)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
do 235 i=l,2 
B(2*(I-l)+l)=DREAL(BPsi((2*I-l),0)) 
B(2*(I-1 )+2)=DIMAG(BPsi((2*I-1 ),0)) 
235 continue 
N=4 
GOTO 240 
* Solve equations for order 0 
240 CONTINUE 
DO 2501=1,N 
IPVT(I)=0 
250 DUMMY(I)=0.0D0 
CALL DECOMP(N,A,DUMMY,COND,IPVT) 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
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* Store expansion coefficients: 
DO 2801=1,N/2 
AA(0,2*I-1)=DCMPLX(B(2*I-1),B(2*I)) 
280 AA(0,2*I)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
* Calculate first contribution to Scattering Cross-Section: 
GAMMA=4.0DO*PI*(AA(0,1)*DCONJG(AA(0,1))) 
* Equations for M>0: 
300 M=M+1 
M1=M+1 
* NOTE THAT IN THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS, PAIRS OF EQUATIONS 
* HAVE BEEN ADDED AND SUBTRACTED TO ISOLATE THE BESSEL 
* FUNCTIONS THAT WERE FORMERLY PART OF HANKEL FUNCTIONS. 
* THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE HANKEL FUNCTIONS HAS BEEN MADE 
* REAL BY ARBITRARILY ASSOCIATING THE FACTOR OF i WITH THE 
* SOLUTION VECTOR INSTEAD OF THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS. 
IF(ISHELL.EQ.O) GOTO 350 
* Continuity of RADIAL DISPLACEMENT at i^al: 
1=1 
FREAL=DBLE(M)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11 *Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M)*Y2L1 l(M)-KALl 1*Y2L11(M1) 
F(1)=DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
F(2)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T11(M),-Y2T11(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M)*Y1L21(M)-KAL21*Y1L21(M1) 
FIM AG=DBLE(M)* Y2L21 (M)-KAL21 * Y2L21 (M1) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-DCMPLX(nMAG,0.D0) 
F(5)=DCMPLX(DBLE(M*M 1 )* Y1T21 (M),O.DO) 
F(6)=DCMPLX(DBLE(M*M 1 )* Y2T21 (M),O.DO) 
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F(7)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of RADL\L DISPLACEMENT at r=a2 
1=2 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M)*Y1L22(M)-KAL22*YIL22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M)*Y2L22(M)-KAL22*Y2L22(M1) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
F(5)=DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T22(M),0.D0) 
F(6)=DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y2T22(M),0.D0) 
F(7)=DCMPLX((DBLE(M)*Y1L32(M)-KAL32*Y1L32(M1)),0.D0) 
F(8)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T32(M),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT at i^al 
1=3 
F(1)=DCMPLX(Y1L11(M),-Y2L11(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11 *Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(Y1L21(M),0.D0) 
F(4)=-DCMPLX(Y2L21(M),0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1 )* Y1T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y1T21 (M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T21(M)-KAT21*Y2T21(M1) 
F(5)=DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(6)=DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
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Continuity of TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT at r=a2 
1=4 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(3)=-DCMPLX(Y1L22(M),0.D0) 
F(4)=-DCMPLX(Y2L22(M),0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1)*Y1T22(M)-KAT22*Y1T22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T22(M)-KAT22*Y2T22(M1) 
F(5)=DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(6)=DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(Y1L32(M),0.D0) 
F(8)=-DCMPLX((DBLE(M1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(M1)),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of RADIAL STRESS at n=al 
1=5 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1L11(M)+ 
2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(M)+ 
2.D0*KAL11 *Y2L11(M1) 
F( 1 )=MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11*Y2T11(M1)) 
F(2)=-MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y1L21(M)+ 
2.D0*KAL21*Y1L21(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT21 *KAT21/2.D0)* Y2L21 (M)+ 
2.D0*KAL21*Y2L21(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )* Y1T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y1T21 (M1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M 1 )*(DBLE(M-1 )* Y2T21 (M)-KAT21 * Y2T21 (M1)) 
F(5)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
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F(6)=MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of RADIAL STRESS at r=a2 
1=6 
F(1)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y1L22(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL22*Y1L22(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y2L22(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL22*Y2L22(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T22(M)-KAT22*Y1T22(M1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y2T22(M)-KAT22*Y2T22(M1)) 
F(5)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(6)=MU2*DCMPLX(nMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(M1) 
F(7)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(M1)) 
F(8)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of SHEAR STRESS at r=al 
1=7 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L11(M)-KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
F(1)=MU1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1T11(M)+ 
& KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2T11(M)+ 
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& KAT11*Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-MU 1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L21(M)-KAL21*Y1L21(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L21(M)-KAL21*Y2L21(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y1T21(M)+ 
& KAT21*Y1T21(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT21*KAT21/2.D0)*Y2T21(M)+ 
& KAT21*Y2T21(M1) 
F(5)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(6)=MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
F(7)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
F(8)=DCMPLX(O.DO,O.DO) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of SHEAR STRESS at r=a2 
1=8 
F( 1 )=DCMPLX(O.DO,O.DO) 
F(2)=DCMPLX(0.D0,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L22(M)-KAL22*Y1L22(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L22(M)-KAL22*Y2L22(M1) 
F(3)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(4)=-MU2*DCMPLX(FIMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y1T22(M)+ 
& KAT22*Y1T22(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT22*KAT22/2.D0)*Y2T22(M)+ 
& KAT22*Y2T22(M1) 
F(5)=MU2*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
F(6)=MU2*DCMPLX(nMAG,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1 )* Y1 L32(M)-KAL32* Y1 L32(M 1) 
F(7)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1T32(M)+ 
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& KAT32*Y1T32(M1) 
F(8)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
DO 3101=1,4 
B(4*(I-l)+l)=DREAL(BPsi(I,M)) 
B(4*(I-l)+2)=DIMAG(BPsi(I,M)) 
B(4*(I-1)+3)=0.D0 
B(4*(I-1)+4)=0.D0 
310 CONTINUE 
N=16 
GOTO 400 
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* When inner and outer radii are equal, there is no shell... 
* establish equilibrium at the host/inclusion boundary with 4 eqns: 
350 CONTINUE 
* Continuity of RADIAL DISPLACEMENT 
1=1 
FP^AL=DBLE(M)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M)*Y2L11(M)-KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
F( 1 )=DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
F(2)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T11(M),-Y2T11(M)) 
F(3)=DCMPLX((DBLE(M)*Y1L32(M)-KAL32*Y1L32(M1)),0.D0) 
F(4)=-DBLE(M*M1)*DCMPLX(Y1T32(M),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* Continuity of TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT 
1=2 
F(1)=DCMPLX(Y1L11(M),-Y2L11(M)) 
FREAL=DBLE(M1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11*Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-DCMPLX(FREAL,-nMAG) 
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F(3)=DCMPLX(Y1L32(M),0.D0) 
F(4)=-DCMPLX((DBLE(M1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(M1)),0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of RADIAL STRESS 
1=3 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0/Y1L11(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2L11(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
F(1)=MU1*DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T11(M)-KAT11*Y1T11(M1)) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y2T11(M)-KAT11*Y2T11(M1)) 
F(2)=-MU1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-M)-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)*Y1L32(M)+ 
& 2.D0*KAL32*Y1L32(M1) 
F(3)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
FREAL=DBLE(M*M1)*(DBLE(M-1)*Y1T32(M)-KAT32*Y1T32(MI)) 
F(4)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
Continuity of SHEAR STRESS 
1=4 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1)*Y1L11(M)-KAL11*Y1L11(M1) 
FIMAG=DBLE(M-1)*Y2L11(M)-KAL11*Y2L11(M1) 
F(1)=MU1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y1T11(M)+ 
& KAT11*Y1T11(M1) 
FIMAG=(DBLE(M*M-1)-KAT11*KAT11/2.D0)*Y2T11(M)+ 
& KAT11*Y2T11(M1) 
F(2)=-MU1 *DCMPLX(FREAL,-FIMAG) 
FREAL=DBLE(M-1 )* Y1 L32(M)-KAL32* Y1 L32(M 1) 
F(3)=MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
FREAL=(DBLE(M*M-1 )-KAT32*KAT32/2.D0)* Y1 T32(M)+ 
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& KAT32*Y1T32(M1) 
F(4)=-MU3*DCMPLX(FREAL,0.D0) 
CALL MATELEM(I,F,A) 
DO 3601=1,4 
B(2*(I-l)+l)=DREAL(BPsi(I,M)) 
B(2*(I-l)+2)=DIMAG(BPsi(I,M)) 
360 CONTINUE 
N=8 
GOTO 400 
* Solve equations for order M 
400 CONTINUE 
DO 4201=1,N 
IPVT(I)=0 
420 DUMMY(I)=0.0D0 
CALL DECOMP(N,A,DUMMY,COND,IPVT) 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
* Store expansion coefficients: 
DO 4401=1,N/2 
440 AA(M,I)=DCMPLX(B(2*I-1),B(2*I)) 
* Calculate Scattering Cross-Section using terms if order 0 TO M 
DELGAMMA=(4.0D0*PI/DBLE(2*M+1 ))*(AA(M, 1 )*DCONJG(AA(M, 1 ))+ 
&, DBLE(M*Ml)*(KLl/KTl)*AA(M,2)*DCONJG(AA(M,2))) 
GAMMA=GAMMA+DELGAMMA 
* Test convergence: 
IF (DABS(DELGAMMA/GAMMA) .LE. l.OD-12) GOTO 500 
if(m.ge.norder) goto 500 
GOTO 300 
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500 MMAX=MINO(M,norder) 
Specify polar angle: 
i=180 
THETA=DBLE(I)*PI/DBLE(180) 
Calculate Legendre Polynomials: 
X=DCOS(THETA) 
CALL LEGENDRE(X,P,PP) 
Calculate Farfield Scattering Amplitude: 
SA=DCMPLX(0.0D0,0.0D0) 
DO 520 M=0,MMAX 
EE=DCMPLX(DCOS(PI*DBLE(M)/2),DSIN(PI*DBLE(M)/2)) 
SA=S A-P(M)*AA(M, 1)*EE 
520 CONTINUE 
SAREAL=DREAL(SA) 
SAIMAG=DIMAG(SA) 
SAMAG=DSQRT(SAREAL*SAREAL+SAIMAG*SAIMAG) 
550 CONTINUE 
WRrrE(*,560) KALI l,GAMMA/(pi*aincll*aincll),sareal,saimag 
WRrTE(15,560) KALI l,GAMMA/(pi*aincll*aincll),sareal,saimag 
560 FORMAT(4el5.5) 
700 CONTINUE 
close(unit=15) 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SBSL(X,J1,J2) 
* Adapted from ESANG (a program which calculates scattering from a * 
* spherical inclusion, according to Johnson and Truell, 1965). This * 
* version differes from ESANG primarily in that it does not pass a * 
* value for the maximum order of the functions, but calculates orders * 
* zero through fifty when called. Also, it always calculates both * 
* kinds of spherical Bessel functions whereas ESANG only calculates * 
* those of the second kind when they are needed. Trace lines are * 
* omitted in this version. Values were checked against Abramowitz * 
* on 31 AUG 90. * 
* Changed to 100 orders 15 FEB 94 * 
* ChangedtoMAXORDER=150on31 OCT94 * 
* This subroutine calculates spherical Bessel functions of the first * 
* and second kind from order zero to MAXORDER. * 
* * 
* X = argument of the functions * 
* Jl() = spherical Bessel functions of the first kind * 
* J2() = spherical Bessel functions of the second kind * 
PARAMETER (MAXORDER=150) 
DIMENSION J1(0:MAXORDER),J2(0:MAXORDER) 
DOUBLE PRECISION J1,J2,AJ1,X,A,R,H 
IF (X.EQ.0) GOTO 500 
***** Explicit expressions for the first few orders: 
J1(0)=DSIN(X)/X 
J1 (1 )=DSIN(X)/(X*X)-DCOS(X)/X 
J1(2)=(3.DO/(X*X)-1.DO)*DSIN(X)/X-3.DO*DCOS(X)/(X*X) 
AJ1=J1(1) 
J2(0)=-DCOS(X)/X 
J2( 1 )=-DCOS(X)/(X*X)-DSIN(X)/X 
J2(2)=(1.DO-3.DO/(X*X))*DCOS(X)/X-3.DO*DSIN(X)/(X*X) 
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J1(3)=(5.0D0/X)*J1(2)-J1(1) 
J2(3)=(5.0D0/X)*J2(2)-J2( 1) 
J1(4)=(7.0DO/X)*J1(3)-J1(2) 
J2(4)=(7.0D0yX)*J2(3)-J2(2) 
J1(5)=(9.0D0/X)*J1(4)-J1(3) 
J2(5)=(9.0D0/X)*J2(4)-J2(3) 
IF (X.GT.1.D0) GOTO 15 
***** Series expansion for small values of the argument: 
R=X*X/2 
DO 10 M=5,MAX0RDER 
IF (DABS(Jl(M)).LT.lD-25) GOTO 11 
H=1.D0 
D0 5I=1,M+1 
5 H=H*X/DBLE(2*I+1) 
A=1.D0 
J1(M+1)=1.D0 
DO 7 1=1,40 
A=-A*R/DBLE(I*(2*(M+I+1)+1)) 
J1(M+1)=J1(M+1)+A 
IF (DABS(A).LT.DABS(J1(M+1))*1D-18) GOTO 8 
7 CONTINUE 
8 J1(M+1)=J1(M+1)*H 
10 CONTINUE 
11 GOTO 90 
15 IF(X.GE.50) GOTO 80 
***** Downward recursion for 1 < X < 50 
M2=MAXORDER 
J1(M2)=0.D0 
J1(M2-1)=1.D0 
DO 70 M=l,M2-2 
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70 J1(M2-M-1)=DBLE(2*(M2-M)+1)*J1(M2-M)/X-JI(M2-M+1) 
A=AJ1/J1(1) 
D0 75M=1,M2-1 
75 J1(M)=J1(M)*A 
GOTO 90 
***** Upward recursion for X > 50 ...JIQ 
80 M2=MAXORDER 
DO 85 M=2,M2-1 
J1(M+1)=DBLE(2*M+1)*J1(M)/X-J1(M-1) 
85 CONTINUE 
***** Upward recursion for all X ...J2() 
90 M2=MAXORDER 
R=-l.D+200 
DO 95 M=5,M2-1 
J2(M+1 )=DBLE(2*M+1 )* J2(M)/X-J2(M-1) 
IF (J2(M+1).LT.R) J2(M+1)=R 
95 CONTINUE 
GOTO 900 
***** Special case, when the argument of the functions is zero: 
500 J1(0)=1.D0 
R=-l.D+200 
DO 510 M=l,MAXORDER 
J1(M)=0.D0 
510 J2(M)=R 
GOTO 900 
900 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MATELEM(I,F,A) 
* This subroutine fills in two rows of the matrix A() with the * 
* appropriate real or imaginary parts of the complex coefficients * 
* from Ying and Truell's equations 20(a)-20(d). * 
* I = equation number corresponding to Ying & Truell * 
* F = complex coefficient from Ying and Truell * 
* A = matrix element * 
 ^  ^ jfc #JC  ^  ^ 5fC 5jC 5  ^^  5  ^ Jjc 3fc  ^^   ^^  5jC 3|c 5jc 3fc ^  Sfc 5jc ^  5jC jjc  ^^   ^^  ^  ^  
DIMENSION A(20,20),F(4) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A 
COMPLEX* 16 F 
11=2*1-1 
12=2*1 
DO 10J=1,8 
J1=2*J-1 
J2=2*J 
A(I1,J1)=DREAL(F(J)) 
A(I1,J2)=-DIMAG(F(J)) 
A(I2,J1)=DIMAG(F(J)) 
A(I2,J2)=DREAL(F(J)) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DECOMP(N,A,B,COND,IPVT) 
* This subroutine is used in conjunction with SOLVE to decompose and * 
* and solve systems of linear equations. Note that matrices and * 
* vectors must be zeroed before calling. * 
* N = number of rows * 
* A = N X N matrix * 
* B = right-hand side vector (solution is returned in B) * 
* NOTE: Call DECOMP with a DUMMY vector for B; call SOLVE with * 
* the actual right-hand-side vector. * 
* COND = condition number (approx. LOG lO(COND) digits are lost) * 
* IPVT = auxiliary vector used for pivot operations * 
* This subroutine is a modified version of one supplied by Dr. Mitra. * 
* Debugged and tested with TESTMATX 4 SEP 90. * 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISI0N(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(20,20),B(20),IPVT(20) 
IPVT(N)=1 
IF(N .EQ. 1) GOTO 80 
NM1=N-1 
ANORM=O.ODO 
DO I0J=1,N 
T=O.ODO 
DO 5 1=1,N 
T=T+DABS(A(I,J)) 
5 CONTINUE 
IF (T .GT. ANORM) ANORM=T 
10 CONTINUE 
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DO 35K=1,NM1 
KP1=K+1 
M=K 
DO 15 I=KP1,N 
IF(DABS(A(I,K)) .GT. DABS(A(M,K))) M=I 
15 CONTINUE 
IPVT(K)=M 
IF(M .NE. K) IPVT(N)=-IPVT(N) 
T=A(M,K) 
A(M,K)=A(K,K) 
A(K,K)=T 
IF(T .EQ. O.ODO) GOTO 35 
DO 20I=KP1,N 
A(I,K)=-A(I,K)/T 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30J=KP1,N 
T=A(M,J) 
A(M,J)=A(K,J) 
A(K,J)=T 
IF(T .EQ. O.ODO) GOTO 30 
DO 25I=KP1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+A(I,K)*T 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
35 CONTINUE 
DO 50K=1,N 
T=O.ODO 
IF(K .EQ. 1) GOTO 45 
KM1=K-1 
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D0 40I=1,KM1 
T=T+A(I,K)*B(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
45 EK=LODO 
IF(T .LT. O.ODO) EK=-1.0D0 
IF(A(K,K) .EQ. O.ODO) GOTO 90 
B(K)=-(EK+T)/A(K,K) 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 60 KB=1,NM1 
K=N-KB 
T=0.0D0 
KP1=K+1 
DO 55I=KP1,N 
T=T+A(I,K)*B(K) 
55 CONTINUE 
B(K)=T 
M=IPVT(K) 
IF(M .EQ. K) GOTO 60 
T=B(M) 
B(M)=B(K) 
B(K)=T 
60 CONTINUE 
YNORM=O.ODO 
DO 65 1=1,N 
YNORM=YNORM+DABS(B(I)) 
65 CONTINUE 
CALL SOLVE(N,A,B JPVT) 
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ZNORM=O.ODO 
DO 701=1,N 
ZNORM=ZNORM+DABS(B(I)) 
70 CONTINUE 
COND=ANORM*ZNORMAnNORM 
IF(COND .LT. l.ODO) COND=1.0D0 
RETURN 
80 COND= l.ODO 
IF(A(1,1) .NE. O.ODO) RETURN 
90 COND=1.0D+32 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE(N,A,B,IPVT) 
* This subroutine is used in conjunction with DECOMP to solve systems * 
* of linear equations. * 
* N = Number of rows * 
* A = N X N matrix of coefficients * 
* B = right-hand side vector (solution is returned in B) * 
* IPVT = auxiliary vector used for pivot operations * 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISI0N(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(20,20),B(20),IPVT(20) 
IF (N .EQ. 1) GOTO 50 
NM1=N-1 
D0 20K=1,NM1 
KP1=K+1 
M=IPVT(K) 
T=B(M) 
B(M)=B(K) 
B(K)=T 
DO 10I=KP1,N 
B(I)=B(I)+A(I,K)*T 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
D0 40KB=1,NM1 
KM1=N-KB 
K=KM1+1 
B(K)=B(K)/A(K,K) 
T=-B(K) 
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DO 30I=1,KM1 
B(I)=B(I)+A(I,K)*T 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
50 B(1)=B(1)/A(1,1) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LEGENDRE(X,P,PP) 
* This subroutine calculates Legendre polynomials, P(order), and its * 
* derivative, PP(order), for the argument X and for orders zero to 50 * 
* Checked with TESTPLEG against Abramowitz, 4 SEP 90. * 
* Changed to 100 orders 15 FEB 94 * 
* Changed to MAXORDER=150 on 31 OCT 94 * 
PARAMETER(MAXORDER=150) 
DOUBLE PRECISION P,PP,X 
DIMENSION P(0:MAXORDER), PP(0:MAXORDER) 
P(0)=1.0D0 
P(1)=X 
PP(0)=0.0D0 
PP(1)=1.0D0 
DO 10N=1,MAXORDER-1 
NP1=N+1 
P(NP1)=(1.0D0/DBLE(NP1))*(DBLE(N+NP1)*X*P(N)-DBLE(N)*P(N-1)) 
PP(NP1)=P(N)+2.0D0*X*PP(N)-PP(N-1) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BESSJO(X) 
* From Numerical Recipes: 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
REAL*8 Y,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6, 
& S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6 
DATA PI ,P2,P3,P4,P5/1 .DO,-. 1098628627D-2,.2734510407D-4, 
& -.2073370639D-5,.209388721 lD-6/, Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5/-.1562499995D-1, 
& .1430488765D-3,-.6911147651D-5,.7621095161D-6,-.934945152D-7/ 
DATAR1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6/57568490574.D0,-13362590354.D0,651619640.7D0, 
& -11214424.18DO,77392.33017DO,-184.9052456DO/, 
& S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6/5756849041 l.D0,1029532985.D0, 
& 9494680.718D0,59272.64853D0,267.8532712D0,1.DO/ 
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.)THEN 
Y=X**2 
BESSJ0=(R1+Y*(R2+Y*(R3+Y*(R4+Y*(R5+Y*R6))))) 
& /(S1+Y*(S2+Y*(S3+Y*(S4+Y*(S5+Y*S6))))) 
ELSE 
AX=ABS(X) 
Z=8./AX 
Y=Z**2 
XX=AX-.785398164 
BESSJO=SQRT(.636619772/AX)*(COS(XX)*(P1+Y*(P2+Y*(P3+Y*(P4+Y 
& *P5))))-Z*SIN(XX)*(Q1+Y*(Q2+Y*(Q3+Y*(Q4+Y*Q5))))) 
ENDDF 
RETURN 
END 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BESSJl(X) 
* From Numerical Recipes; 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
REAL*8 Y,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6, 
& S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6 
DATAR1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6/72362614232.D0,-7895059235.D0,242396853.1D0, 
& -2972611.439D0,15704.48260D0,-30.16036606D0/, 
& S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6/144725228442.D0,2300535178.D0, 
& 18583304.74D0,99447.43394D0,376.9991397D0,1 .DO/ 
DATA PI,P2,P3,P4,P5/1 .DO,. 183105D-2,-.3516396496D-4,.2457520174D-5, 
& -.240337019D-6/,Ql,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5/.04687499995D0,-.2002690873D-3, 
& .8449199096D-5,-.88228987D-6,.105787412D-6/ 
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.)THEN 
Y=X**2 
BESSJ1=X*(R1+Y*(R2+Y*(R3+Y*(R4+Y*(R5+Y*R6))))) 
& /(S 1+Y*(S2+Y*(S3+Y*(S4+Y*(S5+Y*S6))))) 
ELSE 
AX=ABS(X) 
Z=8./AX 
Y=Z**2 
XX=AX-2.356194491 
BESSJl=SQRT(.636619772/AX)*(COS(XX)*(Pl+Y*(P2+Y*(P3+Y*(P4+Y 
& *P5))))-Z*SIN(XX)*(Q1+Y*(Q2+Y*(Q3+Y*(Q4+Y*Q5))))) 
& *SIGN(1.,REAL(X)) 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LEGEN(N2,Norder,Abscissa,P,Parray) 
* This subroutine calculates an array of Legendre Polynomials * 
* of order 0 to Norder, and arguments which are the Abscissa * 
* required for Gauss-Legendre quadrature. * 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DIMENSION P(0:Norder),Parray(0:Norder,-n2:n2) 
DIMENSION Abscissa(-n2:n2) 
do 20 i=-n2,n2 
x=abscissa(i) 
P(0)=1.0D0 
P(1)=X 
Parray(0,I)=DSQRT(0.5D0) 
Parray(l ,I)=DSQRT(1.5D0)*X 
DO 10N=l,Norder-l 
NP1=N+1 
P(NP1)=(1.0D0/DBLE(NP1))*(DBLE(N+NP1)*X*P(N)-DBLE(N)*P(N-1)) 
* Form the ORTHONORMAL basis function 
Parray(NPl,I)=DSQRT((2.D0*NPl+l.D0)/2.D0)*P(NPl) 
10 CONTINUE 
020 continue 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE BESLTERM(Z,BZ) 
1^* *1^  *1# «1# »1« >t- ^ 1^  mJ^  -I- »t» >t.i . *-. -1 ^ *1* . *^  >t- »t- - »^  »t- .t« -f- -'. ^t. 
"»* »^ r* "J- Jp 5{C jp 5^ 5p 9^  5j% 5Js 5p JJ5 *1* 5J% *1^  *(• 5^  5p JJ5 #J% rJ5 
* Calculate (2/z)*Jl(z) where J1 is the cylindrical Bessel function * 
* orders: 1 and argument=z. * 
* Tested against Abramowitz & Stegun with TESTBFINAL.F 11 JAN 95 * 
*X* 4* *i» *X* •!• •!« %X^  *<1^  •!» kl# «1* «1« »1* 4i» »!• «1« *X> »^ - »l. ^T. k>^  »t— -t- xP. •?• -t- -f- -i- -*- .i. -<- -1. >t* >]« kt. -*. *t* 
*1* "I" "i" "4" "I* *1* •J* »f» 5^  •J* pj* «J* «f» 5p «f« ip 5p #J5 Jp 5^ % JJi 5^  •J* J(5 
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,BZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION CK,CKP1 
INTEGER K 
k=0 
ck=l 
bz=ck 
010 continue 
k=k+l 
ckpl=((-l)*(Z/2.)*(Z/2.)/((k)*(k+l)))*ck 
ck=ckpl 
bz=bz+ck 
if(k.eq.50) goto 100 
goto 10 
100 continue 
return 
end 
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SUBROUTINE GAULEG(X1,X2,X,W,N) 
* Gauss Legendre Quadrature, from Numerical Recipes 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (EPS=3.D-14) 
DIMENSION X(N),W(N) 
M=(N+l)/2 
XM=0.5D0*(X2+X1) 
XL=0.5D0*(X2-X1) 
DO 121=1,M 
Z=COS(3.141592654DO*(I-.25DO)/(N+.5DO)) 
I CONTINUE 
P1=1.D0 
P2=0.D0 
DO 11 J=1,N 
P3=P2 
P2=P1 
P1=((2.D0*J-1.D0)*Z*P2-(J-1.D0)*P3)/J 
II CONTINUE 
PP=N*(Z*P1-P2)/(Z*Z-1 .DO) 
Z1=Z 
Z=Z1-P1/PP 
IF(ABS(Z-Zl).GT.EPS)GOTO 1 
X(I)=XM-XL*Z 
X(N+1-I)=XM+XL*Z 
W(I)=2.D0*XL/(( 1 .DO-Z*Z)*PP*PP) 
W(N+1-I)=W(I) 
12 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE PLANE(N2,Abscissa,Psi,dPsidr,Aincll,KLl) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KLl 
PARAMETER(Pi=3.14159265359) 
DIMENSION abscissa(-n2:n2) 
COMPLEX* 16 Psi(-N2:N2), dPsidr(-N2:N2) 
* Calculate the approximate field and the associated stresses and 
* displacements at each abscissa (x=Abscissa for integration=Cos(Theta)): 
DO 200 i=-n2,n2 
x=abscissa(i) 
z=Aincll*x 
Psi(i)=DCMPLX(G.DO,-l .D0/KL1)*EXP(DCMPLX(0.D0,-KL1 *z)) 
dPsidr(i)=-X*EXP(DCMPLX(O.DO,-KLl*z)) 
200 continue 
return 
end 
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SUBROUTINE ONEIL(N2,Abscissa,Psi,dPsidr, 
& Acurv, Alens, Aincl 1,KL1,CL1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KLl 
DIMENSION Abscissa(-n2:n2) 
COMPLEX* 16 Psi(-n2:n2),dPsidr(-n2:n2) 
PARAMETER(Pi=3.14159265359) 
do 200 i=-n2,n2 
x=abscissa(i) 
R=DSQRT(Acurv*Acurv+Aincl 1 *Aincl 1 +2.D0* Acurv* Aincl 1 *x) 
Z=KL1 *Alens* Aincl 1 *DSQRT(1 .DO-x*x)/R 
CALL BESLTERM(Z,BZ) 
BO=BESSJO(Z) 
dRdr=( 1 .dO/R)*(Aincl 1+Acurv*x) 
* O'Neil defines a velocity potential: 
Psi(i)=(EXP(DCMPLX(0.D0,-KLl*R))/(2.D0*Pi*R))*BZ 
dPsidr(i)=(l.D0/R)*(EXP(DCMPLX(0.D0,-KLl*R))/(2.D0*Pi*R))* 
& (2.D0*(R/Aincll-dRdr)*(B0-BZ)-BZ*(DCMPLX(l.D0,KLl*R))*dRdr) 
* Multiply by (1/ikc) to get a displacement potential: 
Psi(i)=Psi(i)*DCMPLX(O.DO,-1 .DO/(KL 1 *CL 1)) 
dPsidr(i)=dPsidr(i)*DCMPLX(O.DO,-l.DO/(KLl*CLl)) 
200 continue 
return 
end 
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SUBROUTINE GAUBEAM(N2,Abscissa,Psi,dPsidr, 
& RcurvO,WidthO,HgtO, Aincl 1 ,KL 1 ,CL 1 ,Rho 1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KLl,Kwater,Lambda 
DIMENSION Abscissa(-n2:n2) 
COMPLEX* 16 q0,q,A0,AH,fl,f2,f3,f4 
COMPLEX* 16 Psi(-n2:n2),dPsidr(-n2:n2) 
PARAMETER(Pi=3.14159265359) 
* In this subroutine we assume that the scatterer is at the true 
* focal point of the beam, which is slightly earlier than the 
* geometric focus... see Thompson & Lopes 
* Define auxiliary variables: 
* Transmission starts in water: 
Cwater= 1.485 
Rwater=1.0 
Kwater=KLl *CL1/Cwater 
Lambda=2.0*Pi/Kwater 
Beta=Lambda*RcurvO/(Pi*WidthO*WidthO) 
T=2.dO*Rwater*Cwater/(Rwater*Cwater+Rho 1 *CL 1) 
* Values of important quantities at the transducer: 
qO=(RcurvO/( 1 .dO+Beta*Beta))*DCMPLX(-1 .dO,Beta) 
wO=WidthO 
Angle=DATAN(-Beta) 
if(Angle.lt.O.) Angle=Angle+Pi 
PhaseO=Pi/2.dO-Angle 
AO=DCMPLX( 1 .dO.O.dO) 
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Values of important quantities just after passing through the interface: 
Wavelength after passing through the interface: 
Lambda=2.dO*Pi/KL 1 
Real & Imaginary parts of the generalized radius of curvature: 
qr^(Cwater/CL 1 )*(RcurvO/( 1 .dO+Beta*Beta))* 
& ((1 .dO+Beta*Beta) *HgtO/RcurvO-1 .dO) 
qi=(Cwater/CL 1 )*(RcurvO/( 1 .dO+Beta*Beta))*Beta 
q=DCMPLX(qr,qi) 
do 200 i=-n2,n2 
x=abscissa(i) 
Define position relative to a scatterer centered at ZF: 
zeta=Aincll*x 
rho=Aincl 1 *DSQRT (1 -x*x) 
q=DCMPLX(zeta,qi) 
w=DSQRT((Lambda/Pi)*(zeta*zeta+qi*qi)/qi) 
Angle=D ATAN (qi/zeta) 
if(Angle.lt.O.) Angle=Angle+Pi 
Phase=Pi/2.dO-Angle 
Velocity Potential, all constants suppressed: 
Psi(i)=DCMPLX(0.d0,1 .dO/KLl )*( 1 .dO/w)* 
& EXP(DCMPLX(-KL1 *rho*rho*qi/(2.d0*(zeta*zeta+qi*qi)), 
& Phase-KLl *zeta-KLl *rho*rho*zeta/(2.d0*(zeta*zeta+qi*qi)))) 
Redefine intermediate variables (see 28FEB95 & 6MAR95,12 APR 95): 
qcq=zeta*zeta+qi *qi 
f l=dcmplx(-zeta*x/qcq,(qi/qcq-kl 1 )*x) 
f2=-(kl 1 *rho*dsqrt( 1 .-x*x)/qcq)*dcmplx(qi,zeta) 
f3=(kll*rho*rho*x/(qcq*qcq))*dcmplx(zeta*qi,(zeta*zeta-qi*qi)/2.) 
dPsidr(i)=Psi(i)*(f 1 +f2+f3) 
Multiply by (1/ikc) to get a displacement potential: 
Psi(i)=Psi(i)*DCMPLX(O.DO,-l .D0/(KL1 *CL1)) 
dPsidr(i)=dPsidr(i)*DCMPLX(O.DO,-1 .DO/(KL 1 *CL I)) 
continue 
return 
end 
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SUBROUTINE ACOEF(N2,Norder,Abscissa,Weight, 
& Parray,APsi,ARPsi,Psi,dPsidr) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRE€ISI3Jr(A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
PARAMETER(Pi=3.14159265359) 
DIMENSION abscissa(-n2:n2),weight(-n2:n2) 
DIMENSION Parray(0:Norder,-n2:n2) 
COMPLEX* 16 APSI(0:Norder),ARPSI(0:Norder) 
COMPLEX* 16 Psi(-N2:N2), dPsidr(-N2:N2) 
* Perform integrations to obtain expansion coefficients: 
DO 400 M=0,Norder 
APSI(M)=0. 
ARPSI(M)=0. 
DO 300 I=-n2,n2 
* Recall that Parray(m,i) is the normalized value of 
* the m-th order Legendre Polynomial evaluated at 
* x=Abscissa(i) 
APSI(M)=APSI(M)+Parray(m,i)*Psi(i)*Weight(i) 
ARPSI(M)=ARPSI(M)+Parray(m,i)*dPsidr(i)*Weight(i) 
300 continue 
400 continue 
return 
end 
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SUBROUTINE BCOEF(Norder, APsi,ARPsi,BPsi,Rho 1 ,CT 1 ,KT 1, Aincl 1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION KTl 
COMPLEX* 16 APSI(0:Norder), ARPSI(0:Norder),BPSI(4,0:Norder) 
DO 600 M=0,Norder 
* Normal Displacement: 
BPSI( 1 ,M)=Aincl 1 * ARPSI(M) 
* Tangential Displacement: 
BPSI(2,M)=APSI(M) 
* Normal Stress: 
BPSI(3,M)=Rhol *CT1 *CT1 * 
& (APSI(M)*(M*(M+1 )-(KT 1 * Aincl 1 )*(KT 1 * Aincl 1 )/2.)-
& 2*Aincll*ARPSI(M)) 
* Tangential Stress 
BPSI(4,M)=Rho 1 *CT 1 *CT 1 *(Aincl 1 * ARPSI(M)-APSI(M)) 
* Adjust so that these terms can be used with Legendre series 
* without normalizing the Legendre series: 
* Sum{ B(J,M) * [SQRT((2*M+l)/2)*Pm(X)] } = 
* Sum{ [B(J,M)*SQRT((2*M+l)/2)] * Pm(X)} 
do500j=l,4 
BPSI(J,M)=BPSI(J,M)*DSQRT((2.D0*M+1.D0)/2.D0) 
500 continue 
600 continue 
return 
end 
